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THE SECRETARY- GENERAL 
5 May2006 
Dear Ambassador Stith, 
I very much appreciate your willingness to come to New York to brief 
me on the African Presidential Archives and Research Centre.' s (AP ARC) 
recently conduded African Presidential Roundtable iri Johannesburg and 
·other activities of the Centre. Hopefully, the focus of the deliberations will 
yield some strategic responses to the urgent challenges of peace, security and 
development facing Africa. 
As I indicated, beyond the Roundtable, AP ARC's mission to chronicle 
contemporary trends and developments in Africa by engaging former African 
heads of state is a unique and important contribution to encouraging 
democ.ratization on the continent. I commend Boston University and you for 
this exe~plary injtiative. I look forward to seeing you. 
His Excellency 
Mr. Charles R. Stith 
Director 
African Presidential Archives 
and Research Centre 
Boston University. 
Boston 
Yours sincerely, 
Kofi A. Annan 
THE LLOYD G. BALFOUR AFRICAN 
PRESIDENT-IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAM 
ANNUAL REPORT 
2006 
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I_. THE LLOYD G. BALFOUR AFRICAN 
PRESIDENT-'IN-RESIDENCE PROGRAM · 
ANNUAL REPORT 
2006 
The Balfour African President-in-Residence Program was designed for two 
purposes. First, the residency program provides Boston University and the broader 
community with access to a leader whose experience and position gives him/her a unique 
perspective on the political and economic dynamics in Africa. The second purpose of the 
pro grain is to create an opportunity for democratically elected leaders to · transition to 
civilian status by providing a venue that will value and utilize their experience and 
expertise. 
This report covers the tenure of His Excellency Sir Quett Ketumile J Masire as 
the Balfour African President-in-Residence, which began March 2005, through lectures 
by current Tanzanian President Jakaya Kikwete as the Balfour Leadership Lecturer, 
September 2006: 
His Excellency Sir Quett Ketumile J. Masire, Former President of the Republic of 
Botswana, Balfour African President-in-Residence, March 2005 - April 2006 
The tenure of His Excellency Sir Q.Ketumile J. Masire began on March 10, 2005 
. with a dinner at the home of Ambassador Charles R. Stith and Dr. Deborah Prothrow-
Stith, welcoming His Excellency to Boston. Attendees included a number of civil leaders 
from the Boston community, including Dr. Barry R. Bloom, Dean of the Faculty and Joan 
L. and Julius H. Jacobson Professor of Public Health, .Harvard U~iversity; Dr. Irene 
Tilenius Bloom, Professor Emerita, Barnard College (Columbia University); Cleve L. 
Killingsworth, President and Chief Operating Officer, Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Massachusetts; Dan Scully, Executive Vice President, Boston Magazine; Giancarlo 
Esposito, Actor and Producer, Lyralyn Productions; and Maggie Williams, former Chief 
of Staff of the First Lady Hillary Clinton and most recently the Chief of Staff of the 
· William J. Clinton Fo~dation. · 
The following week, APARC hosted a working luncheon with several prominent 
Boston University faculty and staff members. Invitees included Dr. James Pritchett, 
Director, the African Studies Center, and Associate Provost; Dr. Barbara Brown, 
Director, African Outreach Center; Joanne Hart, Program Adllinistrator, African Studies 
Center; Gretchen Walsh, Head Africana Librarian, African Studies Library; Dr. Diana 
Wyiie, Professor of History~ Dr. Edouard Bustin, Professor of Political Science; and Dr. 
John Thornton, Professor of African American Studies. This luncheon provided an 
opportunity for President Masire to become acquainted with the resources available at 
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Boston University, as well as a chance for faculty and staff members to brief the Balfour 
African President-in-Residence on their areas of focus and major projects. 
The following day, March 17, His Excellency addressed a student assembly at 
Newton North High School. The title of his address was "An Overview of Botswana, 
Nation Building and Confliet Resolution Experiences." President Masire opened with a 
brief summary of political developments before independence and post-colonial 
challenges related to nation-building in Botswana, and of conflict resolution experiences 
specifically in Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Mathematics teacher 
Joellen Hillyer was particularly rrioved by this event. Ms. Hillyer was a Peace Corp 
volunteer in Botswana sh01ily after independence in 1966, and had the pleasure of 
meeting President Masire as a member of the first Peace Corp volunteer group in 
Botswana. At the end of the presentation, Ms. Hillyer shared the following comments 
with respect to the leadership of P!esident Masire and her experiences in Botswana. 
Rather than exploiting the country for personal gain, 
Sereste Khama, the first president of Botswana, and Masire 
provided the leadership to help Botswana thrive and 
flourish (Berger, "Country's Values" 11). 
To the President she shared, "I thank you for taking great care of a place that is so close 
to my heart" (Berger, "Country's Values'; 11). 
President Masire traveled to Washington, D.C. on March 21 to participate in a 
one-day seminar entitled "Examples of Reconciliation: Africa 's . Contributions to the 
Global Community, " sponsored by the Library of Congress African Section and the John 
W. Kluge Center. His Excellency participated ill a panel discussion entitled "Reflections 
of Farmer African Heads of State on Reconciliation." In his address, entitled 
"Recoriciliation: Basis for Sustainable Peace and Development," President Masire 
discussed the causes of conflicts, how to avoid them, and strategies for resolving disputes 
and achieving reconciliation. His Excellency referenced examples of conflict and 
reconciliation processes in South Africa, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and 
Rwanda. In his concluding remarks, the President "emphasiz[ed] the fact that every 
conflict situation is different and may thus require a particular reconciliation approach" 
("Reconciliation" 4). President Masire shared the . panel with His Excellency Pierre 
Buyoya, the former President of the Republic of Burundi. Other notable names present 
included Her Excellency Edith Ssempala, Ambassador Extraordinaire and Plenipotentiary 
of Uganda to the United States of Amedca; and H.R.H. King Kigeli V Ndahindurwa, the 
King of Rwanda. A web cast of the seminar and the panel discussion featuring President 
Masire can be viewed on-line at: , 
http://www.loc.gov/rr/amed/a:fricanreconciliation/cybereast.html 
On the morning of March 22, President Masire met with Dr. Michael Lomax, 
President and Chief Executive_ Of:iicer of the United Negro College Fund, Inc. (UNCF). 
UNCF provides operating funds and technology enhancement services for thlliy-nine 
(39) historically black colleges and universities (HBCUs), scholarships and internships 
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for students at about nine hundred (900) institutions, as well as faculty and administrative 
professional training. His Excellency and Dr. Lomax discussed opportunities for 
partnerships between UNCF and higher education institutions in Botswana. The 
President's visit to Washington, D.C. concluded with a luncheon hosted by the Embassy 
of Botswana, welcoming President Masire to the United States. 
An AP ARC initiative for which President Masire provided leadership in his 
capacity as the Balfour African President-in-Residence was the annual African Leaders 
State of Africa Report 2004. His Excellency made opening remarks during the press 
release for the Report, the mission of which is to provide African leaders with an 
opportunity to express their perspectives and articl:llate their agendas to western policy-
makers and opinion leaders. The report also serves as a resource for students, academics, 
and policy-makers alike. The President validated the African Leaders State of Africa 
Report 2004 with the following comments: 
As a former head of state, I can attest to the importance of 
African leadership having a platform to clearly articulate 
our agendas. I am pleased that such a platform exists in the 
form of the State of Africa Report. In carrying out this 
missibn, the State of Africa Report creates a better 
understanding of the African continent in the United States 
· and Europe ("State of Africa Repo1i" 4 ). 
As the Balfour African President-in-Residence, His Excellency was also 
responsible for writing the forward for the upcoming African Leaders State of Africa 
Report 2005. In his remarks, President Masire ~ookthe opportunity to. once again express 
his appreciation of and support for the Balfour African President-in-Residence program, 
the African Leaders State of Africa Report, and the African Presidential Archives and 
Research Center. 
My tenure has proved to be fulfilling in many respects. In 
particular, it provided me with the environment and the 
opportunity to interact in matters of mutual interest with a 
wide spectrum of American society. It was an honor for me 
to work, for a common purpose and with a variety of 
personalities, on diverse issues of interest to humanity. My 
tenure as the Balfour African President-in-Residence has 
enabled me to have an even greater appreciation for the 
need for a volume like APARC's State of Africa Report to 
fill the gaping holes in Americans' perspective about the 
African continent ("State ofAfrica Report" 4). 
Another major responsibility of Pres.ident Masire was to · convene the African 
Presidential Roundtable 2005, the :6r~t ofthree major international engagements attended 
by His Excellency during his residency. The annual Afri<:;an Presidential Roundtable is 
one of the signature programs of AP ARC. The purpose of the initiative is to convene 
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former democratically elected African heads of state for deliberation on issues that 
impact U.S.-Africa relations. As explained by AP ARC Director Ambassador Charles 
Stith, "the Roundtable is an opportunity for these former heads of state, each with 
tremendous stature in their respective countries, to engage key private and public sector 
leaders on subjects of importance to Africa" ("AP ARC Communique" 1 ). During the 
Roundtable, "they are creatively and constructively engaged outside of office, in much 
the sanie way Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton and other U.S. presidents have used their 
stature to continue to affect policies around the world" ("APARC Communique" 1). 
The Roundtable complements APARC's other major initiatives, namely the 
Balfour African President-in-Residence Program and the African Leaders State of Africa 
Report. In doing so, it offers opportunities to ensure that the "African point of view" is 
disseminated throughout the United States. Also, the Roundtable represents a way to 
consistently involve former African heads of state that seek out or have established a 
relationship with AP ARC. Finally, the initiative ensures continuity in the involvement of 
African leadership with the work of APARC. 
The African Presidential Roundtable 2005, held in Johannesburg, South Africa 
from April 7 - 9, 2005, and in Boston, Massachusetts from April 10 - 13, 2005, was one 
of the most ambitious initiatives in AP ARC's brief history. A transcontinental 
conversation that started at the University of the Witwatersrand and ended at the John F. 
Kennedy Presidential Museum & Library in Boston, the Roundtable 2005 marked many 
milestones. It entailed bringing together eleven former African heads of state with public 
and private sector leaders to deliberate on issues of growth and development as they 
pertain to the continent. The inaugural Roundtable 2003 featured the support of six 
former African heads of state. In 2005, that number nearly doubled. In addition, for the 
first time, students and faculty from three African and three American universities 
attended the event as part of the AP ARC American-African Universities Collaborative 
(AA U), a USAID funded initiative. An additional eight university students observed the 
high profile dialogue as Federated Department Stores Fellows. Central to the Roundtable 
2005 discussions were how the Uriited Nations Millennium Development Goals, "Our 
Common Interest" - the Blair Commission for Africa Report, the New Economic 
Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD), and the African Growth and 
Opportunities Act (AGOA) intenelate, complement, and contradict each other. 
The schedule for the Johannesburg Roundtable was as follows: 
Thursday, April 7, 2005 
6:30 PM- 8:30 PM African Presidential Roundtable 2005 Public Reception 
Hosted at the residence of United States Consul General 
David Dunn 
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Friday, April 8, 2005 
8:30 AM - 9:00 AM 
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
12:00 PM- 1:15 PM 
l:i5 PM- 3:30 PM 
3:30 PM - 4:45 PM 
6:00 PM~ 8:00 PM 
Saturday, April 9, 2005 
9:00 AM- 11:00 AM 
Former Heads of State presented at African Union's Pan-
African Parliament 
Hosted by Her Excellency Gertrude Mongella, President of 
Parliament 
African Presidential Rouridtable 2005 Registration & 
Breakfast . 
The Historic Wits Club, West Campus, University of the 
Witwatersrand 
Session I - Commission for Africa Report 
His Excellency Trevor Manuel, Finance Minister, the 
Republic of South Africa; Member of the United Kingdom 
Commission for Africa. 
Mr. Tim Williams, Senior Governance Adviser, Africa 
Policy Department, Department for International 
Development (DFID) 
Ms. Cecily Smyth, Seconded to the Commission for Africa 
Working Lunch 
Session II - PerceptiOn and Coverage of Africa in the 
Media 
Ms. Hope Zinde, Host, "180 Degrees," South African 
. Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) 
Press Conference 
African Presidential Roundtable 2005 Dinner 
Hosted by Councillor Amos Masondo, Executive Mayor of 
Johannesburg; and Professor Loyiso Nongxa, Vice 
Chancellor & Principal, University of the Witwatersrand 
African Presidential Roundtable 2005 Breakfast 
Hosted at the residence of United States Ambassador to 
South Africa Dr. Jendayi Frazer 
The former African heads of state who participated in the African Presidential 
Roundtable 2005 were: 
• Nicephore D. Soglo of the Republic of Benin 
• Sir Q. Keturnile J. Masi.re of the Republic of Botswana 
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• Pierre Buyoya of the Republic of Burundi 
• Antonio Mascarenhas Monteiro of the Republic of Cape Verde 
• Aristides Maria Pereira of the Republic of Cape Verde 
• Flt. Lt. Jerry J. Rawlings of the Republic of Ghana 
• Daniel arap Moi of the Republic of Kenya 
• Karl Auguste Offmann of the Republic ofMau:ritius 
• Joacj_uim Chissano of the Republic of Mozambique 
• Ali Hassan Mwinyi of the United Republic of Tanzania 
• Dr. Kenneth Kaunda of the Republic of Zambia 
In addition to the eleven former heads of state committed to the discussions, other 
distinguished attendees at the closed-door deliberations included key U.S. and global 
business and political leaders, and policy-makers. Participants included: 
• Mr. Joseph C. Ackon, Minister-Counselor, Embassy of the Republic of Ghana 
• The Honorable Professor Peter Anyang' Nyong'o, Minister ·for Planning and 
Development, Government of Kenya 
• Professor Peter Berger, Provost's Council on Africa, Boston University 
• Mr. Ilyas Bhatti, President, The Bhatti Group, Inc. 
• The Hotlorable Yaw Bimpong, Consul General, Consulate-General of Ghana 
• Professor Edouard Bustin, Department of Political Science, Boston University 
• Mr. Anthony Carroll, Consultarit, Merck & Co.; Managing Director, Manchester 
Trade Ltd. 
• Mr. James J. Colantino, President, Coler & Colantonio, Inc. 
• Mr. Jeffrey Collins, Vice President, Wellington Management Company, LLP 
• Dr. Saundra Copeland, Global Leadership Academy, Elizabeth City State 
University 
• Mr. Eward Goldberg, Chairman of the Board for the Retail Council, Federated 
Department Stores, Inc. 
• Mr. David Hampshire, Chairman, Diageo Africa 
• Mr. Ludwick Hayden, Manager, International Government Affairs, 
ChevronTexaco 
• Ms. Andrea Hestermann, International Equity Department, Evergreen Investments 
• Mr. Stevens K.M. Ahiawodor, Political Science Department, University of Ghana 
• Professor Rok Ajulu, Department of International Relations, University of the 
Witwatersrand 
• Dr. Margery Coulson-Clark, Global Leadership Academy, Elizabeth City State 
University 
• Dr. Urbain De Winter, Associate Provost, Boston University 
• Ms. Eve Dmochowska, Concept Facilitator, Idea Bank 
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The schedule for the Boston Roundtable was as follows: 
Tuesday, April 12, 2005 
8:15 AM- 9:00 AM 
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
12:00 PM - 1 :30 PM 
1 :30 PM - 4:30 PM 
6:00 PM - 7:30 PM 
8:00 PM - 10:00 PM 
Wednesday, April 13, 2005 
8:15 AM - 9:00 AM 
9:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
12:00 PM - 1 :00 PM 
1 :00 PM - 2:30 PM 
4:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Registration and Continental Breakfast 
School of Management, Boston University 
Session I - UN Millennium Challenge Goals 
Professor Adil Najam 
Associate Professor .of International Negotiation and 
Diplomacy, The Fletcher School, Tufts University 
Working Lunch 
Session II - Update on the Corporate Council on Africa 
Mr. Stephen Hayes 
President, Corporate Council on Africa 
African Presidential Roundtable Public Forum 
Sponsored by Federated Department Stores; Inc. 
"African Perspectives: Integrating Africa Into the Global 
Economy" 
Featuring a panel discussion and question and answer 
session with the former African heads of state 
Moderator: Ms. Liz Walker, CBS Channel 4 Boston 
Private Dinner for Roundtable 2005 
Hosted by Dr. Aram V. Chobanian, 
President-ad-interim, Boston University 
Registration and Continental Breakfast · 
School of Management, Boston University 
Session III - Report on NEP AD 
Ambassador Joseph Diatta 
Former Ambassador of Niger to the United States 
·Working Lunch 
Press Conference 
Private Meeting with the Honorable Paul Applegarth, Chief 
Executive Officer, Millennium Challenge Corporation 
Four Seasons Hotel 
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6:00 PM - 9:30 PM African Presidential Dinner honoring the Former African 
Heads of State 
MC: Ms. Phylicia Rashad 
International Host Committee Chair: Mr. John Hamill, 
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, Sovereign Bank New 
England, John F. Kennedy Museum and Library 
The African Presidential Roundtable 2005, under the leadership of President 
Masire, provided ari opportunity for the former heads of state to engage themselves as 
well as U.S. and global business leaders and policy-makers, around issues thc:tt impact 
U.S.-Africa relations. An example of an important issue discussed during the 2005 
Roundtable was Africa's image in the Western media and its relationship to foreign aid 
and investment on the continent. President Masire initiated the discussion, commenting 
that "Africa's image in the American media has a profound relevance to the world 
considering Africa as a worthy :investment venue and viewing Africa as a valuable 
trading partner" ("APARC Communique" 1). The discussion continued, exploring how 
negative perceptions of Africa lead to negative outcomes, such as lower levels of foreign 
aid and investment. 
In contrast to negative images in the Western media about Africa, the African 
Presidential Roundtable 2005 provided President Masire and his fellow African leaders 
with an . opportunity to familiarize themselves with Western initiatives that promote 
development in Africa. A meeting of particular importance occurred between the 
Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) Chief Executive Officer, the Honorable Paul 
V. Appelgarth, and the eleven former African heads of state in Boston. The Millennium 
Challenge Corporation administers the Millennium Challenge Account, which provides 
. development assistance · to those countries that rule justly, invest in their people, and 
encourage economic freedom. In his own words, the Honorable Applegarth "used the 
occasion to speak broadly about international development and specifically about the 
work the Millennium Challenge Corporation is undertaking in Africa" ("AP ARC 
Communique" 13). The Honorable Applegarth noted that more than half of the countries 
. selected as qualifiers for MCC funding were African. In addition, since the time of this 
meeting, the MCC board has approved over $600 million in funding for Madagascar, 
Cape Verde, Ghana, Lesotho, and Senegal. 
At the conclusion of the African Presidential Roundtable 2005, President Masire 
continued to meet with local leaders and policy-makers to . discuss issues that impact 
U.S.-Africa relations. On April 20, the President made a courtesy call to Lieutenant 
Governor Keny Healy at the Massachusetts State House, . where he engaged her on ways 
to increase capital flows to Botswana from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The 
month of April also included a meeting with Professor Charles Ogletree of Harvard 
University's School of Law regarding the issue of reparations in the United States and its 
impact on U.S.-Africa relations. 
The month of April concluded with President Masii:e delivering tvvo addresses 
outside of Boston. on· April 27, His . Excellency traveled. to Williams College in 
Williamsto'Wn, Massachusetts to deliver a speech at the Center for Development 
. . 
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Economics. The presentation, entitled "Experience of Establishing Democracy in 
Botswana," began with President Masire reviewing his previous association with 
Williams College. In 1980, President Masire was awarded an Honorary Degree of Laws 
from Williams College. He continued, mentioning certain personalities from the college 
that had completed · projects in conjunction with the Botswana Government. Former 
Center for Development faculty members Stephen Lewis and Earl McFarland were 
consultants to the Botswana Government for over twenty-five (25) years. · 
President Masire also discussed the arduous · task of establishing the state of 
Botswana. In describing the . influence of traditional systems in this process, His 
Excellency highlighted the role of the kgotla system, a tradition of consultative decision-
making in Botswana. The kgotla 
... was also a place where the Chief did not come to impose 
anything on the people, but where he came, if he wanted to 
. consult them about a matter. It was rare for the Chief to 
summon people to the kgotla and simply dictate to them his 
demands. He might ultimately take a decision that was 
contrary to the views of the majority, but he would have . 
consulted before doing so ("Democracy in Botswana" 6) . . 
President Masire used these words to emphasize how such ''cultural traditions of political 
participation and tolerance" facilitated the process of establishing a democracy in 
Botswana ("Democracy in Botswana" 6). · His Excellency concluded his address by 
acknowledging the problems that still confront Botswana, which he considers as 
development challenges any given country has to respond to when engaged in nation-
building and democratic processes. 
Shortly following his presentation, President Masire dined with thirty (30) fellows 
from the Center for Development Economics, providing him with a chance to informally 
engage members of the Williams community from Botswana and other invited guests. 
The United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) 
invited His Excellency to deliver an address at _the University of Connecticut (UCONN), 
the second of his two addresses at the end of April. Entitled "Democracy and Human 
Rights in Botswana," President Masire's address discussed his experience in the process 
of creating the state of Botswana based on principles of democracy and universal human 
rights; His Excellency offered a number of examples of how the principles of democracy 
and human rights. manifest themselves in · Botswana. The existence of "local human 
rights organizations including Ditshwanelo and Emang Basadi are a case in · point'.' 
("Human Rights" 6). The President also pointed out how the Government of Botswana 
has "reviewed the laws of the country to ensure that they are gender-neutral and that they 
are not discriminatory - be it on the basis of ethnicity or race" ("Human Rights" 7). 
President Masire concluded his presentation with the following comment. 
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Just to demonstrate how democracy and human rights 
happens to be an integral aspect of our life in Botswana, 
after my retirem~nt from public office, I continue to live 
freely in Botswana, as the first surviving former Head of 
State -- without any restrictions whatsoever, or any threats 
of inquisition hanging over my head ("Human Rights" 8). 
The President's speech was followed by a small luncheon hosted by Dr. Ronald Taylor, 
Vice-Provost for Multicultural and International Affairs, to conclude the activities at 
UCONN. 
President Masire returned to Boston on the afternoon of April 29. That evening, 
he made a brief appearance at a reception hosted by the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) held at the Harvard University School of 
Business. His Excellency and Julian Bond, Chairman of the board of the NAACP, 
briefly exchanged greetings and discussed programmatic ideas for President Masire 
during his residency. 
The President began the month of May engaged in a number of activities and 
meetings in Boston. On May 2, His Excellency was. the special guest on a tour of Boston 
University's African Studies Center, led by Dr. James Pritchett and Dr. Barbara Brown. · 
The next day, President Masire delivered an address for a course entitled 
"HIV/AIDS: Sectoral Impacts and Social Response to the Pandemic," taught by Professor 
Jonathon Simon, Chairman of the Department of Health, and Director of the Center for 
International Health and Development at the Boston University School of Public Health. 
In his presentation, His Excellency described how he managed information from his 
Ministries in response to the HIV I AIDS pandemic in Botswana. Other topics included 
how he interacted with multilateral agencies and his thoughts about ways in which 
national leaders need to respond to the pandemic. There were thirty-eight (38) students 
emolled in Professor Simon's class. 
On May 4, His Excellency visited the Roxbury Boys and Girls Community Club 
to speak on the topic of "What it is Li~e to Be President." The presentation covered 
general topics such as education and leadership skills, as well as specific issues of 
governance in Botswana. Additionally, His Excellency encouraged the audience to work 
hard and become positive and effective leaders, despite their socio-economic 
circumstances. . After the presentation, President Masire addressed questions from the 
audience, mostly composed of about sixty (60) young people of color from kindergarten 
through grade twelve (12) from the local community. 
As was stated in the introduction, the Lloyd G. Balfour African President-in-
Residence Program provided an oppo1iunity for President Masire to explore issues of 
interest related to the development of the African continent. One such issue concerned ·'' 
genetically modified foods and its implications relative to food security in Africa. On 
May 10, His Excellency met with Dr. Roger Krueger, Vice President of Global Seed 
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Quality Lead, to discuss the parameters in which the two might work together regarding 
access to genetically modified foods and organisms in Africa. 
After attending a board meeting for the African Wildlife Foundation in 
Washington, D.C., His Excellency departed Boston for the second of three major 
international appointments organized during the first half of his residency. Under the 
leadership of former United States President Jimmy Carter, President Masire joined 
former First Lady Rosalynn Carter, former Prime Minister of Tanzania Judge Joseph 
Warioba, and fifty (50) international observers from seventeen (1_7) countries on a 
delegation sponsored by the Carter Center to observe the May 15, 2005 national elections 
in Ethiopia. 
In June, President Masire attended the third of his international appointments 
while in residence at AP ARC. From June 5-8, His Excellency attended the Inaugural 
Symposium of the African Statesmen Initiative (ASI) in Bamako, Mali, sponsored by the 
National Democratic Institute (NDI). Modeled after APARC's African Presidential 
Roundtable, the African Statesmen Initiative is a concept embraced by former African 
leaders who seek to continue their contribution to the political and economic 
development of the continent. His Excellency attended the meeting with Ambassador 
Charles Stith, former U.S. Ambassador to the United Republic of Tanzania, and Director 
. of the African Presidential Archives and Research Center, solidifying APARC's presence 
in this international dialogue. President Masire's speech, in addition to an interview 
featuring him and Ambassador Stith on the "BBC World Service: Africa Live" may be 
found on-line at: <http://asi.ndi.org/pressroom/ coverage/ coverage. asp> 
In September, His Excellency was greeted with a warm reception from members 
of Boston's Botswana community. Hosted at the residence of President Masire (69 Bay 
State Rd.), the informal gathering served to inaugurate the second half of His 
Excellency's residency at Boston University. 
On September 12, His Excellency conducted an interview with the local nightly 
news television show "The Chet Curtis Report" on the New England Cable News 
(NECN) network. NECN, America's largest and most honored regional news network, is 
broadcast to more than three (3) million people in the six New England states and New 
York. Chet Curtis, one of the most recognizable and well-respected journalists in New 
England, interviewed President Masire on issues facing Botswana and his work at Boston 
University. The interview took the format of a one-on-one discussion and aired live and · 
unedited. 
On September 14, President Masire departed for . an address at New York 
University. Sponsored by the New York University History Department and the Africa 
House Initiative, His Excellency was invited to give the keynote address at "Fighting 
World Poverty: A Conference on the Occasion of the United Nations General Assembly 
Meeting on the Millennium Development Goals." In ·his address, entitled "Global ;, 
Action, Local Leadership: External Agencies Can Best Support Strong Local Governance 
and Leadership," the President referred to Botswana as an example of an African country 
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in which economic and political challenges of nation building tested its leadership. He 
also . outlined a continental mechanism designed to improve good leadership and 
governance in Africa. Finally, His Excellency described an initiative by former African 
heads of state and government to help consolidate the on-going effort. The audience 
totaled more than one-hundred and fifty (150) students, faculty and staff, and community 
members from New York University, including top economic scholars Dr. Nancy 
Birdsall, the Center for · Global Development; Professor Michael Kremer, Harvard 
University; Professor Angus Deaton, Princeton University; and Professor William 
Easterly, New York University. 
The month of September continued with President Masire visiting Paine College 
in Augusta, Georgia on September 19. The schedule of events began with a welcome 
luncheon at the residence of Dr. Shirley A. R. Lewis, President of Paine College, and her 
husband Dr. Ronald M. Lewis, Professor of Sociology. Invited guests included 
prominent students, faculty/staff, and alumni of the institution, including Dr. Judith Little, 
Vice President of Institutional Development; Mr. Sean Palmer, Director, the Office ·of 
Student Activities; Ms. Thelma Williams, President, Augusta Chapter of the Alumni 
Association; and Ms. Zebra Jefferson, President, Student Government Association of 
. Paine College. 
The luncheon was followed by a short tour of Paine College, a historically Black 
institution established in 1884 to train preachers and teachers to educate formerly 
enslaved men and women. In his speech, entitled "Creating Sustainable Leadership in 
Africa," His Excellency summarized the challenges of leadership development in 
contemporary Africa. These included the legacy ofcolonialism, the "mineral curse," and 
the efforts of destabilized countries to undermine the democratization process in the 
region. 1 · To illustrate the latter concept~ His Excellency cited the experiences of 
Botswana. President Masire stated: 
... for us in Botswana, creating a nation and establishing 
sustainable leadership was, in many ways, a monumental 
task. There were many problems. The South African 
apartheid regime was a major destabilizing factor. The 
South African military carried a series of commando raids 
into Botswana and other neighboring territories, destroying 
property and killing people. The purpose of these 
commando raids was to demonstrate the military might of 
South Africa and to coerce us into accepting South Africa's 
demands. However, we persevered ("Sustainable 
Leadership" 2-3). 
His Excellency concluded his address by outlining two initiatives cunently in · 
place whose objectives are to ensure Africa's renaissance by improving political 
· leadership and g~vernance. The address was attended by over one-hundred and fifty 
(150) members of the Paine College community. Distinguished guests included a 
The "mineral curse" refers to the process by which a country's wealth in natural resources can lead 
to conflict. 
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-number of local political, religious, and community leaders, such as the Honorable Willie 
H. Mays III, Interim Mayor of Augusta; mayoral candidates Helen Patrice Blocker-
Adams and Edward Tarver; Commissioners Betty Beard and Barbara Sims of the 
Augusta Commission/City Council; and Reverend Otis Moss, III of Tabernacle Baptist 
Church and Reverend Renea Slater of St. Johns United Methodist. 
On September 20, upon completion of his duties at Paine College, the President 
traveled to Talladega College in Talladega, Alabama. Dr. Oscar Prater, President of 
Talladega College,. greeted His Excellency, and the two discussed ways in which the 
institution could further globalize its curriculum. Shortly thereafter, President Masire 
participated in a press conference covering his visit to the Talladega community. The 
President fielded . questions about how Botswana grew from one of Africa's poorest 
nations to a middle class country and the world's largest exporter of diamonds . . An 
excerpt from his remarks follows. 
We just .honestly applied ourselves to the task of meeting 
the needs of departments of the country ... and didn't try to 
be a poor imitation of another state/' he said, refening to 
his accomplishments in Botswana. "... We fashioned -
programs fit for · our country and opened the country for 
exploration. The good Lord answered our prayers and we 
discovered some diamonds (Casciaro 8). 
Members of the press in attendance included staff from the Talladega Daily Home and 
the Anniston Star. · 
Following the press conference, His Excellency delivered an address entitled 
"Conflict Resolution in Africa and Development of Sustainable Peace" at Deforest 
Chapel, as part of Talladega College's weekly convocation series. In his address, His 
Excellency explained his . personal involvement in the efforts to bring about a new 
political dispensation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
The President's visit to Paine College and Talladega College preceded his 
participation . in another AP ARC signature program, the AP ARC American-African 
Universities (AAU) Collaborative. The AP ARC AAU Collaborative, an expansion of the 
successful AP ARC Historically Black Colleges and Universities Collaborative, is a joint 
effort between AP ARC, Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia; Elizabeth City State 
University (ECSU) in Elizabeth City, North Carolina; the University of Ghana at J;,,egon; 
the University of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania; and the University of the Witwatersrand in 
Johannesburg, South Africa. The collaboration provides an opportunity to use American 
and African university communities as focal points in a trans-continental conversation 
about African policy issues, particularly those that focus on democracy, free market 
reform, and globalization. 
'·· 
AP ARC directs its efforts toward engaging its .partner institutions in the following 
elements of the AP ARC AA U Collaborative: 
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J) Development of the Private Conversations Video Conferencing Project, involving 
prominent African public and private sector leaders and collaborating institutions. 
This program entails producing an interactive web cast, featuring a prominent 
African leader. The web cast links to multiple sites; . 
2) Participation in African Presidential Roundtable symposiums by representatives · 
of the partnering institutions; 
3) A website link between AP ARC and the partnering institutions; 
4) Coordination of the Short Term African Presidential Residency, an annual three-
four (3 -4) day residency of an alumnus of APARC's Balfour African President-
in-Residence Program, and/or the African Presidential Roundtable, at partnering 
African universities. Potential appointees for the Residency are former, 
democratically elected, African heads of state; 
5) Coordination of the AP ARC Fellows Program, in which an elite group of students 
from each participating institution is appointed for one year to participate in all 
AP ARC activities; . 
6) Facilitation of the Policy Working Group, which will convene faculty members 
from partnering institutions on an annual basis. This assembly will serve to 
facilitate the development of a policy paper(s) relative to specific aspects of 
democratization and free market reform on the continent; and 
7) Provision of an allotment of the annual African Leaders State of Africa Report for · 
African Studies faculty, students, etc. at partnering institutions. 
President Masire traveled to Atlanta, Georgia as part of the APARC AAU 
Collaborative September 21 - 22, to complete a Short-Term African Presidential 
Residency at Morehouse College. His Excellency's · duties commenced at a welcome 
meeting with Dr. Earl Fluker, Coca-Cola Professor of Leadership Studies and Executive 
Director of The Leadership Center at Morehouse College; and Dr. David Taylor, Provost 
and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs. This meeting was followed by a short 
tour of the Martin Luther King Jr. International Chapel, led by Lawrence Edward Carter 
Sr., Dean of the Chapel. 
His Excellency departed Morehouse College later that morning to attend a private 
meeting with President Jimmy Carter at the Carter Center. At the meeting, the former 
Presidents discussed a number of issues relating to current affairs in Africa, including the 
elections in Ethiopia the two had recently observed as part of the Calier Center delegation 
in May, and the political situation in the Democratic Republic of the Corigo (DRC). 
President Masire lunched with members of the Carter Center staff, where he shared more 
in detail his experiences working in the DRC ang his feelings about elections in the 
central African country. 
· In the afternoon of September 21, President Masire returned to the Morehouse 
College campus to take part in a private reception, preceding the first of twp public 
addresses to the Morehouse community. At the private reception, His Excellency .. 
socialized with the Leadership Fellows; which included twenty students from Morehouse 
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College who p&ticipated in the African Presidential Roundtable 2005 in Johannesburg 
and Boston. 
Following the theme of leadership, His Excellency delivere_d an address entitled 
"Leadership Challenges in Botswana: HIV/AIDS and Social Response to the Pandemic" 
following the reception. In his presentation, President Masire acknowledged that "one of 
the greatest single challenges the African continent faces is the HIV I AIDS pandemic," 
and despite its economic and political success, "Botswana has not escaped the effects of 
the pandemic" ("Leadership Challenges" 2). He continued, discussing the ways in which 
HIV I AIDS challenges the development of sustainable leadership in Botswana. 
Scores of skilled people, educated at great expense to the 
nation continue to die with their skills and experience. 
AIDS puts unbe&able strain on communities and their 
ability to care for the ill and dying, the elderly and the 
increasing number of orphans. Women are the hardest hit. 
They have to cope with their own illness; care for other 
family members who fall ill and shoulder a 
disproportionate burden of household work for as long as 
their health pe1mits. The losses are felt both within the 
Government and the private sector as institutions find it 
ever more difficult to replace lost staff and care for those 
who are sick. The capacity of the Government to provide 
essential social services - health and education for instance 
- is be'ing reduced. The combination of declining labor, 
productivity, and rising labor costs damage the country's 
competitiveness, future growth and development prospects 
("Leadership Challenges" 2). 
The President concluded his speech by acknowledging failures that occurred 
under his leadership with regard to addressing the HIV/AIDS pandemic. However, he 
praised President Fetus Mogae, the current president of Botswana, and the efforts of his 
administration to address "the issue as a very broad-based political and social one, not 
simply a medical or health problem" ("Leadership Challenges" 4). 
The morning of September 22 proceeded with a classroom lecture in which 
President Masire deliveted a speech entitled "Personal Experience in the Establishment 
of Democracy in Botswana." His Excellency began with a historical background 
regarding the origins of Botswana. He continued by highlighting "what Botswana 
selected as its own national principles for creating a nation," namely "democracy, 
development, national unity, self-reliance, and social justice" ("Personal Experience" 2). 
The presentation ended with President Masire offering his definition of good 
leadership. 
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Effective leaders are visionaries... [They] are democratic 
by design and expression, and their visions can be seen to 
further the prospects of individuals within the state as well 
as the state itself... From a political perspective, good 
leaders deliver security of the state and of the person, the 
rule of law, good education and health services, and a 
framework conducive to economic growth... It is inherent 
in my definition of a leader that such people are persons of 
integrity and honesty, are clear-minded and strong of 
character, without being overbearing. They are respected 
for their personal qualities as well as for their . actual 
political attainments ... Ultimately, the best of these leaders 
are gentle teachers willing to instruct and guide their fellow 
citizens without compelling them to obey orders. They rely 
on persuasion rather than coercion ("Personal · Experience" 
5-6). 
The classroom talk was the first of two lectures for President Masire on 
September 22, the second of which took place at the Carter Center. Shortly following a 
small reception in the Rotunda, His Excellency spoke about "Democracy and Human 
Rights in Botswana." In this presentation, the President pointed out how "through such 
institutionalized arrangements as [sic] Vision 2016 Council, the High Level Consultative 
Council, the Village and District Dev~lopment Committees and many other stalceholder 
consultations, as well as [sic] traditional consultative forum (the kgotla), [sic] democracy 
is enriched through a constant process of dialogue" ("Democracy and Human Rights" 4). 
The President's lecture, delivered before an audience of fifty ( 5 0) members of the Carter 
Center community, concluded his residency at Morehouse College. 
Immediately following the conclusion of the short-term residency at Morehouse 
College, President Masire traveled to Washington, D.C. to participate in the "Foreign 
Affairs Braintrust on Africa: Africa Matters," an annual braintrust sponsored by the 
Congressional Black Caucus during its Annual Legislative Conference. This event 
featured a number of esteemed guest speakers, most notably the Honorable Kofi Annan, 
United Nations Secretary-General, who served as the keynote speaker. Other 
distinguished speakers included Representative William J. Jefferson, Congressional 
District number Two (2) of Louisiana and Chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus 
Foundation; and Dr. Jendayi Frazer, Assistant Secretary ·of State, Bureau of African 
Affairs, United States Department of State. 
President Masire participated on a panel of former African presidents, including 
His Excellency Antonio Manuel Mascarenhas Monteiro, former President of the Republic 
of Cape Verde, and His Excellency Mahamane Ousmane, former President of the 
Republic of Niger. His Excellency and his fellow African statements addressed an 
audience of ~ell over five hundred (500) people, which included elected officials, 
educators, policy practitioners, students, as well as clergy, community leaders, business 
professionals, industry representatives, · retirees, youth, and local citizens interested in 
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policy issues affecting the African-American community. A web cast of President 
Masire's remarks during the conference can be viewed on-line at: 
<http://www.broadcasturban.net/webcast/cbcf2005/fri_africa.htm> . 
Following the panel discussion, Their Excellencies took part in a press conference 
organized by Voice of America (VOA), a multimedia international broadcasting service 
funded by the U.S. government through the Broadcasting Board of Governors. VOA 
broadcasts more than one thousand (1 ,000) hours of news, information; educational, and 
cultural programming every week to an estimated worldwide audience of more than 
I 00 million people. 
President Masire's participation in the events of this weekend marked the second 
· occasion in which the Balfour African President-in-Residence was invited to give an 
address during the Congressional Black Caucus's Annual Legislative Conference. His · 
Excellency President Karl Offmann, former President of the Republic of Mauritius, also 
participated in this event during his tenure in 2004 as the Balfour African President-in-
Residence. 
Upon his departure from Washington, D.C., President Masire traveled to 
Elizabeth City, North Carolina, to complete the second of two short-term residencies 
under the auspices of the AP ARC AA U Collaborative, at Elizabeth City State University 
(ECSU). Scheduled from September 25-28 as a part of ECSU's African Introspection 
Week-2005, the short-term residency began with His Excellency attending the Freshman 
Candle Lighting Service, an event organized to induct incoming first-year students into 
the ECSU community. This event was followed by a reception in honor of President 
Masire, welcoming him to the ECSU campus. The President delivered his first address, 
entitled "the Future of Africa and the African Parliament," at a luncheon attended by 
members of ECSU's Global Leadership Academy and special guests from ECSU's 
faculty/staff. As was the case at Morehouse; this luncheon provided an opportunity for 
President Masire to reconnect with members of the Global Leadership Academy who 
participated in the African Presidential Roundtable 2005 in Boston and Johannesburg. In 
his presentation, His Excellency provided a historical background regarding the causes of . 
conflict across the African continent and development of the African Union as a 
continental organ created to address these issues. · The presentation continued with a brief 
summary of the institutional arrangements implemented by the African Union to address 
conflict, specifically the Peace and Security Council, the African Court of Justice; and the 
Pan African Parliament. As President Masire concluded his. remarks, he enteliained 
questions from the audience ofthiliy five (35) members regarding the African Uruon and 
its vision for the African continent. 
On September 27, His Excellency presented a public address open to the broader 
· ECSU community, entitled "The Challenges and Promises of Africa in the 21st Century." 
Before an audience of fifty (50) students, faculty, and staff, President Masire discussed 
the difficulties Africa faces in terms of development, including "challenges of increasing 
marginalization in the process of economic globalization" ("Challenges and Promises" 1) 
Moreover, the President stated: 
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;: 
... many sub-Saharan African countries struggle under a 
heavy burden of debt repayment obligations, thereby 
shifting already limited resources away from vital health 
delivery services, education, clean water, poverty 
eradication and infrastructural development ("Challenges 
and Promises" 1 ). 
In an attempt to exemplify Africa's potential for progress with regard to 
development, His Excellency's presentation referenced the creation of the New 
Economic Partnership for Africa's Development (NEPAD). To promote development 
across the African continent: 
... NEPAD calls for a cancellation of Africa's foreign debt, 
the improvement in its terms of trade, the expansion of 
development assistance, and better access to foreign 
markets for African goods. It calls for Africa to embrace 
the positive aspects of globalization by attracting capital 
and investment with which to develop their economies 
("Challenges and Promises" 2). 
In addition to NEP AD, the President made mention of the success of Botswana in 
· an attempt to show another example of Africa's promise in the twenty-first (21st) century. 
This presentation concluded His Excellency's duties as the Balfour African President-in-
Residence relative to the AP ARC AAU Collaborative. 
During the first week of October, the President traveled to St. Paul, Minnesota: in 
preparation for a series of lectures in the Twin Cities and in Northfield, Minnesota. On 
October 3, His Excellency gave an address at Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota. 
Entiltled "Building a Successful Democracy in Botswana," His Excellency spoke before 
an audience of seventy-five (75) students, faculty and staff, and community members 
about the process of guiding the country from a protectorate of the British government, to 
self-rule in 1965, and eventually to complete independence from British colonial rule in 
1966. President Masire highlighted a number of strategies employed during this process, 
including the "establish[ment] [of] a two-tier system of Government comprising Central 
and Local Government" ("Building a Successful Democracy" 2). The purpose of this 
system was to facilitate the provision of services at the local level, specifically with 
regard to "primary education, health, water supply, refuse collection, [and] rural roads" 
("Building a Successful Democracy" 2). . Other strategies included the formation of the 
Botswana Association of Local Authorities (BALA) with the objective to create a strong, 
democratic and development-orientated Local Government in the country. ·Finally, the 
President acknowledged the consultative custom of Botswana, the kgotla, and its role in 
helping to continue a solid democratic tradition after independence.2 Remarks froin His 
Excellency's presentation can be heard on-line at: 
<http://www.macalester.edu/whatshappening/ audio/> 
2 The kgotla refers to a tradition of consultative decision-making in Botswana. 
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The following day, His Excellency made remarks before the Minnesota 
International Center, located in downtown Minneapolis. The mission of the Minnesota 
international Center is to inspire the local community to understand global issues and 
cultures in an ever changing world. President Masire delivered an address entitled 
"Building a Successful Economy and Economlc Management in Botswana," before an 
audience of 100 guests representing the Minnesota International Center membership. In 
his remarks, the President acknowledged that . .. 
. . . Botswana's economic success can largely be attributed to the 
discovery and subsequent exploitation of minerals. Most 
ilnportant, however, it has been prudent management of the 
economy that has enabled the country to avoid the downturns 
that have afflicted many other mineral-led economies around 
the world ("Economic Management" 3). 
To conclude his address, His Excellency summarized key prerequisites for Botswana's 
success, which included, among others, "recognition of the · need for national priorities" 
and "management of disagreements so that they do not degenerate into irreconcilable 
differences over protracted periods of time" ("Economic Management" 3-4) ~ 
President Masire's visit to the Midwest ended with a series of events at Carleton 
College in Northfield, Minnesota. Similar to his visit to Macalester College, His 
Excellency presented public remarks about creating a democratic society in Botswana 
after independence. In addition, the President was afforded an opportunity to address a 
class taught by Professor Jamie Monson, entitled "Survey of South African History." His 
Excellency informally presented to a class of about forty-five (45) undergraduate students 
about his life story, and how it connects to the history of Botswana. 
The President made a quick trip to Washington, D.C. following his visit to 
Minnesota, to attend two engagements on October 7. The African Wildlife Foundation 
(AWF) hosted another board meeting requesting the President's presence in the morning. 
Shortly following his morning commitment, His Excellency presented a talk at the 
African Center for Strategic Studies at the National Defense University. Entitled 
"Cultivating a Culture of Peace in Africa," the lecture began by posing fo the audience a · 
series of questions concerning the causes of conflict and what could be done to address 
them. The President offered very succinct and clear solutions. . 
Conflict may arise due to a number of factors. These 
include border disputes, land pressure, ideological 
differences, repression of personal liberties, and the 
absence of the rufo of law. The persistence of conflict and 
political instability are, in the majority of cases, a result of 
political exclusion, ·abuse of human rights, and poor 
governance. If one adds mod.em weapons to this volatile 
mix, the results can be disastrous -- · displacement, 
dispossession and degradation, both of people and property, 
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and of the lands in which they live. When ethnic hatred is 
fostered in this already impoverished climate_, the result can 
be unprecedented loss of life ("Culture of Peace" 2). 
President Masire concluded by discussing methods for resolving conflicts once they have 
started, including the development of "political models that facilitate consensus building 
and include marginalized groups" ("Culture of Peace" 2). Selections from His 
Excellency's speech may be viewed on-line at: 
<http://www.africacenter.org/Dev2Go.web?anchor=ACSS home> 
Upon his return to Boston, His Excellency engaged members from the local 
Boston community through presentations at Roxbury Community College and Primary 
Source on October 11. In the morning, President Masire . addressed an audience at 
Roxbury Community College regarding "The Emergence of Sustainable Leadership in 
Africa." In addition to explaining how he defines effective leadership, the President 
made reference to Botswana to illustrate how, through good leadership, African countries 
can make enormous strides in socio-economic development. Elaborating on a key factor 
to Botswana's success, President Masire stated: 
... the leadership, [which] was, and remains, genuinely 
committed to development. It has always been responsive 
to the needs of the people through an inclusive political 
process. Furthermore, there has always been national 
cohesion around the development agenda ("Sustainable 
Leadership" 5-6). 
In concluding his presentation at Roxbury Community College, the President entertained 
questions from the audience composed of students, faculty and staff, and local 
community members. 
That evening, President Masire spoke with a group of forty-five (45) K-12 
educators froni across the state of Massachusetts interested in incorporating the study of 
Africa into their cun-iculum. The event took place at Primary Source, a local 
organization that provides learning opportunities and curriculum resources for K-12 
educators. For the presentation, as opposed to a traditional lecture style, His Excellency 
gave biief opening remarks about "The Development of Sustainable Leadership," and 
proceeded to interact with the audience in a question-and-answer format for the majority · 
of the program. The topics of conversation ranged from female education and literacy in 
Botswana, to the political state of affairs in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. As a 
former educator himself, President Masire commended the concept of professional 
development for teachers, and shared how he had benefited from opportunities to engage 
with colleagues as a teacher. Accordingly, the President . expressed his support for the 
work of Primary Source, "reminding the audience that the old adage, 'Once a teacher, 
always a teacher,' applies to him" (Cunningham, "Evening of Conversation"). 
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The month of October continued with President Masire conducting a West Coast 
tour, visiting five institutions over the course of two weeks throughout the state of 
California. The trip began with the President delivering an address at California State 
University, Sacramento (CSUS), sponsored by the Center for African Peace and Conflict 
Resolution (CAPCR). His Excellency's lecture, entitled "Contemporary Leadership 
Challenges in Africa," drew a crowd of close to five hundred (500) members of the 
CSUS community. In addressing the broad topic of his speech, the President "decided to 
. . 
confine [him]self to conflict management and prevention in Africa, and the HIV/AIDS 
pandemic - two of the most afflicting challenges to sustainable leadership" 
("Contemporary Leadership" 1 ). With regard to conflict management, his remarks 
included an appreciation of the fact that "lately, the African leaders have decided that 
they should prevent future intra-state crises from escalating into massive threats to local 
and regional peace" ("Contemporary Leadership" 2). President Masire proceeded to lay 
out the'institutions currently in place throughout the continent of Africa to address issues 
of conflict resolution, namely the African Union (AU), the Southern African 
Development Community (SADC), and the New Partnership for Africa's Development 
(NEPAD). 
After briefly explaining how these institutions manage Conflict, the presentation 
moved to a ·discussion regarding challenges to sustainable leadership resulting from 
HIV I AIDS in Botswana. In lieu of the difficulties, President Masire stated: 
... the government is being relentless in its campaign 
against the spread of infection and in caring for the infected 
and those affected. The issue is a very broad-based 
political and social one, not simply a medical or heath 
problem. My successor, President Mogae, has spoken out 
regularly and forcefully about the realities; and he has also -
been very effective in bringing partners from other 
countries to assist in combating the disease. However, 
HIV I AIDS is clearly our greatest challenge · 
("Contemporary Leadership" 5). 
His Excellency ended his presentation by expressing his hope that "the future will show 
that we [Botswana] were up to that challenge" of combating the HIV I AIDS pandemic 
("Contemporary Leadership" 5), 
President Masire departed Sacramento for Stockton, California, to make an 
address at the University of the Pacific on October 19. Sponsored by the School of 
International Studies in conjunctfon with CAPCR, the President's lecture again drew a 
large audience, with more than three hundred (300) members of the Stockton community 
in attendance. Slinilar to his address in Sacramento, His Excellency discussed 
"Contemporary Leadership Challenges in Africa," focusing on conflict resolution and 
HIV/AIDS. 
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Immediately following the address at the University of the Pacific, the President 
departed for Santa Clara University in San Jose, California; At the request of the 
Markkula Center for Applied Ethics, His Excellency delivered an address entitled "Key 
Ingredients for Sustainable Socio-Economic Development." President Masire again 
made reference to the example of development in . Botswana to highlight important 
elements for socio-economic progress. 
We sought resources from wherever we could, expanding 
the base of our donors, inviting foreign investors, and 
gaining the maximum benefit from the minerals, mainly 
diamonds, which were discovered after independence. Our 
strategy was to reinvest any increased revenues in social 
and physical infrastructure. We tried to be sure all our 
projects were sound. We avoided prestige projects, and we 
were prudent in our spending ("Key Ingredients" 16) 
His Excellency concluded the presentation by noting .that the World Bank and 
Transparency International have praised Botswana for the achievements it has made with 
regard to socio-economic development since its independence. The audience for the 
President's speech numbered one hundred (100) students, faculty and staff, and 
community members from the Santa Clara University community. 
The next day, President Masire departed for San Francisco, California, to address 
the World Affairs Council of Northern California. The World Affairs Council of 
Northern California is a regional member of the larger World Affairs Council System, 
with a membership of ten thousand (10,000) members. One of the biggest international 
affairs speakers' programs in the country with over two thousand and five hundred 
(2,500) events each year, the World Affairs Council of Northern California has hosted 
notable speakers including Willie Brown, former Mayor of San Francisco; Gra9a Machel, 
President, Foundation of Commtinity Development (Mozambique); and Desmond Tutu, 
Archbishop, among many others. · 
President Masire joined this elite group of speakers with his presentation "Key 
Ingredients for African Democracy: Building a Sustainable Democracy and ·Successful 
Economy in Botswana." In addition to the key ingredients mentioned in his previous 
speech at Santa Clara University, the President highlighted the importance of setting 
priorities. To illustrate his point, he offered the following example from Botswana. 
We set priorities when it came to government spending. 
For example, despite the need to provide universal 
education, we lacked citizens for the vast majority of senior 
civil service positions in the government. So, we 
deliberately spent resources increasing the number of high 
school and University graduates, despite the fact that the 
same resources might have given many more students a 
place in primary school. We made difficult choices 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
because we knew we could not do everything. In making 
the choices, we used the best analysis we . could to inform 
our decisions ("African Democracy" 4). 
His Excellency's presentation concluded with him fielding a number of questions ranging 
from the role of opposition political parties in democratic affairs in Botswana to the 
plight of the San people from the Kalahari Desert. The President's lecture can be heard 
in its entirety on-line at: <http://wacsf.vp011al.net/?fileid=4105> 
President Masin~ was afforded a brief rest of about three days before making his 
final presentation on his West Coast tour. The Joan B. Kroc ·Institute for Peace and 
Justice (IPJ) invited His Excellency to present at the University of San Diego October 26-
27. The IPJ's mission is to foster peace, cultivate justice, and create a safer world 
. through education, research, and peacemaking activities relative to conflict resolution and 
human rights. The_ President's speech, entitled "Peace Negotiations and Nation 
Building," made reference to President Masire's experiences with conflict resolution in 
Rwanda and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. The presentation drew parallels 
between the process of conflict resolution in Botswana and Rwanda, where citizens 
"believed in indigenous institutions for, and approach to, dispute resolution and 
reconciliation of parties" ("Peace Negotiations" 4). As with the kgotla system in 
Botswana, President Masire explained how the Rwandans employed the traditional 
system of the Gacaca toward the process of national reconciliation arid nation building.3 
The crowd for His Excellency's lecture numbered two hundred and fifty (250) members 
of the University of San Diego community. It is available on-line at: 
<http://Www.uctv.tv/series/index.asp?show=show&number=40> 
The month of November began for the President with an address at Cornell 
University, where His Excellency presented on the topic of "The Development of 
Sustainable Leadership and Democracy." Sponsored by the Institute of African 
Development, President Masire addressed a crowd . of seventy-five (75) members from 
the Cornell University community. In his lecture, His Excellency explained what he 
considered to be the core values of democracy, including 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Upholding the rule of law; 
Adhering to the principle of separation of powers, 
including an independent judiciary and an 
effective parliament (legislature); 
Promoting the equality of all citizens before the 
law, including equality of opportunity for all; 
Safeguarding individual liberties and collective 
freedoms; and 
Acknowledging the inalienable right of the 
individual -to participate, by means of free, 
credible and democratic processes, in periodically 
The Gacaca refers to a tradition of consultative decision-making in Rwanda. 
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electing leaders for a fixed · term of office 
("Leadership and Democracy" 1 ). 
In addition to the public lecture_, President Masire also participated in a press conference 
. with members from the local media during his visit to Cornell University. · 
The following day, the President traveled to Springfield, Massachusetts to deliver 
a similar address at the World Affairs Council of Western Massachusetts before a · 
lunchtime audience of fifty (50) organization members. 
President Masire's final public lecture occurred November 3 at Boston 
University. Co-sponsored by the Minority Engmeers Society and the African Students 
Organization, His Excellency addressed a .crowd of three hundred (3 00) members of the 
Boston University community regarding "Perspectives into Conflict Resolution and 
Peace Negotiation in Africa." In his presentation, the President discussed in detail his 
pruiicipation in conflict resolution and peace negotiations in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC). After providing an overview of the conflict, His Excellency described 
lessons he learned from his experiences in the PRC. Specifically he stated: 
... on the domestic level, one can say that the security of 
any regime is linked, in the long term, to the democratic 
and economic governance of the country and security of the 
population. The challenge of running the State effectively 
goes beyond developing physical infrastructures and 
putting the police on the streets. It is imperative that 
regimes · · build. strong institutions for participatory 
democracy and good governance to meet people's 
legitimate expectations ("Conflict Resolution" 6). 
With these comments, President Masire ended his talk and took questions from the 
audience. 
On November 4, His Excellency was the guest of honor at a fru·ewell dinner at the 
home of Ambassador Charles Stith and Dr. Deborah Prothrow-Stith. Invited guests 
included Lieutenant Governor Kerry Healey of Massachusetts and her husband, Mr. Sean 
Healey; Mr. Melvin B. Miller, Editor and Publisher, The Bay_State Banner; Mr. and Mrs. 
Alexander and Megan Julian; and Dr. Stephen Lewis, President Emeritus, Carleton 
· College. This event marked the completion of United States segment of President 
Masire's residency as the Balfour African President-in-Residence at AP ARC. 
President Masire's last official act as the Balfour African President-in-Residence 
was to serve as convener of the African Presidential Roundtable 2006 in Johannesburg, 
· South Africa. The Roundtable was held April 20-21, 2006. In collaboration with the 
Uniyersity of the Witwatersrand, the Roundtable was the fourth AP ARC has sponsored. 
It was attended by ten (10) former African heads of state: 
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• NicephoreD. Soglo of the Republic of Benin; 
• Sii Q. Ketumile J. Masire of the Republic of Botswana; 
• Pierre Buyoya of the Republic of Burundi; 
• Aristides Maria Pereira of the Republic of Cape Verde; 
• Flt. Lt. Jerry J. Rawlings of the Republic of Ghana; 
• Daniel arap Moi of the Republic of Kenya; 
• Karl Auguste Offmann of the Republic of Mauritius; 
• Ali Hassan Mwinyi of the United Republic of Tanzania; 
• Benjamin William Mkapa of the United Republic of Tanzania; 
• Dr. Kenneth Kaunda of the Republic of Zambia. 
The African Presidential Roundtable 2006 Schedule of Events: 
Wednesday, April 19, 2006 
6:30 PM- 8:30 PM The African Presidential Roundtable 2006 Opening 
Reception 
Thursday, April 20, 2006 
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
12:00 PM-1:15 PM 
1:15 PM ~ 3:3o ' J?M 
Hosted by U,S. Consul General Steven P. Coffman 
Opening Remarks: His Excellency Daniel arap Moi 
Former President, the Republic of Kenya 
Residence of Consul General Steven P. Coffman 
54 Sixth Street, Houghton 
Registration & Continental Breakfast 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg 
The Historic Wits Club, West Campus, University of the 
Witwatersrand, Yale Road, Braamfontein 
Session I: Africa's Image in the American Media 
Welcome: His Excellency Sir Q. Ketumile J. Masire 
Former President of the Republic of Botswana 
Moderator: His Excellency Benjamin William Mkapa 
Former President of the Republic of Tanzania 
Discussant: Ambassador Charles R. Stith 
Director of the African Presidential Archives and Research 
Center, and Former U.S. Ambassador to Tanzania 
Discussant: Ms. Phylicia Rashad, Actress 
Working Lunch 
Session II: Engaging the Diaspora in Africa's Development 
Moderator: His Excellency Dr. Kenneth Kaunda 
Former President of the Republic of Zambia 
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7:00 PM - 8:00 PM 
8:00 PM 
Friday, April 21, 2006 
8:00 AM- 9:00 AM 
9:00 AM-11:30 AM 
11:30 AM-12:15 PM 
12:15 PM-1:00 PM 
1 :15 Plvl- 2: 15 PM J · 
-
Discussant: Dr. Christopher Fomunyoh 
Senior Associate for Africa; Regional Director for Central . 
and West Africa, National Democratic Institute 
Discussant: The Honorable Dr. Ewart Frederick Brown 
. Deputy Premier, Minister of Tourism and Transportation, 
Bermuda 
Discussant: Patrick R. D. Hayford 
Director of the Office of the Special Adviser on Africa, 
United Nations 
Reception 
Residence of Professor Loyiso Nongxa Vice Chancellor & 
Principal, Savemake, University of the Witwatersrand 
Private Dinner (closed) 
Hosted by Professor Loyiso Nongxa 
Remarks: His Excellency Karl Auguste Offmann 
Former President of the Republic of Mauritius 
Residence of Professor Loyiso Nongxa Vice Chancellor & 
Principal, Savemake, University of the Witwatersrand 
Continental Breakfast 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg 
The Historic Wits Club, West Campus, University of the 
Witwatersrand, Yale Road, Braamfontein 
Session III: Facilitating Private Capital Flows to Africa · 
Moderator: His Excellency Nicephore D. Soglo 
Former President of the Republic of Benin 
Discussant: Mr. Joseph Huggins 
Corporate Colincil on Africa 
African Presidential Roundtable 2006 Press Conference 
Introductory Remarks: H1s Excellency Aristides Maria 
Pereira 
Former President of the Republic of Cape Verde 
Working Lunch 
African Presidential Roundtable 2006 Public Fohlin 
Closing Remarks: His Excellency Ali Hassan Mwinyi 
Former President of the United Republic of Tanzania 
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Saturday, April 22, 2006 Johannesburg 
9:00 AM- 11 :00 AM African Presidential Roundtable 2006 Breakfast 
Hosted at the residence of Donald G. Teitelbaum, Charge 
d'Affaires, Embassy of the United States of America in . 
Pretoria 
The Residence of Donald G. Teitelbaum 
The African Presidential Roundtable 2006, under the leadership of President 
Masire, provided an opportunity for the fonner heads of state to engage themselves as 
well as U.S. and global business leaders and policy-makers, around issues that impact 
U.S.--'-Africa relations. Topics of discussion included Africa's Image in the American 
Media, Engaging the Diaspora in Africa 's Development, and Facilitating Private Capital 
Flows to Africa. Presentations were made by Ambassador Patrick R.D. Hayford, Director 
of the Office of the Special Adviser on Africa at the United Nations Headquarters; Mr. 
Ronald Gault, former Managing Director at JP Morgan South Africa; The Honorable Dr. 
Ewart Frederick Brown, Deputy Premier and Minister of Tourism and Transportation of 
Bermuda; Dr. Chris Fomunyoh, Senior Associate for Africa at the National Democratic 
Institute; Ms. Phylicia Rashad, star of the Bill Cosby Show; and Ms. Charlayne Huhter-
Gault, former CNN Bureau Chief Johannesburg . 
. The African Presidential Roundtable 2006's primary focus was to ask Africa to 
reach out to the Diaspora. Examples of the Chinese Diaspora were given, pointing out the 
amount of investment that is received from nationals living abroad. The former African 
heads of state called on the African leadership to encourage their nationals to do the 
same. It is estimated that the African Diaspora has a total annual income of $750 billion 
per year. This money could go a long way if it were invested properly on the continent. 
The Press Statement released by His Excellency Sir Ketumile Masire and His Excellency 
Dr. Kenneth Kaunda at the conclusion on the African Presidential Roundtable 2006 
affirmed this commitment: "We [the former African heads of state] intend to make a 
greater effort as African leaders to engage brothers and sisters throughout the Diaspora; 
and we will encourage our successors to do the same". 
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His Excellency Jakaya M. Kikwete, President of the Republic of Taniania, Balfour 
Leadership Lecturer, September 24 - 26, 2006 · 
As we have done historically when there is a gap between President-in-Residence 
appointments, we have hosted a Balfour Leadership Lecturer. The first was Gertrude 
Mongella; President of the African Union Pan-African Parliament. Her Excellency's 
lecture entitled "The African Union Parliament and Its Relationship to the Process of 
Democratization and Free Market Reform in Africa" was given at Boston University on 
November 10, 2004. This year, we were able to secure His Excellency Jakaya Kikwete, 
President of the United Republic of Tanzania to give the Balfour Leadership Lecture. 
On September 25, 2006, His Excellency Kikwete delivered the Balfour 
Leadership Lecture at Boston University. The topic of his address was "Bridging the 
Divide Between the West and · the Islamic World". In today's tense political 
environment, against the backdrop of the Pope's recent remarks, Kikwete offered insight · 
reflecting his experience as the Muslim leader of a peaceful democratic country that is 
40% Christian, 40% Muslim. Attendance was significant and the Boston University 
Trustees Ballroom reached capacity (approximately 300 people). Following the lecture, 
His Excellency was invited by President Brown of Boston University to a private dinner 
at the Sloane House. On September 26, His Excellency met with the editorial board at the 
Boston Globe followed by a meeting with Boston business leaders at the State House 
where he received an official welcome by Governor Mitt Romney and Lt. Governor 
Kerry Healy. His Excellency's visit ended at APARC, where he met and had a valuable 
exchange with the undergraduate class that Ambassador Stith was teaching at Boston 
University, IR430; Africa and Globalization: Opportunities and Obstacles. It must also 
be noted that Mr. Alexander Julian, a noted fashion mogul, hosted a welcome dinner at 
his private Connecticut residence to honor His Excellency Kikwete on September 24. 
Guests included actors Phylicia Rashad of Cosby Show fame, Giancarlo Esposito, as well 
as Kerry Kennedy, the daughter of Robert Kennedy, and Fox TV personality Uma 
Pemmaraju . They were joined by an array of guests representing such sectors as finance, 
manufacturing, and tourism. Press Coverage was extensive and included The Boston 
Common Magazine, The Boston Herald, The Bay State Banner, Danbury News, Hersam-
Acorn, Town & Country, Connecticut Cottages & Gardens, DNR, MR Magazine, 
Connecticut Magazine, BU Today, BUniverse, the Daily News (Tanzania), The Guardian 
(Tanzania), and NPR Radio. 
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·IL Appendix A 
News Coverage about the activities of His Excellency Jakaya 
Mrisho Kikwete, the second Lloyd G. Balfour Leadership Lecturer 
DNR, October 9, 2006 - "Power brunch" 
Boston Herd.Id, September 28, 2006 - "Tracked down" 
Daily News (Tanzania), September 28, 2006 
. . 
BU Today, September 27, 2006 - "Tanzanian president offers formula for West-Islam peace" 
Daily News (Tanzania), September 27, 2006 - "JK for global religious bliss". 
The Guardian, (Tanzania), September 27, 2006 - "JK tips Americans on religious diversity" 
Nipashe (Tanzania), Septem,ber 27, 2006 -"Dunia lazima ikabiliane na tofauti za kidini-JK" 
Dally Free Press, September 26, 2006- "African leader shares value of world democracy" 
The News-Times, September 25, 2006 - "Presidential party" 
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holiday catalog, Neiman Marcus has some qift•Jlje 
tha.t are out of this world""literally. The luxury r'et~·n 
is offering a fliqht on Sir Richard Branson!s yr/ 
Galactic spacecraft for. ·a :mere $U6 million ; • 
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· A~o~il tiio'se Jli~t fT!ad~ the cut are New York's s~F~•' 
aridHcinoiulu's Aloha Rag, Stores on the list receive . 
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cAi.)SE c~LforiE:. Luxury shopping ;;a~ an 'ac 
qiv inq 'tiack at the MaiHsciii Avenue f:.jen ~y·e11f 
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Aven~~ Business Improvement olstr1cvseve ' 
i~:q miri's stpres on the posh shopping tho'.r 
fare.threw simultaneous parties, each hosted. 
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lvte'!\in.i'and P'1m.'e'iJico Vacca's Antonio. "~A/'' .. 
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Tanzanian president offers formula for 
West-Islam peace 
Speech marks fifth anniversary Of APARC 
By John Thompson 
As reports of a widening divide 
between the Islamic world and the 
West dominate headlines, Jakaya 
Mrisho Kikwete, president of the 
United Republic of Tanzania, offered a 
recipe for peace Monday night in a 
speech at the Trustees Ballroom in the 
School of Management. Kikwete, who 
leads a peaceful democratic country 
that is 40 percent Christian and 40 
percent Muslim, cited educational 
reforms, polides promoting equity, 
and the reorganization of the tripartite 
system inherited from colonialism as Pre'!ident of Tanzania, Jakaya 
three achievements that have Mrisho Kikwete, offers a recipe for 
encouraged the easy coexis~ence of peace. 
Christians and Muslims. "Diversity is 
beautiful," commented Kikwete. "It is not necessarily threatening." 
A foundation for equality and peace was laid, the president said, by 
educational reforms instituted by Mwalimu Julius Nyerere, a devout 
Roman Catholic who became Tanzania's first president in 1962. At 
the t ime, Tanzania 's best schools were Christian, and Muslims were 
lagging behind in both education and job opportunities. ·Nyerere, 
whom Kikwete cites as a mentor, took the step of making all the 
private Christian schools public, and he ensured that they gradually 
became interdenominational. By 1969 all nonstate schools- most 
belonging to Christian missions-were nationalized so that Muslim 
families would feel comfortable ·sending their children to school. 
"Mwalimu Julius Nyerere believed strongly that policies promoting 
equity would be the most effective weapons to address and dampen 
the politicization of religious identities," explained Klkwete. " Schools, 
health facilities, and residences were integrated." 
Next came the reorganization of the tripartite system inherited from 
colonialism, which divided the courts along ethnic lines, into a 
single-tier judicial system . · 
A media campaign was also conducted to unify the country. 
"Tanzanians of different generations were constantly bombarded 
with political messages-in· the media, at the workplace, and In 
schools-that emphasized national unity and the celebration of 
diversity ." 
Lastly, Tanzania's constitution maintains strict separation between 
· politics and religion, banning any pol itical parties that campaign on 
religious lines, while also providing strong protections to religious 
expressiqn . " Propagation of religion is allowed; insulting other 
religions and violent proselytizing is not," said Kikwete. 
These foundations have borne fruit in mostly peaceful relations 
between Muslims and Christians, according to the president. 
Although there has been some fundamentalist agitation on both 
sides, advances have also taken place, such as the Commission on 
Peace and Reconciliation, recently put together by Muslim and 
Christian leaders. Kikwete's government has created the office of 
Q/?7/?()()t, R·41 AM 
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minister of social and political affairs, whose primary responsibility is 
the promotion of harmony and dialogue between Tanzania's ethnic 
and religious groups. 
We must make sure, Kikwete emphasized, that religion is not "the 
only vehicle for aggrieved people to seek comfort or relief from real 
or perceived injustice." He added, "We have to pray and work hard 
for understanding and dialogue. Christians and Muslims will not 
disappear, and their differences will remain different." 
Kikwete's appeprance was the first of several special events marking 
the fifth-anniversary celebration of the African Presidential Archives 
and Research Center (APARC) at BU. APARC was established by 
Charles Stith, former US Ambassador to Tanzania and director of 
-APARC, to chronicle developments related to democratization and 
free-market reform in Africa. 
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African leader shares value of world democracy 
Daily Free Press 
Malinda Gilbert 
Issue date: 9/26/06 
United Republic of Tanzania President Jakaya 
Kikwete spoke at the School of Management to 
an audience of more than 100 BU community 
members last night as the fifth-annual Lloyd G. 
Balfour Leadership Lecturer for the Boston 
University African Presidential Archives and 
Research Center. 
-Tanzania is an east African nation that is 40 
percent Muslim and 40 percent Christian. Even . 
with 120 different tribes, it is a hallmark of 
"unity and social harmony," Kikwete said. -
Diversity has created a "young and vibrant 
democracy." 
Kikwete's speech was titled, "Managing 
Religious Diversity in a Democratic 
Media _Credit: Martin Hojny 
Tanzanian President Jakaya _Kikwete 
discussed accomplishing unity in the 
world yesterday. 
Environment: Overcoming the Divide Between the West and the Islamic World." 
Tanzanian governmental policies were designed to enable equality and instill values of 
tolerance among its people, Kikwete said. He said it is up to leaders to move in the 
direction of unity and harmony. 
"Religious diversity is not necessarily a cause of political unrest, II he said. 
The Balfour Lecture is sponsored by AP ARC. This year is the center's fifth anniversary. 
AP ARC Director and former U.S. Ambassador to Tanzania Charles Stith said the center 
focuses on African leaders who are the "architects of change." · 
"Tanzania is one of the most stable countries on the continent and in the world," he said. 
Stith said Kikwete's speech serves as a model of a country that has successfully managed 
religious diversity in a stable democratic society. 
"Lessons learned in Tanzania might be applicable to the rest of the world," he said. 
Stith pointed to recent controversial remarks made by the pope about Islam as an example 
of tension existing between the Western and Muslim worlds. He said the incident · 
highlights the importance of studying religious tolerance and tension. 
Religion is respected and supported in Tanzania, although religion is strictly separated 
from Tanzanian government and politics. 
·"Religious institutions in Tanzania continue to work side by side with the government to 
combat three enemies: poverty, disease and ignorance," Kikwete said. 
. ' 
He said when religion enters politics, it is misused and will often "create an explosive 
mixture." 
He traced the history of Tanzania's successful cohesion of its people across faiths and 
ethnicity. He accredited the foundation of the country's success to President Julius 
Nyerere, who led the government of what was then Tanganyika, after British colonial 
rule ended in 1961. Tangan!'ika merged with Zanzibar in 1964 to form Tanzania. 
Nyerere made many changes in Tanzania to create and sustain a united and harmonious 
country, Kikwete said, and he believed the "best way to offer equal opportunity to all was 
to achieve equality in educational opportunities." 
. . 
After the speech, students said Kikwete was an impressive speaker. Students enrolled in 
Stith's "Africa and Globalization: Opportunities and Obstacles" class were required to 
attend last night's speech. 
College of Arts and Sciences sophomore and Africa and globalization class member 
Anna Jensen-Clem said Kikwete's speech was "easy to relate to." 
Tanzania has proven it is a flourishing country, Kikwete said in his speech. 
"Protection ofreligion is an integral part of human·rights in Tanzania," he said. 
"Democracy is about freedom of association and freedom of expression, [but lack of 
tolerance among religions] tears nations apart." 
Kikwete said he discounts the notion that certain religious, ethnic or cultural identities . 
have bearing on the ability of a country to be democratic. He said all nations have the 
ability, under the right leadership, to .have diverse and peaceful democratic societies. 
"We are different -- we live in the same world, in the same space," he said. "We have to 
learn how to live together." 
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Presidential party 
Ridgefield couple plays host to leader ofTanzania 
By N.and G. Hutson 
77-IE NEWS· TIMES 
RIDGEFIELD -- Fashion designer Alexander Julian's zebra-striped 
. shirt from his signature collection -- inspired from a visit to 
Tanzania -- seemed fitting attire for the host of an afternoon party 
in honor of the east African nation's president on Sunday. 
Julian and his wife, Meagan invited a select number of political, 
fashion and celebrity guests to meet and mingle with Tanzanian . 
President Jakaya Kikwete at their 33-acre country estate on the 
southern edge of town. 
Their friend, and the former U.S. ambassador to Tanzania, Charles 
Stith helped organize the event on behalf of the African President 
Archives and Research Center at Boston University, where Stith is 
Sep 25 2006 4: 15 AM 
The president of Tanzania Jakaya Kikwete, right, 
chats with Meagan J~lian, left, and her son Will 
Julian, and the wife of the former U.S. ambassador to 
Tanzania, Deborah Prothrow-Stith, at a reception 
Sunday in the president's honor at the Julians' home 
in Ridgefield. · 
on the faculty and Kikwete, who attended opening sessions for the United Nations General Assembly in 
New York City, will lecture today. 
From 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., the Julians served wine and hors d'oeuvres -- all the food prepared by his wife 
in their chef-style kite.hen and served by the couple's children and their Wooster School classmates --
to guests on their brick back porch overlooking a pond complete with swans and a fountaih. Not even 
a few rain dribbles were able to disrupt the select group of about 60 or so people representing a 
diverse group of designers, politicians, celebrities, and family friends all eager to greet Kikwete and his 
Tanzania delegation of government officials. 
Among the celebrity guests who attended were actor Giancarlo Esposito and jazz musician Erk Lewis. 
The CJmbiance was relaxed and friendly, the Julians' hospitality assuring no guest was neglected, with 
those who might have come as strangers to other guests quickly being introduced so as to encourage 
the forging of new friendships. Other than the presence of Secret Service agents, Kikwete roamed 
about easily, the 56-year-old's cordial demeanor quickly breaking the ice as he and his fellow . 
Tanzanians conversed with guests about everything from fashion to his country's desire to encourage 
more U.S. investment in their country, everything from business development to tourism. 
In his visit, Kikwete said he hopes to share how his country is an example of religious tolerance 
between Muslims and Christians, as well as those of other beliefs, and to encourage U.S. business to 
consider Tanzania as a possible investment prospect. · 
. Though one of the poorest nations in the world, Kikwete said his country located in eastern Afdca 
bordering the Indian Ocean between Kenya and Mozambique holds much promise and beauty, with 
some of the world's greatest natural sights within its borders, Mt. Kilimanjaro, Lake Victoria and more 
than 1,000 miles of the most beautiful beaches anywhere, he proclaimed; It is an ideal place to go on 
safari where visitors will marvel at some of the world's most rare animals in their home environment. 
Julian noted that it was a thundering herd of zebras that inspired him to create a colledion of animal 
. print fashions. 
Danbury businessman and community activist Sam Hyman and .his wife, Alice, were on the guest list, 
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and Hynian said it was a much appreciated invitation. 
"I'm overwhelmed by the whole thing," said Hyman, who as a trustee for the Hord Foundation is an 
advocate of cultural diversity as well as educational and business opportunities for African-Americans. 
Ridgefield First Selectman Rudy Marconi was clearly impressed by Kikwete and members of his 
Parliament, most wearing business suits though a few adorned themselves in traditional African gowns 
and head dress, and even brought a remembrance gift on behalf of the town. 
"It is wonderful for me to get to speak to someone of his stature," Marconi said. ;,It is an event I will 
certainly never forget." 
9/26/2006 4:03 P1 

III. Appendix B 
News Coverage about the activities of His Excellency Sir Quett 
Ketumile J. Masire, the fourth Llovd G. Balfour African President-
In-Residence 
The Vista (University of San Diego, San Diego, California), November 3, 2005 - "Former Botswana 
President visits USD" · 
Inside.Morehouse (Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia), October 17-30, 2005 - ":Former Botswana 
President Talks About HIV I AIDS, Human Rights" 
Northfield News (Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota), October 8, 2005 - "Former president of 
Botswana visits Carleton" 
The Mac Weekly (Macalester College, Sl Paul, Minnesota), October 7, 2005 - "African Leader Discusses 
Development, Democracy" 
The Maroon Tiger (Morehouse College, Atlanta, Georgia), September 28, 2005 - "Former President of 
Botswana Visits Morehouse" 
The Daily Home (Talladega, Alabama), September 21, 2005 - "Former Botswana president visits 
Talladega College" · 
Mmegi (Botswana), July 26, 2005 - "A great son of the soil" 
The Boston Globe, June 25, 2005 - "Africans must save Africa" 
Daily News (Botswana), June 3, 2005 - "Masire to attend ex-leaders summit in Mali" 
B. U. Bridge, April 22, 2005 ~"African statesmen: Western media should look at continent' s bright side" 
Newtonite, April I , 2005 - "Former Botswana president cites country's values" 
The Botswana Gazette, March 23 , 2005 - "Masire begins his work in Boston" 
Daily News (Botswana), March 23, 2005 - "Masire to boost student's knowledge" 
Al/Africa.com, March 14, 2005 - "Botswana Former Leader Ketumile Masire is Newest African President-
in-Residence at Boston University" 
B. U. Bridge, March 11, 2005 - "Fmmer Botswana leader Sir Ketumile Masire new African President-in-
Residence" 
;:.; 
• 
• 
The Boston Globe, March 11, 2005 - "Former Botswana president at BU Accepts invitation to fellowship" 
The Botswana Gazette, February 16, 2005 - "Masire to be Balfour African President in Residence at 
Boston University" 
Daily News (Botswana), February 11, 2005 - "Masire appointed president-in-residence" 
9 ELYNN MCBRIDE es surrounding the 1994 Rwanda~ 
. • ~ :<ri'.t~!AFf, ~RlTER Genocide. · · 
Botswana has ·. an. impressive . 
'··· , ' .'. .. ·. ... ',: . . economic situation: Smee its itt:.: :~. 
· s part of the Institute for ·\ dependence, Botswana has had,•r 
· Peace and JustiCe distiri.; .. 7:~ the fastest growth . in per . capita/ 
gtlished lectur~· series, income· in · the world. Masire .. ~: 
i*.etumile Masiie, tlie· former < m. aintained a frugal fiscal ·poli.cyfr.J· ~ • . . ~"1~~ 
llildent of the Repu~lic of Bo.:'~ ''' and Stnall anio~t of forein ~~?t~ 
mi.a, spoke last Thursday. Pre-' , ·. DeBeer~s; .· a diamond · m.tnJ;1 " 
; a farmer; Masire lJecame · company ' operating in Bots~ ~. 
- -~ond president.of _Botswa- .· na, produces half of Botswana:~.tl· 
_, 1980 and mamtained the revenues. When asked about the ;;t. 
mcy for the next 18 years. relationship with DeBeer's, Ma- ~· 
..: served ·as the ·first vice- sire explained that Botswana had ,:: ~an of the Organization of . received its fair share of revenue · ; 
. an Unity (OAU) in 1991 from the company in exchange for 
. as ch.ai~an of t~e Commit- • . . < . . . . • dn"0.~[llf . . ·> ef President of the Republic of Botswana, Ke-
llllFiveshgatmg the c1rcumstanc- See Mastre~· Pag¢ 2 - tlirtii1¢ M'asire; 'spoke as part of the Distinguished Lecture Serles. 1 
~:SiiiitUiShid:iflCiiiii~bv~·M8S··~· ···· · ·e 
, .~~ ;,., , i:l'4~;.. • . :; > · .. " :.. :· '< ·· .#,¥t\""··~. :~-;,~ · · · •. · ~ ~~ .~·~~ ¥ , ..  -~1~r, ·:· ~ ~ . .. , .. ,!" -
-~~9ll,l .l\fas~~,:Pagel . tributed significantly to the that the United Nations would policy for the United State: 
• •- ·- ;=-.~'"" · · , · ' ''" · ·· type of leader he became. increase military involvement in dealmg with world affairs. 
:! ·.~.~ · : ·· ·,:: ; . . ~ . . :~ji.''.· t ;, .. fi-X 
. .i,µ,g ~tQ,~r11,:•,:tlie ~~gpportuni- Growing up very poor, Masire · in African conflict. He ex- Masire hopes the world wil 
:tb'tmih~~tiiere : This fair · learn~dto become frugal in the plained that th.e African Union become a common villag1 
:-'-~-_,,,ff . . · ":-· • *'.'~:.:M~si~e helped-. culti- .· use of r~sp~ces: He applie4 . has a program of action and . where all countries bear om 
~h~ ,_ ,£2¥ed a great ~co~ . these Pnnftple~ ,learn~d a~ a is attempting to help Darfur another'$ responsibility. Hi 
~!:,. et to the country .. , yotn;lg~ter;to h1s ,,pres1denttal but they do ·not have the re- . highlights the fact that ther1 
. . . ·;t;!~rr::~:ro~::::~; . ·: .::t~;~-:~-~:; . · <~:, .. ;~~t4i,:~r,~;~:.'~-,> .. · · :; · ~~u~~~~~:tq~~:~d ::n~h:: d~~ ~:~;~~e;;r~~:in:;et~;~~tl 
:i~l '~directed ' toward ·. · 1~~i'l Sonieti:tne_s _ ' ·"Sometimes the spirit is willing · drenreceive aneducatfon. H ~~t~-;: .}~~ii%.w~~h1 t.~e ski~_ls . fJ~¥.;( h. . 1: . ' <·;}·~ ~··,: ::r.:· 1'.::·., but the pocket weRk," Masire- ·· believes that humans shoul1 11.~Jt.~(\:2,~~~~duttotMasrre ."'~f:1;; : ~:  e spw.t · 1~~ said. The African Union is· be invested in each other an 
iit¢$$;~W~the-~1m~ortance of '.' ..: : :'.'·: . •11· . . · b . . · ,:'~ "· dding as much as they can but develop a common respo11 ~bjpgresp~ct rroiri'all paities~s>· ,' W~.- 11lg : ut . Masire hopes the rest of the sibility for other countrie: 
~·.~etjiploying co~rcive me" ··" 1~- the pocket is . world will lend a helping hand. The IPJ holds weekly talk 
• tton while ensunng people . In the final question of the on a variety of topics. Thi 
·ed at the table to talk. . · weak." night Masire addressed what event was one of many mm 
fany different strategies he would communicate to stu- to come. In the future, th 
-,~~~-~~:~"' -~· ·'d~~l ; w~~h- 45f~':i•1';{ .· . . · .. .. .-. ·> . . . . ·.. "" : ~Jl"p~nt~ ~alJ.~utp~~~~,.!m!I~¥1gjr.h~~_IPJ._wil.l ~xplore such_ topic 
1 re:z:itt"types or parties; he:ii:;;<, · ··· . ;:- . · ·were.ma teachmgpos1tion. He as surv1vmg torture, pionee 
ilnphasize?. For. leaders to be·~ policies. · Perha~s this is ':hy be~an by saying that no man is ing democrac~ in Zim.bi 
• ccessful m Afi:ica, they must · he succeeded m generatmg an island and the Monroe Doc- bwe, and conflict behav10 
into account others' views " such a .successful Botswanian Jrin~ .,Q.as, failed. (The Monroe in the workplace. A list c 
• ~ve1!'one feels . respected. econon:i~ ;JVit~~ fo littl.e deb,t. · ~octrf~~~~~~ Masir.e inte:rr~ts IPJ events can be. found 
\1asm~'s b!!E.~groµnd .con- Mastt;~:' expressed his hope it~ deY~;hlpe·d an ISolatlomst http://peace.sand1ego.ed1 
• 
• 
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: .~~~~·'-r. , :.Botswa:na Presi~~Uit Ta.lks 
·A~t)iJt~IV/A-10.S, Human Rights 
· s itcu.i'1\H• M..r.,, "" fori»h p,.,ldent ofBolSW.,,a, 
··. .;:,~.~ve ·.tW6 .l~i;tlir~s h;i Sept:eilibcr. Vis.iilng .the College 
. ·. : • : for t!Jt'ee.diiys as the Atficao Presidcut•ifr•Residenc:~! . a · 
:·.· · )~iilt :prog.ram between tj1e I,.cad.mhip c:c.ntcr ·and the 
African · Pre~idebtlal Archives and Research center at 
. ·13-<:>sfo'.n 1Jni~etsfty, Masi re lectured 011 "HIV t A 1 :IJS: Sector11i 
·. Iinp~'ct."and · S9~i~·1 Response 'l:l) th~ Pand~mk" a1~d· . 
"D'etnocra.cy. and Humim Rlglit:s in Jfotswaua" t1t the Carter 
Ce~ter," In . addition • . Jle lectured (:o gt\idet1ts iri ~be 
Lf.aJer'.siiip" StJ;d.fcs Program. . 
· W.-!i:lt,e1· · ·R. Fltd<r:r; · ~xi!cutivc directo'r of the· :Leadership 
'Ceri~r. :~aid, .uEthieal leaders mus.t .  listen car~:t\1lly 'ind Ire.tr 
d~!1,)ly. We.arc f<)r.'tunate to sit io the prt:senci: of IMasirc]. an 8ll 
year"&14· ma~ whe ha~ a big h~drt.. We ar<i: cntcrtitlni)'lg angcils 
. unaware~'' ·• . : . . . 
.. · ... 
. . 
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ALUMNI LECTURE SERIES 
Inaugural Lecturer John Mims (82 
Says Failure is Valuable 1eacher 
Br Rnri l1wllcll 8/Rli8ltBr 
R etlcct.itig upon hi~ fom-year t<~1ure at GctMiaL"Om, a net-work of :Asian web site.~, John Mims '82 said, "flailurc is $ometime8 a better tracht>.r than succc!IS. As d1ief oper.ating 
officer of G1..11\$i!l.co1n. I failed. I couldn't get the vision to the rns-
to111.cr!' 
A business and marketing graduate, Mims believC3 failure 
:tn!l.ke.~ the next s11l"Cess ew·n sweeter. T ~l~t Nowmbcr, he was tapped. 
to ~1,.1'1Je as scn:i(11· vice prcsider\t of.worldwide sales for Starwood 
Hotels and Reso1is, owners of bra.nd~ indudinS Sheraton, Westin 
}ll\d W hotels. On campus fOI' the Mayna1·d f ackson I .(leture Seric:i;, 
wh.ich is a part of the Alumni Exc.c:utive Lectun~ Serie~, in 
S1..J>t1.."Jt1her, Mims I.old faclllty. biaff, Rtudents A.nd. alumni tha1. r.here 
are a mitnher of things that make gt~t le.iders-indudingfuilur~\ 
"l'ntcgrity, ihe ability t<1 conun\1nic:A.I" 
a vii;ion with f'lltl.'lion and uti it1g the net- MIMS' STRATEGIES 
work of people that you meet throughout FOR SUCCESS: 
ynurlffi: are a few of those things;' he ~aid. 
"In addition to family, scht1of is one of 
those networks?1 
According to Henry M. Goodgame '84, 
diroctot of Alumni ;Relntions, Specfal. h'ventt 
and the Annual Fund, tbe All.lllmi Executive 
J .ecture Scrico seeks to provide mol'e b.1tem~­
tion iletween alumni and stmk't'lti;. Minn' 
•Integrity 
• Abirtty to commu-
nicate a vision 
with passion 
• Long-term focus 
•Teamwork 
• Netw11rk 
presentation Willi tl)e first of six locl'ures in the Altutllli J.a.--rure Seri.es 
that will be held thl'oughoul. 1:he academic year. 
At Morehouse, Mims rem1.'mhers the inflm::rJce of visionari~ 
such a~ Jnhn William~ '69, dean of I.he Division of tbe Hconomic 
and Businei;.~ Administration, Martin Luther King · '4R and 
Benjamin E. Mayi;, all of wbt•l!I set the standard !hr succ.ess for. his 
c:1tl'ct.'1'. He cre.dit~ Ben Mclaurin '69, director of Career Services, f:c.1r 
securin.g hi~ first interview. 
Mim~ 1..-redit.'l Williams and Mclaurin with helpiug him get his 
career started. 
"Jt's important 14) reach back that we may move forward. 
Moreht\use is an e:xp1..'liet1ce, not just an educatio1L It was mnrc than 
~chool; it was a preparation for what it's like ou1. here; he said. R 
John Mi!m! · '82 "1ms a moment with a student after hi& praEelrtatlon. 
""' 
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Former president of Botswana visits Carleton 
Saturday; October 08, 2005 
By EMILY ZIMMER 
Staff Writer 
NORTHFIELD -- Carleton College President Robert Oden referred to former Botswana President 
Ketumile Masire as "one of the democratic heroes of the 21st century, "Owhen introducing him 
Wednesday night and he added that Masire's visit was a significant event for the college. 
Mas ire was warmly welcomed by both the current Carleton President Oden and Carleton President 
Emeritus Stephen R. Lewis Jr. who has known Masire for about 30 years. 
LeWis met Mas ire when he worked as a economic consultant for Botswana and he called him "the 
Hercules of his country." 
· "He is courageous," Lewis added. 
Ma.sire, on his third visit to Carleton College, addressed students and the publ ic about the issues 
Botswana has overcome and the issues all of Africa is battling today. His speech, which was titled 
. "BiJilding a Democracy in Botswana," reflected his experiences as a former leader and native. 
Mas ire was pres ident of Botswana from 1980 to 1998, and he played a crucial role through the years in 
making Botswana a democratic nation. Masire told Wednesday's crowd of the difficu lties he and his fellow 
countrymen faced establishing a democratic nation in Africa. 
""None of us had any experience with a democratic government as voters or as officials," Masire said. 
Masire said Botswana had to overcome racism and tribal conflicts to unify as a nation. "We preached the 
unity of the nation," Masi re said. 
Although at time difficult, Masire said working together has helped keep the country from corruption . 
"It has been our commitment to free discussion, free speech and free press that we have kept corruption 
in check," Masire said. · 
Botswana is one of the fastest gro\j ng African countries and continues to flourish economically. 
Mas ire said the country's biggest industry is mining and that the tribes of the country had to come 
togetrer for the common good. 
"The tribes saw a reason to surrender minerals to the central government tor the common good," Masire 
said. "We knew the people needed certainty in their lives." 
During his speech Masire also addressed current issues, such as t~e AIDS crisis in Africa. 
"Botswana has not escaped the effects of the di$ease," Masire said. "Thousands of people are dying," 
Masire said the Botswana government is working to educate its people on the deadly epidemic and is 
promoting safe sex. 
After Masire's speech members of the audience were allowed to ask him questions. Masire answered a 
· variety of questions dealing with economic issues, relationships with neighboring nations and AIDS. 
Lewis complimented Mas ire saying he could handle questions from an audience better than anyone else 
he knew. 
While in Northfield, Masire also spoke to history classes and informal discussion groups. 
President Oden said he was pleased to have Masire again and added that Carleton works hard to get 
such distinguished guests. 
Masi re visited Northfield in .1992 and in 1996. In 1996, he received an honorary degree from Carleton. 
After his retirement from office in 1998 Mas ire continues to be active in humanitarian efforts. He is also 
the co-chairrnan of the Global Coalition for Africa. 
-- Emily Zimmer can be reached at 645-1114 or ezimmer@northfieldnews.com. 
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THE STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF MACALESTER COLLEGE SINCE 1914 
African Leader Discusses Development, 
Democracy 
By SARA NELSON 
MANAGING EDITOR 
Former President Sir Ketumile Masire of 
Botswana addressed a full Weyerhaeuser 
M.emorial Chapel Monday on the topic 0...--------------,--., 
Peace and Development in Africa. 
. . . . 
Ketumile's speech traced his political caree 
from Botswana's independence in · 196 
through his presidency. He also discussed th 
evolution of democracy in Botswana and th 
connections between· a democratic societ 
and economic growth. 
Ketumile, widely recognized as one o 
Africa's greatest leaders, served as presiden 
of Botswana from 1980 until 1998. He wa 
heavily involved in post-colonial politics i 
Botswana before becoming president. 
Botswana, he said, is the oldest democracy i 
Southern Africa. From its beginning, it wa 
designed so that no one racial group or triba 
faction was favored in the political process. 
At · its independence, Ketumile 
Botswana had little infrastructure and n 
experience with democracy. 
"None of us had any experience with an 
elected form of government, either as voters 
or leaders;" Ketumile said. "Our task was to 
create a single unified nation from many 
tribes . and ethnic groups." 
Keturnile said he believed · economic 
development to be an essential part ·of 
democracy. 
Before and during his. presidency, Ketumile 
put much effort into building B.otswana's 
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diamond economy and invested revenue from 
diamonds into social and physical 
infrastructure. · 
"From self rule until 1998, we achieved the 
highest economic growth . in the world," he 
. said. "This sustained our democracy." 
Transparency International, a non-
governmental organization dedicated to 
combating corruption in government; has 
ranked Botswana second among developing 
countries on its 2004 corruption perceptions 
index. Ketumile attributes this ranking to the 
open discussion that talces place inBotswana 
as well as provisio:r:is that limit the political 
power of any one person. 
Ketumile said that the greatest challenge the 
continent of Africa faces is the HIV I AIDS 
pandemic, particularly because most of its 
victims are relatively young. Botswana is one 
of the most affected nations, with a 
prevalency rate of 36.5 percent. 
· "Botswana has not escaped [AIDS]," he said. 
"Every sector of our economy is affected." 
He advocated a solution that is broad based 
and includes social and political factors as 
well as medical. 
"I hope the future will show that we are up to 
the challenge," he said. 
Masire is currently living and studying in the 
United States until November as a part of 
Boston University's Balfour African 
President-in-Residence program. The 
Minnesota International Center, Carleton 
College and Macalester College sponsored 
the event. 
Sara Nelson ca:h be reached at s cnels on@macaleste.r.edu 
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. / : r:c:..- . ~~.,,;, :::~.. .-.:..,' :;~. ···: ._ l?mm ., was , . rl: ess 
tr/Afri:fp. fe~ .. ti ent .. been expected. Subcl'Es ~~eP..t~~~~~3:iJ$. 
lriJ'i1D. ;Botswii.~a; ' . as Ire can- .. · chose to approve $'400 million more 
IY:··.repli~dt~·Botswani has receive an t e pres! ent requeste , an us 
,.j Fttl~ :aid '. from th~ Yni.ted States ' ' l.insuccessfully contested this increase. 
• emment .as a whole; but we have.. In Geraldine Sealey's June 2005 
fed help from private sectors .. ;. · Rolling Stone article, she said, "PEP~ 
_11ii%omes as : a '. major - s~rise · FAR is fast bec0ming equated with a lhos.~· wh'o ate aware of President . notorious emphasis on abstinence edu-
~*~~·;2fobal ' , HIV/AIDS ~ initiative, ; catiori '--nearly $1 billion of Bush's 
p as1s on mora 1ty nven 
conserv·atives. 
Morehouse College student, Wil- , 
liam Moore, observed occurrences of 
. the issue firsthand during his voyage 
fo the · capital of South Africa, Preto- · 
. ria, and the ci~~~~-~(Jo_li~~sblJ!g ~~ ·. 
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idnesday; September 21, 2005 Your hometown paper for Talladega and St. Clair counties .;fc0i't~~1 
~ormer Botswana president visits TC 
_Colle~e seeks 
globalize cur-· · 
~ulum · 
By Amanda Cascia.re 
Home staff writer 
rALLADEGA - In the . 
ted States, high g~s prices, a 
•ering. economy and the 
:ruction caused by Hurricane 
rina have gripped national 
lltion in recent months. 
~he events have sparked 
, concern and evep. a :re-
king of the family budget in · 
1y A~erican homes." 
But while the issues dorni- Development · of Sustainable 
. nating everyday life in the Peace Throughout the African. 
· United States are unprecedent- <:;ontinent," a topic many people 
ed, the battles fought in Africa · only know fr:om news broad-
on a day-to-day basis are drasti-: casts and history textbooks. 
cally different. ~ · Masire, who retired from the 
Thanks to Talladega College presidency in 1998 after 18 
arid a new effort to globalize years ip the position, is now a 
cu¢culum, students and faculty Balfour president in residence at 
got .a taste of how a. soaring· the Afiican Presidential 
HIVJAIDS rate, rampant geno- Archives and Research Center 
cide and government corruption at Boston University. 
in Africa differ from the strug- After helping Botswana 
gles afforded American people. grow from one of Africa's poor-
Quett Ketumile Joni Masire, est nations to a middle class 
former president of Botswana, country and th.e world's largest 
spoke· to -students Tuesday in exporter of diamonds, Mil.sire 
DeForest Chapel. concerning spoke about how democracy 
"Conflict Resolution and· the and le~dership can bring any 
country or institution out of 
trouble. 
"We just honestly applied 
ourselves to the task of meeting · 
th~ needs of departments of the 
country .. . and didn't try to be a 
poor imitation of another state," 
he said, refelTing to his· accom-
plishments in Botswana. " ... We 
fashioned programs fit for our 
country and opened the country . for ·exploration. .. .. The good · 
Lord· answered our prayers and 
we discovered some.diamonds.'? 
: TWo Talladega -College stu- . 
dents, Kim Murphy. and Joseph 
Mingo, president of the Student 
See College, Page 8 Jer~ MartinfThe _Dally Home 
·aotswan 
a's former 
president, . 
Quett 
.Ketumile 
Joni 
Masi re, 
· left; with 
TC presi-
dent Oscar. 
Prater. 
! : 
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"Government Association, . 
recently accompimietl Masire to 
Joharuiesburg, South Afrka, to 
an annual roundtable discussion 
among African 11eads of state. 
The . -. acc;:omplishment, · 
accompanied~ by the push to 
"globalize" ctlrriculum through 
political scien.ce ' and ' business 
cbm;ses at the . college, is "a 
· noble pbjective," Masire said. 
"We· need to have a. pool of 
·experienced people who can -
lend advice where advice is 
needed," he .said. "It would be 
. coun.terproductive to force our- · 
s'elves down the· throats of peo-, 
pie who aren't interested." 
But with · a packed crow~ at 
·DeForest Chapel- Tuesday 
morning, the interest would 
·appear to ·be there: 
Through increased knb.,l- -
' edge of current . events arid the 
emphasized role of democracy 
I .u.2ed in the rebuilding of African 
nations, Masire ·said, · students 
and blacks in the United. States 
can do their part to advance the · Masire said." ... · The leaqership 
socioeconomic and . political' is becoming cognizant to estab-
environment throughout the lish first of all' they are there for 
continent. 'the service of the ·people." -
"The more knowledge you In keepµig with leadership, 
have about these 'issues in Talladega College . has ~awned 
Africa, the Middle East or even its own efforts to spearhead 
New Orleans, the better off the global curriculuin such as secur-
world' will be,"· said Michael : ing a Title VI grant through the 
Taku, dean of the Division. of U.S. Department of Education 
Business Affairs.· ":You· niay be .and a Ford Motor Company 
called. one day to help." grant to ·help with a pilot project ·' 
- The political climate in to' promote post secbndary edu-
Africa has changed from one. of'. cation to first generation minor- · 
corruption aild genoCide to .one ity youths. · 
_ of hope, Masire said; . and The" school has also estab-
researchers aild ambassadors lished a Business and Education 
are still discussing wliere blame. Advisory Council,' secured a . 
for years cifdecline.an!f conflict partnership with Georgia Tech 
lies. The African Union, .of and_.formed a topics. course on 
which Masire is a member, is. South Africa taught by Bernie · 
looking · into genocide ·on the Bray,_ professor of political sci-
Ivory Coast and in Rwanda, ence. · · 
con(licts in Sudan and how to . "This opportunity presents. 
prevent such catastrophes · froni enormous areas of interest not 
teoccurring. . · only for o~ c.ornmunity but for 
"We are not .to dwell in the our students," Taku said." ... It 
past but take scilace in what is helps thein learn that the world 
happening now. We have cause· is not just Talladega and not just 
to hope.in tlle leadership now," - the United State~." . -
.] 
.er. ;~ . 
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A great son of the soil 
RYDER GABATHUSE 
Staff Writer 
7/26/2005 9:09 : 30 AM (GMT +2) . 
FRANCISTOWN: Those close to Botswana's retired 
second president, Sir Ketumile Masire, speak of his 
good humour and generosity. Others describe him 
as a noble statesman of outstanding ability. He i~ 
widely read on governance and economic issues. 
He is quick-witted and industrious. He 
stands in the same pantheon with the great 
sons of Africa like Nelson Mandela, Joachim 
Chissano, Julius Nyerere and Kenneth 
Kaunda. " At the mention of their names, a 
face beams with pride and satisfaction 
because of their achievements," Kondwani 
Runthuli writes to the BBC online from Lilongwe, Malawi 
· about Masire and his soulmates . 
University of Botswana academic Dr. Zibani Maundeni 
describes Masire as a very intelligent leader. "I had the 
opportunity to interview him immediately after his 
retirement in 1998. This was part of my research for my 
PhD,".says Maundeni. "He proved to me to be a very 
· intelligent person. He also proved that he was Widely 
read on governance." · 
Part of Maundeni's research was to find out from Masire 
how Botswana was managing its economy wh ile the rest . 
of Africa was failing . 
"I look at him as the architect of the Botswana system. 
He excelled in all positions as the Vice President, Finance 
A great son of the 
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Minister and finally the President." He credits Masire as 
the mari who engineered Botswana's development. 
' ' 
"The kind_ of stories that he toid me showed me that 
Botswana believed in good economic management. It _ 
was during his tenure that the country managed to scout 
for good planners around. When al! the African countries -
were chasing whites away, Botswana welcomed them. In _ 
fact, Botswana went looking for good planners." 
Maundeni says Masi re struck him as a very forthright 
leader, who could be an example to the rest of the new 
generation of African leaders. _ 
His wish is to see the African Union using to impartgood 
leadership skills and not just in conflict resolution. He 
said Masire Is a very wise old man. 
Past immediate Commissioner of Police, Norman 
Moleboge describes his former boss as a fair and careful 
leader. He adds that once Masire is unhappy with 
something, he will say it straight away without hiding his 
feelings. "He would swallow his pride if he has judged 
someone wrongly and apologise. He is the one who 
appointed me as Commissioner of Police. I wish many 
leaders could emulate him. But one thing good about him 
is that if he realises that he has made a wrong decision; 
he would come back to you and say I am sorry," says 
Moleboge who is now Botswana's High Commissioner to 
Namibia. 
Molepolole South legislator and former cabinet minister, 
Daniel Kwelagobe says Masire is outstanding for his 
consultations with the people. He worked with . Masire for 
29 years In both the BDP and government. "He was and 
is still an industrious person with a quick wit." Kwelagobe 
stressed that Masire was firm in the decisions that he 
took. He said he is down_ to earth and was never drunk 
with power during his tenure as president. "He had deep 
respect for the constituents and that is why he strongly 
believed in touring the whole country addressing Kgotla 
meetings as a consultation process. This he did every 
year." Kwelagobe says it was this closeness with the 
people that endeared Maslre to the constituents. He said 
the former president yvas not troubled by those who 
differed with him. "Botswana is where it is today because 
of commitments of people like Masire. He has done a lot 
in terms of developing the country." 
Former cabinet minister, Kebatlamang Morake says 
Masi re's leadership prowess is bey'ond reproach. "He was 
an understanding leader and was always willing to 
absorb ideas from the rest of his team. It was 
encouraging to work under such an able leader given his 
calibre. The way he responded to questions during official 
Page 2 of 4 \ 
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meetings, he would exercise patience and lea-ve 
·attendants in stitches as he was fond of passing jokes." 
Morake· says Masire is very good in Setswana idioms and 
phrases. He says during hi? tenure as ruling party leader, 
there was stability and internal differences were handled 
well. He was a sharp-minded leader and really 
understood his job. He was very considerate and 
in,telligent." 
Botswana Democratic Party (BOP), Specially Elected MP, 
Botsalo Ntuane, describes Masire as an 
accommodationist and iriclusionist, "because he knew 
that each and every member of the party was important 
for the success of the party." Ntuane worked with Masire 
· .after he nominated him to t .he party central committee in 
1995 and when he was the party senior political officer 
and executive secretary. 
Finance Minister, Baledzi Gaolathe regards the former 
president as a self-taught economist. "He is a self-
educated person who left the Ministry of Fipance almost 
an economist. When we worked with him in the 
management of the economy of Botswana, we were a 
very good tern. His ability to listen to other people made 
him a strong leader. He would also seek advice from 
others without any fear that some would differ with him." 
Masire was born in 1925 at Kanye and was trained as a 
teacher in 1949 at Tigerkloof in South Africa. He founded 
the Seepapitso Secondary School in 1950 and took up 
farming in 1965. He joined journalism in 1958 the year 
he entered politics. He was elected an MP in 1966 and 
was appointed Vice President and Minister of Finance and 
Development Planning. 
In July 1980, he succeeded the late Sir Seretse Khama 
as the second president. In 1984, he won the 
presidential elections with a landslide 77 percent. He 
retired in 1998. He was appointed the facilitator of the 
DRC peace talks . He co-chairs the Global Coalition for 
Africa. He has received awards from governments, 
institutions and organizations. In 1989, he got the 
African Prize for Leadership for the Sustainable End of 
Hunger. Other honours are the honorary Knighthood of 
the Grand Cross of Saint Michael and Saint George 
(GCMG) UK (1991) and Namibia 's Order of the 
Welwittschia (1995). He received the Ghandhi award in 
recognition cif the dedication, energy and patience with 
which he has addressed important issues in Africa in 
support of peace and recognition (2004). 
Since his retirement from public office, he has been 
actively involved in conflict resolution and prevention; 
promotion of good governance and representative 
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demo·cracy, as well as capacity building for young African 
leaders. 
In 1998-2000, he was chairman of Eminent Personalities 
of the OAU, now AU investigating the circumstances 
surrounding the 1994 Rwanda genocide. 
In 2001, Masire was among a group of leading 
international political and intellectual figures that came 
together under the patronage of former South African 
President, Nelson Mandela to sketch a vision of a 21st 
century free of racism. The UN High Commissioner for 
Human Rights established the group which included · 
Mikhail Gorbachev, Jimmy Carter and Nobel Prize 
laureates like Elsie Wiesel and Oscar Arias. 
Masire is currently the Boston University Balfour African 
President:-in-Residence. After reviewing some 2,700 
reports in major American newspapers over the past 10 
years, Masire found coverage of the continent to be 
anything but fair and balanced. "The findings of this and 
other surveys indicate that coverage of Africa by the 
leading sources ofAmerican media is, at best dismissive 
of the continent's progress and potential," Masire was 
quoted by the Bolton University Bridge. He was speaking 
at a conference sponsored by the University's African 
Presidential Archives and Research Centre, at the 
University of Witwatersrand in Johannesburg. 
Masire celebrated his 80th. birthday last weekend. He is 
married with six chfldren. He maintains a keen interest in 
farming and humanitarian issues. 
© Mmegi, 2002 
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THIS STORY HAS BEEN FORMATTED FOR EASY PRINTING 
.UMILE MASiRE . 
Jtricans must save Africa 
Ketumile Masire I June 25, 2005 
~HE PRESIDENTS of Africa need immediately to resolve the bitt~r conflict in Darfur. Too many people -- upwards of 400,000 to 
9ate -- have died needlessly, and 10,000 more are dying each month. We need the kind of African diplomacy that so effectively 
uced mayhem in Burundi, Ivory Coast, and Togo. 
the leaders of Africa must not permit the Darfur crisis to come close to imitating the genocide in Rwanda in 1994. Too many of 
r, avoided action when Hutu were slaughtering Tutsi: Now it is incumbent on Africa to act -- to show that Africans can end their 
"'n hostilities without outside intervention. . 
Togo, the Economic Organization of West African States brokered an agreement to avoid bloodshed and encourage a 
aceful transition after the death of President Gnassingbe Eyadema. In Burundi and Ivory Coast, Africans led by Sou~h Africa 
anged cease-fires and peace agreements that led to a peaceful shift in governance in Burundi and seem to be smoothing 
... ter relations between north and south in Ivory Coast. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, too, South Africa helped 
.... grationalize an accord that is beginning to bring stability to that massive and conflicted country . 
.,.dturbances in Darfur, the Sudan's westernmost province, have continued for far too long without vigorous African action. Fewer 
9hqn 2,300 African Union monitors are now on the ground, attempting forlornly to observe and prevent depredations in a province 
~ size of France. Africa can do better. 
~e need a new burst of internal African diplomacy to eliminate all remaining barriers to peace in Darfur. We must together 
avercome the obstacle of sovereignty. When vast humanitarian emergencies occur, we as Africans must invoke the emerging 
rid norm of protection. As African leaders, we have an important responsibility to protect the weak and underprivileged. 
11.>everal critical steps are essential. First, an emergency African Union heads of state meeting could quickly authorize a 
adrupling of the num.ber of monitors on the ground, to at least 10,000. That is roughly the number now demanded 
propriately by the United Nations. 
l'ecorid, the monitors will require a much more robust mandate than they now enjoy. They will need to be authorized to prevent 
1ttacks, either by the so-called rebels of the Sudan Liberation Army or the Justice and Equality Movement or by irregular militia 
a-ival to the government of the Sudan, or even Sudanese troops themselves. Only a force capable of interposing itself, under 
rican command, between the contending warriors will save lives and permit several million refugees to return to their homes. 
thout both of those initiatives, the clashes in Darfur that have left so many dead will recur and the innocent people of Darfur 
lrnl be too frightened to return home to plant crops. As African leaders, we have a responsibility to restore freedom from fear to 
''I of the people of Darfur. · . . 
estern logistical help and air support will be necessary. I am confident that NATO, the EU, and the United States can supply · 
3.t. assistance. But African determination must be demonstrated first if the death rate in Darfur is to be brought much closer to 
rn. 
·-· ird, the leaders of Africa can play a strong, supportive role in encouraging the representatives of the rebels and the Sudar:iese 
vernment to forge a peace agreement. Current negotiations have produced little result; it is well past time for the benevolent 
~·o.kers among our African leadership ranks to persuade both sides to understand how continued conflict in Darfur harms all of 
l\~nca a:s well as all Sudanese. 
3membering the lessons of Rwanda, and remembering what so many of us did to support the African National Congress 
ruggle against apartheid-dominated South Africa, we must now exert our moral and political authority collectively for peace in 
IJarfur. . · 
r Ketumile Masire was president of Botswana from 1980 to 1998. • 
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Masire to attend ex-leaders summit in Mali 
03 June, 2005 
GABORONE - Former president Sir Ketumile Masire, who is currently the Balfour African 
President resident at Boston University, will next week attend a summit on leadership and 
democratic governance in Mali. 
Other former African heads of state will also attend the summit to be hosted by Malis President 
Amadou Toumani Toure. 
Eighteen former heads of state and government from 15 different African countries have 
confirmed their participation, a statement from Masires office says. · 
The main objective of the summit is to highlight the former leaders accomplishments and t~eir 
willingness to leave power after their constitutional mandate expired. 
The summit will also launch the African Statesmen Initiative ~ a project supported by the . 
Democratic Institute of International Affairs (ND!) and the Club of Madrid, of which Masire is a 
member. 
The Club of Madrid has indicated that it is developing a proposal to do work beyond the summit, 
focusing on African leadership and engagement of Africas democratic leaders in efforts to further 
promote sustainable democracies and economic development on the continent. 
The African Statesmen Initiative is cognisant of the leadership role of former African heads of 
state who bring a unique and powerful perspective to challenges of security and conflict 
management across the continent. 
Their leadership experience on the continent could assist in overcoming obstacles to human 
security, includ ing endemic poverty, widespread disease, weak governance and environmental 
.avistaJi:ansl~tor neglect, the statement says. 
Participants at the summit will meet in panel discussions on democratisation and security, ttaMTran$l~tor conflict management, economic development, health challenges affecting Africa, elections, 
• 
democratic governance, parliaments and civil society. BOPA 
rks & Reserves 
Reservation 
ax: 3180775 
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African statesmen: Western· media 
. should look at co~tin~nt's'brfglit side '· 
B y T i m S. t o d d a r d ent major American media cover-
age are buried stories of untold 
Sir Ketumile Masire, former pres- . and unpublished· growth; reform, 
· · Spo_ns9rectby B.D'.s':Alfk:i;ri · · · · 
~f~~1i~;.~ 
of the yYitwater_sran~ · ~µ Jqhan.;: .- : ~ .~- .· · 
nesburg; '-South.Afd~a'.,, cin A.prU. .·· · 
s:'a.nd 9 :ing'(:2~tiD.ueC:i 'onAp'tjl ;;:;·' '. · 
12·and :1,J.ifB,ostoq Uruversify: 0 
~~~J~?~~i!it;t~i~~;~aj8i~ ·: 
Pr~tre<!foyoxa'.Of~ufii?di;-Antoruo · 
Monfoiro an&AriStides Pereira.of . 
Cape ,Vetd~~.F!ight Lieutenant J~~ ·. 
~f:!~:f5~.f-' ; 
Mauritius, Joaqi.um Alberto Chis::'. · · 
sano of Mozambique, Ali Hassan 
Mwinyi ofTanzailia, and Kenneth 
.Kaurida of Zambia: Kalliida and · 
Offmann are former Balfour Pre.5-
idents-in-Residence at BU. 
and critical coverage does not have 
t;o be cynical. Our point is simple: 
tell Africa's .whole-story. The· prob-
lems in African countries. deserve 
: :;'~t_ :::·,~~';··.'r~;{~,t~r _ ;~/,~~:.~ ·\"· . -~~ :·~:.~/::-~ 
·. -After ~evieWing some 1, 700 re-
ports in major American newspa-
pers over the past 10 years, Masir:e. 
said, "we found [media] coverage 
of the. continentto, bet ap.ything . 
but fair and balanced.~"Absent from ; 
the record, he said, were any. sto-
ries about So~th Africa's "sustainecJ, 
economic groWth, Botswana's soar-
ing literacy rates, a.nd the ·steady 
enrollmerit"of chii~eri fo primary' 
sch6olfo Kenya:. "The findings of · 
. t:J:iis and other surveys indicate that 
coverage of Africa by the leading 
sources ofAmerican media is, at 
best; dismissive of the continent's 
progress )illd potentiai," Mil.sire ' · 
said; "and thus leading to continued 
'exotifi<:ation' and mai:gmalization 
Sir Ketumile Masire; farmerpresident of Botswafzq. an."i the ~Tf_rrent Ba}jour 
African President-in-Residence at BU, speak.Sat a press conference concluding 
the African Presiderztial Ro_undtable 2005. Photo by Vernon Doucette 
of the African continent" . 
"At worst, covei:age disregards 
recerit trends fowaid democratiza-
tion," he coritinued/'thtis betray'"' 
ing an almost contemptUous lack_. 
of interest in the potentia!_:and · 
progres~ hei_ng ac.pi~y~d. o_n .~e . 
~ r:nn~1-11P·n·;· ... t tn~~~~~~~f.~ i~~- ~~ii.~.:.. 
.Masire outlined roundtable par-
ticiplmts' three po~ntial remedies to 
tlie problein: developing a multi- · 
media campaign to counter Africa's 
negative image in the Wesi:~i:n. · ·. · 
press, · developing incentives for 
. nongovernmental organizatfons· 
. to "train Western arid African jour-
. nalists to more accurately report 
on riews emerging from African 
democracies, -an:d:er?-couraging 
American schools of journalism to 
· qffer specialized programs focus-
ing on emerging ecoifoinie8 and 
. developing democracies in> Africa: · 
'We raise this c6ncem about how 
Afri~a is- covered iiot becau~e ~e · · 
· doh'(appreclate th~ neesl for a criti:-
. ~al and skeptical press as a ~ar-
antpr ofdemocracy,'~ said Masire. 
· ,·~ · ccn~~ .. - ~~..;~1::: :._ :~ · ;~·..: ...:1 ~;:.: ....... : .... ,..1 · . · · 
. to be brought under the light of 
public scrutiny, but the continent's 
progress and potential also deserve 
to se~ _the ~g~! ?f~a:('. ... .. > 
The statesmen ils6 discussed 
issues affecting· u~s :;_Africa rela-
. ticins; suCh as the United Nations 
· Millelihium Devefopineht Goals, · 
HIV/ AIDS; and the recent report 
by the Corrimis~ion for Afriea, an 
· initiative launched by U.K: Prime 
Minister Tony Blair in 2004 to 
encolirage intefl\at!<mal support for · 
African econoi:ni'd devefO-ptnent. 
"Africa's importance to global com-
. merce and development is uil.ques-
tioriable," Masire sii~. -"The issue 
is, will Africa ever bene'fit from its 
contribution to tlie global economy 
· as much ·as the world benefits" 
·. c.::~ 11:.:..:~--.:..,. . ··. ·.' -
~~.~MeUi!;WcM<!f>~~~'1~fi~ ~ft.~~~~1tP/!>~l!l~~ 
Aux BERGER - - · ' ·~~- il::·:'.>i/ - public fransportation and other "It denotes justice, freedom · ter Independence Day and had 
;" hrough four principles · _ ., .~, ..... ,,,, .;;.fC~·r.· .""." ... ··"·"··v!"'"",. .1 se!V1ces was negligible," Masire from the fear of persecution. m~~ Mas ire th¢n. . . 
· this world can be a }~;;i·;~··;~J?:,11f'':.;,~~::P:;·"1':::,.r;:;"''\\' said. _ _ and the peaceful settlements of . - Rather than explo1tmg t_he 
moral and tolerant ,·: · ;· · : ... ·:··~<y,,;,_· · ;~ "; :: :.::i.J·: "There was virtually no infra- conflicts. We believe that peace _ country for personal gam, 
· ·•'-!•'jl!~.· ·.s . ·_ 1~!:,:~ir_ .9u· .. ett.· l,{etumile .·:::.,,.;~·'<".· ~-.. :"::·· ... <:·· .·~,_,_. struct~re ~nd there were le~s isth~insurariceforabrightfu- Sereste Khama, the first pre_si-
'1'.asif~li#!Qfrlfet~es1f;J~t~4.iiili> than six miles of tarred roads m ture m any country." . dent of Botswana, and .Masire Bo.tswana}~~~ _ /;'~"~\£~~'"' ".ii~'. the entire country. The country Teacher expresses thanks provided the leader8hipto help· 
· ·t:;;.1"~esevalues are d~mc:icracy, .,· _ ;~ had fewer than 50 univer~ity -_ . After Mas~e had completed B<;>tswana. tllti~~';:~ ~j:flOti~sht -eyelqp~en!, s~~-~eAf_~~~~ g·'·t, . ''' graduates . . Almost everythmg his presei;itation, m~th teache~ ,j\ I:J:illY;er _s_a1d.f't-ry t· . -. -!>:J.ty,~:he s_aid. f _c _ "'if':~rP-''i ·· · : 's~~~~ ':JTia ~of~Botswana !Sf+' ,,,,;- - · -·had to be started from scratch, - Joellen Hillyer sp0ke up. . :-- ~~~~ ~'":l:t1h~yo_u· for tal_tlng great 
· :ecertt1Y,· h~ _said, Botswana·yt ~;~; i~~;~ ~~;~f.".;~'h~ ~1.rJ~'· , -- _, . "Whatever we found in the . She had been:ip~9tsW;apaas~:eare of0a.p1ace,~li~t:i5:;_.~_t?: :¢l~se to 
. -~~4~~f:'~;:~~f~~ . PrfilfiP;~'~. :~' ·:;~" 7~~;r1r:; ·: '.;;-y%::~'-~{ : ;,·.,, ->, ;~'ft'~ ;; .;; Briti;>h a~stratiort we ?idn't -· a Peace CoJiP,~ voltJf1teer jilst af~ ·:~,: my nearC ~- .; -, . ' " -.. , - __ _ _ 
,ptho.~;r-Wy- ~ \ •) -..: · - · ' - · · -,,-- '-~·- ·· want to reJectJustbecause it was ,------
,_ -: "~Tuis,· orie refer5 to one of the B.ritish. We needed tp see how it ; 
,. tenets of: African ' culture: the _. - worked._ - - ' -- -- - -- - - ! 
concept.of individuals who have . - . "We wete lucky because _the i 
well~toundecl characters, are Bdtish administration --in : _ 
:w:eniriiaru,ered, -_ co~rteous and .:Botswana, given the meager fi- : 
,.", , di~:~!pli,tted(~nd whp realize . :· Iiancial resources with which . 
?,:~<:'; ~~~tt1J~~n~~~~.~~~~:~:~ · :. ~~tle~e~=.~~~~g~~·~~!:fe~ :·1·-
-mty that th,ey belong to, he said. · . :· us a tradition that was honor- · 
-'"~"Masire, whom th~ March 11 able to ~niulate. ¥~ effid~n~and , . 
7r; ;:·_ Bos~on Globe descnbes as one corruption-free civil servicewas i 
/'.~;:~: of ~ A,frica's most respected an especia1ly valuable legacy." / ~4~,~~tstatesmer_i, is t~e B~our Afri- Map of Southern Africa Pro1!1oting peate _ 1. 
~!if.:'.~~ can p.-es1dent-m-res1dence at . Masrre also spoke about "the 
%'f':\ Bostori University's African graphic by Nathan Schauer appalling catastrophe of 1994in ~ 
"- ' ~ \ Presidential Archives and Re- Rwanda." · · - ! · 
.Jt~~arch Center. - . - on cartipus J:Ie said ~e Organizatio!l of I 
, . · In a presentation on campus Afncan Uruty, now the African , 
~;:·;-:-Thursday, March 17, Mas ire de- Union, called upon him to re~ \ 
~~::·: .. scribed hoW Botswana met de- and $90 as compared to the cur- view what had happened in i ~"!'?\:( velopmental challenges after rent per capita income of more Rwanda in 1994 after he retired.\ 
fi$;;,'.::'- ga~g.its . independence from than $2,000, he said. . from th~ presidency of J 
t:.i'F:::.,;: Bntain m 1966. He also talked ·There were 29,000 people m _Botswana m 1998. 1 
8f(_f_'.~·~ about his work in Rwanda and salaried employment arid 30,500 In addition, Masire said, he j' 
~:;~Y:: - the Republic of Congo. migrant workers, 18,000 of worked to promote peace in the · 
(.~";> · · _The Republic of Botswana is them in South African mines, he Democratic Republic of Congo I 
fiV:_,_- in Southern Africa, "nestled be- said. between 1999 and 2003. ! 
{{"'.~~{. tween South Africa, Namibl'a, ·"The lit~racy, rate was low, . "T~ the people of Botswana, I 
t;t~S:1·~~~!1:;:~ i ::!:~~:e!:.~~;:~1~~-~~1:~:.;.~~d~ 1 . . ~ 
~&<:,:; and a stable political environ-
;-.';'.:>·-ment, he said. 
f:A(· : . · "Botswana has some of 
J:J.fi :r Africa's last great wilderness, 
~;~i•. induding the Okavango 
~j;\; :. Swamps and the Kalahari 
~'.> Desert," he said. ·-- · · . r , _ _ 
~§ . Prospects were bleak . I 'Newtonite (Newton.High Sdi@'@il, Newton, MA) April 1, 2005 
f ·' __ In September, 1966, , - · - · -
',=!;:~ '\ ·, Botswana was one of the least ' 
r.. . ... .. - - - -· - - ' ·- . ~ ! - · - - ; 
··-~··-· -::- .. · --~-;.- - ·- .. ·:-.-';· : 
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Masire begins his 
work . in . Boston 
tial Archives and Research Center 
(APARC) director, said Masire was · 
FORMER President-of Bot-... dence 1ast:week Witlr Ii opes ·-· appoinfed Presideiit-i~:.Resideiice· ~-·· 
swaiia, Slr Ketumile Masire, to promote students' knowl- thrh~uhgh a choH~boratfiive p~oc:ss, 
• . _ • • . w tc soug t mput rom mstttu-
began his position as Boston edge of African and Amen- tions worldwide and within the BU 
Catherine Riede 
University's fourth Balfour can relations. community, 
African President-in..:Resi- Charles Stifh, African Presiden- Masire, who led Botswana from 
-----.------ . . I 
-"-1'"-:9_8_0-to:-. 1-9-9-8,-h-as-:-. p_artI _ __ ct""p""ate""""'d""in ... co ... ""n""-.~- -'!'!mi~m:!l!lo;l!lili1™11l!lcan~~ !Ml:l~·t::=!ici<lo;::-t3•~:iJ;::irig smooth ti~s -1 
flict resolution efforts across Africa tricks,". he said · between Africa and America is itj'- j 
and the investigation of the .1994 ·: Stith, a former y.s. ambassador ; creasingly_ important because te~- !: 
Rwanda genocide. As his BU tein1 .. ,to Tanzania, said .snidents gener- ' sion in the -Middle East has mad:e\ 
gets underway, Masire will work . ally seem to have a g~od grasp of I Africa a key s~:mrcefor oil. i: !· 
closely withAPARC until Novem- U . S.-Afric~n relations , bu.~ as 11 • ;: '.'As is r~ia,t~s to t_his war on tef- · 
ber. : APARC's "signature program, the . ronsm,. Afnca 1s an important stra- · 
Promotir,tgAfrican and American·· ·visiting presidents work outside the ' tegic partner," he said. . 
, relations is no new task for BU, university: · · In.return Masire said Africa ben~ ~ 
: which 'is the home of the nation's To help ac~omplish this,APARC . efits from the United States' exten- i 
second oldest African· American holds an annual African Presiden- sive research. . 
Studiesproiramme,createdin 1'953. tial Rou~dtable, during which . Masire, who was a teacher, jour- 1> 
·. Masire said it ~as "an eye-opener" former heads ?f state ~ather t? m~e !. nalist and f~er bef~re his p~es~- ;;.• 
· to learn fhat more than 70 BU pro- ..s.ur.e the "Afncan nomt of view" ~ dency, was mterested m Amen ca s . '.> 
. fessors ·work in African American ~ spread across the United States. - progress in the field of genetically ;:' 
Studies and fhe library holds about Masire attended the roundtabk modified crnps . 
•. 200;000,booksrelatingtoAfrica. discussions in 2003,and f004 anci.. "We don' t have the capacity to 
Masire emphasized fhe impor- . will be at this year's summit at BU . analyze these thin~~-~ in Africa," he 
tance of teaching young students onApril 12. , said. . ' · 
· about relations betWeen the two ·. Other participant~ include thir- According to a university press 
·nations; he attended.Newton North i teen former African heads of state I release, the Presidents-in~Resident 
. School last Wednesday to discuss J and student and facuJty partici- ~ programme works in tandem with 
contemporar)' political and cultural pants from five universities, includ- :: · the African American Studies pro- · 
~ trendsinAfrica. "ing the University of thei; grammeandaimsatdemocratization 
· A cc.ording to Masire, it is hen- Witwatersrand in South Africa and/· reform and .. the establishment of a . 
J - - · - -- • • • ! ~ _ _ , __ ... ,.. ,.... ...... ...,. ,.,. _..., ,~ T'\ 6.f;...; f"" g . 
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l>tswana Former Leader Ketumile Masire Is Newest African President-in-Residence at Boston University 
_.~on University (Boston) 
-RbSS RELEASE · 
aarch 14, 2005 . 
• sted to the web March 14, 2005 
a;rz ~seas one-ofa-kind plaiform to promote better relations between Americans and Afri~ans 
KetUrnile Masire, a political reformer in Botswana since it gained independence from Britain in 1966 and the 
-~on's leader from 1980 to 1998, has been named the next Balfour African President-in-Residence at Boston · 
"niversity. Masire, who will hold the residency through November 2005, follows Kenneth Kalinda of Zambia, Ruth 
9i.ndo Perry of Liberia, and Karl Auguste Offman of Mauritius in the post created in 2002 by BU's African Presidential 
hives and Research Center (AP ARC). · 
sire, 79, was a teacher, a farmer, and a journalist before winning a seat in parliament in 1966, the year Botswana 
s freed from colonial.rule. He served as a cabinet minister before succeeding the first president, Seretse Khama, in 
if>80. Over the next two decades, Masire led the world's fastest growmg economy, thanks to Botsw·ana's position as the 
rld's largest diamond producer. In retirement, he has been active in conflict resolution efforts across Africa, the 
estigation of the 1994 Rwanda genocide, and 2001 peace talks to end civil war in Congo . 
• his program affords a great opportunity for me to learn about the United States while I make myself available to 
miswer ~uestions tha~ the people of the United States h.a:e abo~t Africa," sai~ Masire. "There are many negative stories 
culatmg about Afnca, but I am able to share the pos1t1ve stones about Afnca." . 
. e residency enables democratically elected fonner African leaders to spend up to two years at Boston University-
lraring insights on their countries and on contemporary trends in A:fi:i.ca. Masire will lecture, visit AP ARC partner 
,;pstitutions in North Carolina and Georgia, and host other former heads of state in April for AP ARC's third annual 
•mean Presidential Roundtable to discuss foreign investment in Africa and mass media poztrayal of the continent . 
• vie are fo~nate to have.someone of~etumile Masire's stature in the Balfour Africai:i Presid~nt-in-~~sidence . 
)gram," said Charle~. Stith, AP ARC director and former U.S. ambassador to Tanzania. "He 1s the livmg embodiment 
Africa's past stnigg1e against colonization, and his commitment to democracy and free-market reform makes him a 
nbol of Africa's present and future challenge to live with globalization." 
) ARC was established to complement BU's African Studies program - one of the nation's oldest, established in 1953 
.s a resource for fostering efforts at democratization and free-market reform in Africa .. It also. serves as a repository 
ar the documents of democratically elected African leaders, and organizes lecture series, academic conferences, and a 
>iting professors program. The President-in-Residence program is funded by a grant from the Lloyd G. Balfour 
1undation, which is admini~tered by trustee Fleet National Bank, a Bank of America comp@..Y., ____ _ -·-··-
·· - .. . . .. .. - ······ ··· ··· .. -······ ·· ······--··---··-·-····· -- ·-· -----··· -·· ·· ·- ··-·-.. . .. . ·- ..... .. ~ - ·-····-·· ·-· . . .... .. . . l 
Jston University, with an enrollment of more than 29,000 in its 17 schools and colleges, is the fourtii-iargest 
liltdependent university in the United States. For more than five decades, BU has established an international reputation 
~r excellence in teaching and conducting research on Africa. · 
1pyrighf© 2005 Boston University. All rights resetved. Distributed by Al/Africa Global Media 
!Africa.comr 
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Former Botswana leader Sir 
Ketumile Masire new African 
President-in-Residence 
By David J .. Craig 
Botswana has polished itself into a 
shining exemplar of democracy and 
prosperity since gaining independence 
from Britain nearly four .decades ago. 
In coritrast to some of its neighbors in 
southern Africa's diamond belt, 
which have been beset by civil war or 
plagued with corruption, the country 
has been led since its independence 
by liberal presidents chosen in free 
and open elections. And during that 
period, the country has evolved from 
one of the world's most desperately 
poor nations into a relatively modem 
egalitarian state. 
A key steward of Botswana's 
makeover, Sir Ketumile Masire, who 
led the country from 1980 to 1998, 
will be working and studying in the 
. Fo·rmer Presideflt of Botswana Sir 
Ketumile Masii-e. Photo by Kalman 
Zabarsky · 
United States until November as BU's new Balfour African President-
in-Residence. Masire will share with scholars, policy makets, and 
students in Boston his experiences solidifying Botswana's sovereignty, 
helping create its open, multiparty government, and guiding its 
dramatic socioeconomic development. Masire, who has been active in · 
c·onflict resolution efforts across Africa, also will discuss his role in the 
Organization of African Unity (OAU) investigation of the 1994 
Rwanda genocide and his experience as the principal mediator in the 
2001 and 2002 peace talks to end the civil war in Congo, as well as the 
importance of promoting sustainable development in Africa. 
"Sir Ketumile Masire is the personification of good governance," says · 
. Rev. Charles Stith, former U.S. ambassador to Tanzania and director of 
BU' s African Presidential Archives and Research Center (AP ARC), 
which coordinates the residency program. "Because of his exemplary . 
record as president and. his experience in regional conflict resolution, 
Masire is one of the most respected leaders on the continent of Africa." 
Born in 1925 in Kanye, in the southern district of what was then the 
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British protectorate of Bechuanaland, Masire worked as a teacher, a 
farmer, and a journalist before entering politics in 1966, the year 
Botswana won independence. He served first as a member of · 
parliament, then as minister of finance and development planning and 
vice president, and in 1980 succeeded as president Seretse Khama, who 
was Botswana's first leader. Over the next 18 years, Masire steered the 
country with the world' s fastest growing economy, which expanded, 
on average, 7 percent a year between 1966 and 2000. 
Botswana in 1966 had no electricity, telephone, or sewage systems, 
almost no paved roads, and a poor agrarian economy; today it has 
modern infrastructure, a per capita income of about $8,800, based on a 
2003 estimate, a literacy rate of almost 80 percent, and a good health-
care system. The country 's success is based. largely on the sound . 
management of its diamond mining industry - it is the wo:rld' s largest 
diamond producer - but its economy is increasingly dynamic, with 
burgeoning telecommunications and financial sectors and a healthy 
stock market. Its Achilles heel is a nearly 38 percent IIlV infection rate 
among adults, the world's highest, although the nation's antiretroviral 
drug treatment and AIDS prevention programs are among the most 
proactive worldwide . . 
In addition to overseeing Botswana's remarkable economic growth for 
almost two decades, Masire, who retired from public office in 1998, 
also is respected for enacting progressive social policies and for 
establishing among his countrymen the expectation for honest, tolerant, 
and visionary leadership. Current Botswana President Festus Mogae, 
who widely is regarded as a responsible and benevolent leader, is a 
member of the Botswana Democratic Party, which Masire cofounded. 
During his BU residency, Ma.sire will participate in roundtable 
discussions with several other former African heads of state in 
Johannesburg, South Africa, on April 8 and 9, and at BU from April 11 
to 13. Talks will focus on encouraging foreign investment in Africa 
and how the mass media portray the continent. Masire also will visit 
· APARC partner institutions Elizabeth City State University in North 
Carolina and Morehouse College in Atlanta. 
He says he looks forward to "engaging in a dialogue in order to 
promote relations between Americans and Africans" during his 
residency and to learning about America's multiethnic heritage. "The 
United States has a diversity of cultures out of which evolved a people 
full of self-determination," he says. "I hope to have the opportunity to 
explore this phenomenon in relation to our own concept of self-reliance 
in Botswana." 
The Balfour African President-in-Residence Program was created in 
2002 by AP ARC to promote intercontinental dialogue and to 
demonstrate to current African leaders the contributions they can make 
as statesmen after leaving office peacefully. Previous African · 
Presidents-in-Residence are Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, Ruth Sando 
Perry of Liberia, and Karl Auguste Offman of Mauritius. The program 
is funded by a grant from the Lloyd G. Balfour Foundation, which is 
administered by trustee Fleet National Bank, a Bank of America 
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Company. For more information on AP ARC, see 
http:i/www.bu.edu/aparc. · 
AP ARC State of Africa Report_good governance fueling_grn.~YJh 
11 March 2005 
Boston University 
Office of University Relations 
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• ormer Botswana president at BU 
"..:eots invitation to fellowship 
rch 11, 2005 
llY Farah StocRman, Globe Staff 
_ \SHINGTON -- Former Botswana president Ketumile Masire, one of Africa's most respected statesmen, arrived a 
• "ston University this week to take up a nine-month post as this year's president-in-residence. · · 
; acceptance of the invitation marks a major victory for the three-year-old BU program, which provides fellowship 
1s long as two years to former African leaders. 
9i:asire, who counts among his peers Nelson Mandela, former president of South Africa, led Botswana for 18 years: 
lp1ng to transform the arid, Texas-sized nation. Formerly one of the world's poorest countries, it now boasts a gro\\ 
te of 7.2 percent in the real gross domestic product. 
en after stepping down voluntarily in 1998, he remained busy: He worked to broker an end to a devastating war in 
• e Democratic Republic of Congo (formerly Zaire), earning a Nobel Peace Prize nomination last year. 
. uw, at age 79, he and his security detail have taken up residency in a Back Bay cainpus suite near the university's 
.. frican Presidential Archives and Research Center. · . · . 
hope it will give me an opportunity to look at my memoirs and to talk to other students here," Masire said in a 
~phone interview. Masire expressed delight about the chance to watch the Boston Marathon and dismay about the 
.d weather. 
Jneered in 2002 by the Rev. Charles Stith, the former ambassador to Tanzania, and funded by the Lloyd G. Balfou 
undation, the presidents-in-residenc~ program was a calculated gamble: offering fellowships to democratically 
!cted African leaders, targeting a handful of overcommitted public figures, or possibly opening up BU to criticism 
vi ting less appealing leaders with unsavory pasts. Skeptics predicted atthe program's inception in 2002 that the 
11,;tiative would tum the campus .into a retirement refuge for aging dictators. . 
• 
;tead, the program has attracted benign personalities, including former presidents Kenneth D. Kaunda of Zambia. 
th Sando P~rry of Liberia, and Karl Auguste Offmann of Mauritius. Masire is by far the most celebrated figure to 
ne to the program. · . ·. . . · 
th's initiative has thrived in other\vays. The number of former African presidents who fly to Boston annually to 
;nd the program's roundtable discussion has increased every year, from six in 2003 , to eight in 2004, to at least 13 
.o are expected next month. · 
iere's no other entity or institution.that has been able to pull these guys together consistently,";;.~ Stith, who said 
~oup represented a small fraternity of former African leaders in the new democratic era who can help t~ckle the 
• mtment's problems. · 
•"'rri Evans, press o~ficer for the British Consulate in Cambridge, ~aid: "I think the [BU program] hit on something . 
• ecause, for a long time, everyone knew that somehow former Afncan leaders had to be brought into the loop, . .. bt 
.... one knew how to do that." . · . · 
• . -sift=;'S credentials are SO good that he is also being claimed by a COmpetmg lllltiatIVe at .ttarvara ~enneay .:ll;UUUI. · 
~at program~ known as the African Leadership Council, launched in 2003 by Robert I. Rotberg, periodically brings 
agether about a dozen current and former African leaders to discuss ways to foster better leadership on th.e contirient. 
ahough the two programs deny any rivalry, they do not cooperate. Rotberg describes his program at Harvard as an 
!ademically serious approach to the "leadership deficit" in Africa, while Stith describes the BU program as an 
•temative to "discussing the problems ad nauseam" that instead highlights positive developments on the.continent. 
.asire, who was elected chainnan of the Harvard initiative, laughed when asked whether the two Boston area · 
fi;ersities were going to fight over him. "At least for the past two years I have known that I belong to both camps." h 
-:opyriglzt 2005 The New York Tiines Company 
17/2005 
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Masire to be BalfoUr~ 
' 1 ? 
. . 
in Residence at Boston University 
( . 
Bolokang Motshwane 
. THE Director.of African }'residen-
. tial Archives and Re!!earch Cen-
tre at Boston University (APARC), 
Charles Stith, says that former 
Pre.sideut Sir Ketumile Masire 
will serve as Balfour African Presi-
dent in Residence at Boston Uni-
versity starting from March this 
year. 
He said the purpose of Masire 
being in residence atAPARC would 
be to provide Boston U11iversity 
with access to a leader who is well 
versed with the econoq1ic dynam-
ics of Afri<;a. 
He said . that the residency 
would give Masire a platform to 
public of Mauritius. 
Qn the state _of Africa report 
Stith, said it included contributions 
of select African presidents to the 
growth and development of their 
countries. 
He said the insights in the re-
po1t by African Heads of State Re-
port provides information that helps 
provide better-infonned public and 
private policy in the US. 
"Crafting more appropriate poli-
cies relative to Africa is not only 
good for Africa, but also important 
for the Uuited States." 
He said there must be an appre-
ciation that Africa-'s economic se-
i 
I 
I 
I 
r 
s ·titb said this at. press confer-
. ence held to release African Lead-
ers State of Africa Report for 2004 
. at American Embassy last Thurs-
day. 
The firs\ African former Presi-
dent to be the residence at the cen-
tre is Dr Kenneth Kaunda of Zam-
bia, according to Stith. , 
He said:that other African Presi-
dents who have served at the cen-
tre are Ruth Sando Peny, former 
interim head of state of Liberia and 
Karl Auguste Offman, of the Re-
! make African countries work after 
! they won their independence. He I said the report . compares the 
!progress achieved after the libe<ra-
ition struggle and the cold war. The 
\report; said Stith, includes coun-
ltries that have made strides towards 
imarket economy and democracy. 
j For hi~ pa(t former president 
~ . ··~F.· .. ,: ._; 
· Stith said as the Middle East ha.s 
becorge muddled, there is a strat-
egy to increase the amount of oil' 
the US imports fromAfiica. America 
must engage Africa more fully and 
equitably than we did the Middle 
East when it became our major 
source of oiL 
Ifwe don't, what we will see in 
African states is what we face in 
the Middle Eastern States," Stith 
said. 
Stith said that the report answers 
the question of the struggle to 
~ 
Masire said he is grateful to ha.v.e 
contributed with other illustd6us 
Batswana to the achievenwnt of 
der11ocratic governance. 
Masire ascribed the holding of 
regular elections to the principle of 
Botha and, the visionary leadership 
of president Mogae. 
He said·he took pride in the sta-
::;.tf 
.:. : :.:~~-- .. \ .. : /: .. _.~:::.... ·. 
tus of1fo"tswana as' one of the 
world's longest established democ-
racies, as well as the oldest in the 
continent. 
He said the Africa report is an 
impo1iant platform for African lead-
ership and it helps to contribute to 
u11de1:sta1ii~ing of African countries 
beyo.i~d' the frontiers ofAfrka. 
-.r. :,-.- ···· 
J 
· .. .... , .... . 
·_·.:···· -
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-IV. Appendix C 
News Coverage about the African Presidential Archives and 
Research Center at Boston University (AP ARC) 
The Daily Nation (Kenya), December 15, 2006- "Boston sojourn for former presidents" 
Chicago Tribune, December 1, 2006 - "Billionaire's challenge: Retire for $5 million" 
Truthdig, November 28, 2006 - "The Africa you need to know" 
Mmegi (Botswana), November 9, 2006 - "Mogae to venture into writing" 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, October 29, 2006 - "Tanzania is in the right path to promote growth" 
BBC News, October 26, 2006 - "Prize offered to Africa's leaders" 
Wall Street Journal, October 26, 2006 - "Virtue has its own rewards" 
The Boston Globe, October 10, 2006 - "Cape Verdan leader promotes involvement" 
The Daily Times (Malawi), August 15, 2006-"Muluzi leaves for SA" 
The Atlanta Joumal-Constitution, June 29, 2005 - "Who cares about Africa?" 
JET, June 19, 2006- "National Headliners" 
The Boston G!Obe, June 6, 2006 - "Dads honored at diabetes benefit" 
The Daily Times (Malawi), May 30, 2006 - "Muluzi invited to Morroco" 
Nation (Malawi), May 30, 2006 - "US university invites Muluzi to residence program" 
BU Today, May 26, 2006- "Stith Lauded by U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan" 
The Atlanta Joumal-Constituti01i, May 17, 2006 - "Civil rights leader gains recognition" 
The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, May 13, 2006 - "What wise words graduates desire" 
Tlze Boston Globe, May 4, 2006 - "Albright will be busy in Boston" 
BU Today, May 4, 2006- "APARC director will receive two honorary degrees" 
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Boston S·o-Journ for former presidents 
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By E:EVIN J~ I<ELt:EY 
F1ve years aftei;·its :fqunding; the A:fiica11Presid~nttal Archiyesa:n,dReseat:cb C~ptr~, ba.seq at 
BQston University in the Unite.cl States.1 has fulfilled an objective vita:l both to itself and to 
Africa's foflJte, ·says dir~ctot Cha:rl¢$, Stitl.1, · 
The ce11:t:re provides assuta1ice to. fonner African leadexs ih:at ''there is life after-the presidency if 
:you are fovblved ·in the d~mq.cratfo ptoces-s,/1 Mt Stith uotes. !XI11 fu:is. way i we are 'mfil<ing an 
im,portant contribution ta the c:onsolfdation -of democracy in Africa." ·· 
The centre.'s efforts :;ire ll.rtiqu.e,. says. Mr Stltb;, Who serv:(3'q a_s US art:i:basS1.J.dOt to T<m:z,ania: in tb~ 
afte.n:nath of the 199-8 embassy bombing~ ;'There's no o.ne else fo the«world doing what we do.," he 
pointso~L 
Harvard UuiV¢rsity; however, b~s e,tiroll-ed a fowhigh-hWel :fottnet African iea_ders in specia:11sed 
courses and res·eatC'h fellowship$. 
Mr Stit)i's. wn:tte sekots ¢.x-leaders of African states for rtsid¢nGi¢s. of up to two year,s. The 
expenses-paid sojown, financed thro:ugh .gra11ts from the Lloyd Balfour FoutldMion, offers "a11 
op_portUrtitYfoJteflection,'1 Mr Stith says, An ex-president ma,y consult the uriiversitY's research 
facilities in th¢ c:owse of:c.orp,posing his o:i' het P,t¢m.qits. 'th¢ ·¢erttt<il alsb 111Mes ~vi;J:iliible e:xperts 
whom the ex-leaders ·can tap .for advice in fonnulating :a programme to pursue. in theirpost~ 
presic;leptial year$. 
Resident S~h.dlats 
k .enneth Kaunda, president :of Zambia from 1964 to 1991, decided during his residency in Bgston 
to to1tcentr:atci on helping Alds orphans irt liiS: c-0UJ;1tty~ Similarly, Rotswruia's former president 
K¢tw11ile Mas~i;~, chos¢ g~netil)i:i:ll,y modifie'd foo:d as his :sp~c;:ial foe4s based on teseatth h~ 
conducted atthe centre. . ' 
·While ;at Boston Uni:v-e:rsity; the former leaders ate expee:ted to: interact with Amerfol,tns 
interested in Africa. Theres1dent sGholars give speech~s and-tak-e part in fortims fa the Boston . 
area and othet parts ofthe US. 
Two other for.mer lead~rs hq,ve ·so far b~e11 chosen for the. tesid:enoY programme - Ruth Sando 
Peny, a teacher and bank executive, who guided Liberia in 1996-97 itt an liltin');ateiy unsi.1ccessful 
transition from. civil war to democracy, and Karl.Auguste O;ffinann, who served as president of 
Mauritius for 22 months from Febru..aty 2002. M~· Offrn.an is credited."with helpfog ~i;:hJeve the 
economic and social transfom1aton sometimes refened to as the "Mauritian miracle". 
The centre will soon announce the ·selection of a fifth former le_l:l,de.r to take part in its residen:oy 
programm,e, Mr Stith says. · · 
K~nya's former head of state Daniel m0ap Moi has llOt heen chosen for this distinction, but he did . 
parficipat¢ last yera:i:j1t apr~sidenti'al .:touudtapfe, o·rgf:J;nis~e·Q. 'by tb,e: e~tre. 
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-Billionaire's challenge: Retire for $5 million 
- . -
African leaders asked to honor term limits 
By Laurie Goering 
Tribune foreign correspondent 
December 1, 2006 
JOHANNESBURG -- African leaders don't have much of a reputation 
for adhering to tertn limits and stepping down gracefully. 
So when Sudanese cell phone billionaire Mo Ibrahim announced 
recently he would begin awarding the world's most lucrative political 
prize each year to an African leader who governed well and stepped 
aside when the term ended, the first question was predictable: Who -
would be eligible, besides Nelson Mandela? 
"Ten years ago, it was expected that people left office only in coffins," 
said Ibrahim, founder of Celtel International, one of the largest cell 
phone companies in Africa. But Africa, once a continent dominated by 
dictators and unbudging Big Men, has quietly been changing, he said. 
. " 
- Today hundreds of millions of Africans live in peaceful, largely 
democratic countries. From Mozambique to Ghana to Tanzania, "there 
·are more and better elections. There are more people serving their terms 
and then leaving office honorably. Peaceful exchanges of power are 
happening more and more," Ibrahim said. 
That means there should be at least a couple of candidates eligible each 
year for his remarkable new prize--$5 million, plus $200,000 a year for 
life, to one retiring African president. 
The idea, he said, is to be "a catalyst to speed up [Africa's]process of 
change" and to offer African leaders both an incentive to stick to the 
democratic rules and a chance at a comfortable retirement by means 
other than looting the national coffers. 
Advertisement 
011 
sale 
Five million dollars ri:iight not sound like much on a continent that has produced such corrupt and 
entrenched leaders as Congo's notorious dictator, Mobutu Sese Seko, and.others who have socked 
millions-if not billions away overseas. But it may well appeal to its intended tar~et--a new generation 
of less corrupt, more democratically minded leaders. 
1 ?./1 'i/?OOfl Q · ~7 AM 
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"Nothing, simply nothing, is more important to African development than good governance," Ibrahim 
said in October when announcing the creation of the prize. His effort, he said, "aims to change · 
fundamentally the choices faced by African leaders and as a result recast the terms of the governance 
debate. 11 
In most developed parts of the world, being an ex-president is a rewarding job .. There's often a 
seven-figure book deal, a lucrative speaking tour, an honorary chair at a top university and a stream of 
offers to sit on corporate boards cif directors. 
Carter sets standard 
Some ex-presidents also use their high profiles to pursue social or democratic goals. Since leaving 
office, former President Jimmy Carter has set the world standard for ex-executives by dashing around 
the globe overseeing democratic elections and fighting scourges like Guinea worm. 
Former African leaders, for the most part, don't have such opportunities. Some, admittedly, spend 
their golden years living off Swiss bank accounts in Europe or evading war crimes commissions. But 
· others, who would like to follow in Carter's footsteps; lack the cash m profile to do so. 
"A lot of these guys are fooking for ways to be of assistance," said Charles Stith, who heads a 
program for retired African presidents in residence at Boston University. 
Sarh Nujoma, Namibia's recently retired independence president, is interested in promoting science 
education, Stith said, while Kenneth Kaunda, the former head of Zambia, wants to help AIDS 
orphans. Others, like Q; Ketumile Masire, a former Botswana head of state who is now at Boston 
University, are focusing on conflict prevention and resolution in Africa. 
Ibrahim's prize, which includes as much as $200,000 a year for a retiring executive's favorite causes, 
should allow many of them to begin pursuing their aims. 
''Giving these guys a sense there is life after the statehouse is very, very important," said John 
Stremlau, associate executive director of peace programs at The Carter Center. "I think there's an 
enormously imp01iant rol.e for former heads of state to play." 
SuJ?port from Mandela 
The prize has won the backing of a host of international luminaries, including Mandela, UN Secretary 
General Kofi.Annan, former President Bill Clinton, British Prime Minister Tony Blair; World Bank 
President Paul Wolfowitz and African Union head Alpha Ourriar Konare: 
"This is an African initiative celebrating the successes of new African leadership," Mandela said, 
arguing the effort "will drive Africa's political and economic renaissance." . 
. But the prize also has come in for plenty of criticism, and not just from political analysts · who argue 
1 ?./l 'i /?.OOfi 9:17 AM 
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there won't be enough deserving candidates. 
Hassen Lorgat, the South African head of Transparency International, an anti-corruption non-profit, 
argues Ibrahim could have done more to strengthen African democracy by contributing to civil 
· society groups and African legislatures battling to check the continent's often all-powerful executives. 
The award "reinforces the great individual, and I'm not too happy about it," Lorgat said. "It's mass 
civil society groups that keep government accountable, not some donor project." 
Others argue the prize will do little to lure disastrous leaders like Zimbabwe's Robert Mugabe from 
office. And some say the money could have been better spent assisting victims of fighting in Darfur 
or AIDS orphans .. 
Ibrahim argues that, in effect, the money will help those causes. 
Throughout Africa, governments "are getting billions and billions for aid and for malaria and for 
water and power. The question is, 'How effectively is this money used?"' he said. 
The award, by encoliraging African leaders to avoid temptations like corruption, "will be crucial in 
leveraging those billions to make sure they're spent correctly and properly and efficiently," he said. 
lgoering@tribune.com 
Copyright © 2006, Chicago Tribune 
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The Africa You Need to Know 
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Posted :on Nov ?8, 2do'.6 
By Gbemis.ola Oinjobl 
Yv.hAt 'is disast:er pq;rnographyZ Afri.c;a:p:s. def:in:e it as th~ Western media',s. habit ofblack:in:g out A.frica.~s stock 
markets, cellphones; h.eact surgerleS:, soaring literacy and increasing demoeratizatitrn_; while gl~efully PFl.teid.illg 
its genoddes, a:rrned conflicts, ehiit;l s~tdl.~rn •. foreig;l,'l debts, hun~~1\ tlis~ase;<md ba_a~'i&tdness, 
I rec~ntly fouxidii1ys~lf m?ltlng small talk whh au,airport o:ffidai.1n the United States. "I hear tn Afri.ca, ]>eQple 
are very poor and hungry, that they don?thave'.anythlngt.o '.eat/'he said. "I sa'f ;i d()Gum:ettt;aty oh Afr'i<\a .a. fow 
d4ys ago bti .CNN, a:Qd th~tewere all these huugzypeople, d)ii~g ¢hildte:rt, ><vith flies ail ov:e.r their foces .... " 
Yeab;~ I repiied hesitantly, not knowing e,'{acffy-whata correct response should b7e. My sftµatton was iiot helped 
by 22 hours of travelj which had co11siderably dullei;l my·r,¢fl$(eS, . . 
":But you io:ok weil fed} b:e said, scanning my generous> prop.ortioirn. 
I didn1t :exJtctly like tl1i$ atten,tion to my physicaJ<}etail~; but l ha:d rn9re :Pi:.ttriotic worr:ie~d h~d to let him know 
thatAfricid$ not o:ne.lrnge expanse of :wast~ .• but ~4 countdes ;and two isiands.1 in differe11t stages of 
development, repair, d:isrepair aitd1 of course; despair, Famine in Nig~r does not meat), htJ.:ttge·1· h,1 Nigl}ria;; just 
as war in Liberia c:lbe~s nof mean ehild soldier,\! ip t:esptho . 
My sbo:r.t lecture had no effect whatsoever on xnY ".stude.nt/f His ne:x.'t question was, "But, wha'tis the problem 
with Africa?" Clearly, nothing I had said could ·era$~th~ "huge :expanse of wa,ste.;' pkture of Afri:ca fl'o:tri his 
mind, · 
I don'tblame him. Neither do I blanre anoth,eJ; '.9fffoi-al, at a Oi:fferep;tiitport·who at;l<ed me if Afri~p_ns keep their 
cowri~s i_l1 T:>anl~s, (E_(litor's hbte: bowrie.s· a:r:e snell$ th~twere u.sed a.s mediun1s. of exchange in :parts of Africa.J 
H~ was. quite taken abaek wben I showed him a fe:wnaira no.tes. [Nigerian :eu:rtel}cyJ. I. also don't blan:i~ some (lf 
my A.:lnerican friert(ls whe~1 they a§J<;i1te hpwJ "ptcked up s:i,i~n goo¢CEnglish." F~t frqm pl'cltjng \lP good 
English, I tel.1 them, 'Ilta:ve a ba_ckgroiuld -of soJid British ed-ucation. My co:untry, Nigeria, was :a British colony 
· untll i9.6b. . 
No orre"slwuld blame these pedpl~ ·or anyone elsew:ho displ~ys :$ueh profcrO:nd ignorance aboutAfrica. Rather 
than educate and enlighten by dfoseminating fair, balanced and accurate information, allthat the Western 
media seem to he keen on shoWing the West ~bout A:fti~a is l;iackwaY(iu.ess, d,isease, ht,1pge:r, want~ deprivation;: 
Qfln,ditry'} b.rjganciage, slaughter fields ,. child soldiers; gang-raped girl~, harassed mothers, wasted ~hild1:en, flies 
feasting on the living and vultures.waiting to devo.ur fuenear-dead,. Qoodness! 
Afrieans of alUeanirigs, from all walks oflifo ai1d ftoni every part of the continent, usually have only one 
question eachtime they are faced with these gory media d'epktfons of Africa: "¥\There do th$y get these 
images?" 
It is hot only .Afriea;nswho do not l'ec.ogp1Ze th~lr:condnent inthe Western medfa. Michael L.e:deen, 
contributing editoi; of National Review Gtilinel,}aments· this caricaturing of Africa ill an actide titled "Ot1t of 
Africa: What the West~rn. Wotld :Ooe:m't Understa:11d h)Jo:µ.t :the) Cqnth1ent." · 
Be says; "Those or lJS: who love A:frka aforost never recognizeit l.n the press or the movies. The racist 
stereotypes of Africans care so deeply ingrai11edin th¢ gui.It~di:bren w9tldvieW' ofWMtern elites that it is.alit1ost 
i,mpb$sibie·to geltq the t:tu,th." · , · .·. · 
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Se what is 'th~ tr:u--i;h abotlt ..@r-foa.? 
Africa is not a co:untry. It is the world's. second largest continentand the second most populous, after Asia .. 
Occupying 20. percent of the Eartlfs. land area, it measure$; r:ol!.&hly S;:OOO' niil~s from north to south ~nd about 
4,ooo 11'.l.iles from east to west This makes it a,bout fo:ur times the size ofthe'United States. 
Africa's. iropulation ofabou t 890 million: is slightly less than 14 percent oftotal worlQ. populatiori. I'ts peoples 
pe}png to thousancls of~thnlc gvoups and dani;. Soine ofthe more ~ly ktiown ethnic gtoups in Mica.are 
A.tab~ .1\$-hanti,, Eantu, .. B:erher; .Dlnka, Fulani, Ganda, Yoruba, Hausa, Xikuyu1 Luba, Lunda, Malinke, Mt>ot, 
Nuer, TuaregandXhosa. 
Africans <J.J.'¢ by tio ·meansJ1t;itu.ogeheQli.$. Tb~re iS no African .culture. Africans hav~ diverse and varied ways of 
life:. They behave differentlyfrom c~untry:to country, ethnic' group to ethnic gtbUp and clan to ch;m. · 
the.r~i$ <tlso n;o· Aii:ican l~ngui:tge-. Afric~ns sMak about 2,000 languages. AinongAfrica's:most widely spoken 
lan,:guages are :Swahili, Hausa, Ybru:ba, Bantu, Akan, Arabie, Ko.ma and Songhai. 
Ap:d. fat·fo9:in beilig a perp¢tualfagg!;l.'.!:cl, Africa h;rn m.Me and still makes q):tjte ·signincan.t contributions to the 
w.o.dd ,order . History 101 says Africa provided the slave labor that developed the New World and enriched the 
Old World. Today, Africa provides· colurnbite-tantalife, the mineral from whic):i the computer chips tl;latdrive 
the 2.J_st ¢entl.J,iy'$ high~tech glO.lJal eco:rtomy are made. 
Algeria, Egypt,, Libya and Nigeria: are the major petroleum and natural gas·producing countries in Africa. They 
account for aJ)()lJ.t go pettent of tliewbrld's petroleum need$:. B'otJ>w:ana, Democ.ratic R~p.ubllo. ofCongo and 
$~pth Afdc:a together prod\1ce$6 percent of the world's. d}amonds. Ghana, South Africa and Zimbabwe 
tog,ether produce nearly 50 percent oftbe world's gold . 
Afdea itlso c9n:tti'bµtes 70 pe.~cent of the world'.s cocoa each year; 34 perc:entof the coffoe and ,50 percent of the 
palm products. The United States imports ao to 60 percent of key African products; F·ren:ch industry depi;!]1ds 
op: Africa for over 90 petcerttQf its· ur:aniutn, cobalt and n:iai1gap.ese, 76 percent ofits bau~Qte, 50 percent oHt.;; 
ch:rotnium find ~o percent of its iron Qr~; and British industrydepends ,on Africa for 86. percent of its 
chromium, ,65 percent of its lubrication oil, 55 pereeht of its mangarte$e and 54 percent of ~ts cobalt. Chi~a 
iU1POitS rt'early 30 percent of i:t,s oil and gas.Jrorn sub-Saharan Afiica. · 
Afdca is the continent longest inhabited by human beings. Thereare hvo competing theories. to expla:in how 
1t1ankiQ.ds;pte~tl ac~'!)'ss tbe glol:):e ftoin Nl'ica. 
The "Out of.A:frfoa:1i theory sugge,sts that between 100,0.00 and 20010.00 years .ago~ modern man (Homo 
sap tens) ,emerged from Africa.to slowly poptllate the rest .of th,¢ world, replacing a;nyhun1art spedes that we:re 
already there. · 
The other theory suggests that modern humans arose simultaneously.in Africa, Eurdpe and Asia from one of 
. ol.lr.pr¢decesi;iors, 1fomD e,reatus, who lefl:.Africa about 2 million years ago. · 
Proponents of each theory; however, agree on one point-that all humans alive today could share common 
am~estry with a being in Afr'i'cawhq lived 120,000 to 220,000 years ago, 
Bistoryis emphatic that :AfHca is the cradle of civilization. Egypt, Ethiopia and the ancient empires of Mali~ 
Songhai,, Kongo, Oyo, Kanem-Bomu and Ghana are amon.gAfrica's early civilizatio11s .. The Nile Valley is also 
ac.clq.imed for the inventio11s its Afri9anjnhabitants bequeathed to modern chilization. 
Africa boasts ofhaving some of the best brains in the world. According to the United States Census Bureau, 
.Africa,i1$ ar¢-the most educated ethnic group in the United States. 
But wbat do the Western inedia s;iy Africa is? 
Rod :Chavis says· in ' 'Africa in the Western Media": "Nouns and adjectives like.hut, .dark, tribe, King Kong, 
td))aJ1sm, pritni:tivei nomaq, :animi$tt.rj jungle, cannibal, ~av:age, ®de:t.developed; third world, deve16piflg, .etp;, 
are pervasive when Africa is the story. 'I1nages .of Africa in the Western Media, many times; ai·e deepiy troubling 
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p.syehologi®lly ~ri:.d emotionally, especialiy to thos.e claiming her as prilnordial heritag-e, lineage~ and 
descendancy. They portray a no there there: nu <&Ultute, no history-, no tra(lltio11, and hQ people, h:1i abyss and 
negativevoid, 
'
1Wjd1 the .s:trolce ofa Journalisf s pen,'; Chavis continues~ 'lthe.African, her contine11t, and her de?CE?IJ.danti; are 
pejoratively reduced to nothing [but] '"" a bastitiri of disea:,s~~· ~avag,ety! ahir:h.is!Il, pestil~it~e, w~r, fatniiie, 
d~$pbtisII).1 primitii;ism, poverty, and ubiquitous hna_ges of children) flies fa their food and faces, their stdma~hs 
-distended, These· 'universar but powerfully subliminal message tm.its, bea.1ned at global tele~siort audie:nc:es, 
cortnote sornethwg not gpbd; per~nnially problei.natic u1:iw(nibihess1 deplorabili:ty, black> forehodin.g, loathtng; 
. s11b huinanity; .etc/ ' 
Hugh Hamilton in "'Own~ship, Diversity & Ra,c;e; Q'Ql'if.to1;rtm~ (lv;tis) ):lepr~sen:taticn.is of Africa in the US . 
Media" a1s() highlights the sa:me thr~d. "The dominant images of Afrl:ca l.n American mainstream media ar~ of 
a dark and desolate continent, riven by tribal confliar1 beleagueredby·pestilence, poverty a1-:1,d di,s"ease, a pJace of 
fear and futility ... 9fdesp·1Jir·'and dep1·~ssio1i; qf 'a: lo~t p~opli:f}.a:pgµtshing ~:P.. a1ostl@d s61new.h.ere b¢yond i11e 
edge of mod&th. Civilization." · · 
This -dehumaniZa:tibn-ofAftica has 'j;)ecorne a matter of co1~Cel.'li l40t only to Aftfoahs, at home an4. in th°\:! 
di~s.pora, but alsp to t~!'lmJng ripn-Af:ricans who have suckled at.Africa's generous bre.asts. 
Eleven fon11er African heads tifstate fi'o:rn all over the contip,ent rose from the African Presiderrtj:al RoU:rlc;l(able; 
2005, ~ponsored by Boston tJnivetsit:y's· Afric~n .PreSideb..tlatA.tC.hiv~s and Research. Ce.nter, with a coinmo·n 
conclusion, v\Thile agreeing; though with nice words, that most African governments have been despotic, 
corrupt, cap1idous, :inept '.and thoroughly uselessi tlJ.¢Y Jinn,:ented wh~t they desoribed as :"A£ri&a:'s· ifu~ge in the 
l\.lueriean ·media/; 
Their Excellencies examined the record of coverage of some of America's most .distingq.i$hed publicg.tioi1$-The 
New YorkTime:s, the W ashingtoh Post, The-Wall Street Jo,ttr11al, USA 'Tod&y, .arid tJ:,s,. News & World Rep:ort. 
They rev1ew.ed the.se publications over a io-year period-from 1994 to 2004-and ''found their coverage tlf the 
continent to be·.anything but tair anq balanced/' Sµ~h .an ip.ctedib1e 1~bo~ oflovei· con:siqeting tJ.'u,i.fa¢t that 
many of them had.;more than enough to do with Africa1s present sorry state. 
They therefore. concluded that "the. findings of this Cami other). s1.nyey$ .indicate t:Q:a:t cove.rage ofAftiG&:, py the 
leading souttes of American media is, a,t best, disrwssi'\>'e ofthe contih~nt's progtes:s·and potential, an,d tli:os 
leading to conti:i;u;ied 'exotification; and marglnalization .c>.fthe.African continent. At worst,, coverage: disregard$ 
recenttrends toward dem'Clcratizatiun; thus betrayj.ng ari aJm9st contetnptuou.s la~~ of Uiterest in. th¢· pcit~n;tfo.l 
and Pl'.Ogres$ b~ing achieved oi1 tM contiti,ent.'; · · · 
How does this negative portrayal affect.Africa's fortunes? These former heads ofstate,who should.kn.Qw, 
beca'Qse of th,eir fotn::i.¢1' andtela:tiv~ly stiII vaµtage po$itio.ns, wer~ ul\aJJ..itno:Jiil tht:tt this negativ¢-portrayal "li!is 
profound relevance to everything- 'includrngthe world consideiing Africa as a worthy investment venue and 
viewing Africa as a valuable tradi1rg partner .. .it is (ea$01iable to po:sit that negative pe!ceptfons le?.d to negative 
outcomes, namely; lawer levels of aid and lower levels of invesfrnent .!' · · 
Facts are sacred and the truth rnust be told. Despite generous hump.rt and natural en,dowments,; Afrj:ca f$ hc:>h'ie 
fo 32 of the 38 highly indebted coJJP,tries of the wc;>.tldarid remaiiwthe Ol1ly <::ontinen.t. wlie.re the. propurtioil of 
tbe population in extreme poverty is growing. T:hirty-six and two-tenths percent of.Africans. live on less than.a. 
dollar a day. Most African countries are at the bottorn ofthe. U:l'),jted Nations' overall lrµr:µa:n development index, 
which al.so i:nec;i.sures ed11cation, life expectaric}', g~·9ss dom.estic product a.nd other indkators of development. 
The overwheiming majority of African countries are .not on· ta:r;get to meet any of the Millennium Development 
Goals agree·d upon at the trnited Nations in 2.000. Sad, but all t:rqe. 
B11t those who make a livipg out of shoV1ring Africa's soiled behind to the world should also he fair enough to 
show her fair side. Ignoring one side ofthe story m:eansreadets and viewers are gett~11.g ,only h,.a:lfof the story. 
A11d ha.lf-'-truth, as tb.e. -i:;aying go.e~h fo l:ialf~l~e, To hrh1.g ~th6m~/it iS ltk'e .saying all fhet~is to Amerkais 
Bt1rdcane Katrina, Skid Ro~, the Ok.lahmna.C{tybombing> congressmen.and congressional pagers, serial. 
ldllers, child molesters and snipers. It-is like airing only "Artferjcan Juqtice," •r,f\J.11.eii.ca's Most W.ante<;l/' "b1;{~.k. 
Heart; Iron Bar:i:d,'' "Lock-Up/; ''Skeleto1tStorie$;' a~1d •iyo :¢1l:tch a Predfi.Wt;' h1 Afdca -;:i.tid implylpgBotn.e.h.Ciw 
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that this is Ai:rtetic!a... Yes, bad things happen eveiyw'here, not only in Afi;ica! 
Carol Pineau highlights this 1opshledness in the documentary "Africa Open for 'Business": "Yes, Africais a land 
of wars, povertyartdcorruptio.n. The situation.in p1ae('!S l,ike Dar:fur1 Sudap, de,spetate1y cries out for ·more 
media attention and ititetWttj9,nt;J;l action. _But Africa is also a land of stock markets, high~rises, Iriternetcafes 
and a growing middle class. This .is the. part of Africa thatfunctions. And this Africa also iieeds tn~dia attention, 
if it·isto have any chance off:u}ly joining the global ecc:>nomy." 
Ezekiel M,akunike.addresses the. same' concerns in "Out of Africa• Western Media Stereotypes Sb.ape Images." 
''We hear about fart.iines and coups; but not the.teJu:venation ofits Cifie:S and the cultut.alVitalitY of it$ village 
life . ., al:iout oppression and rna.ssatre~; hnt not -education, ecorrornkself-fo:Hp :and political development ... 
about poaching and habitat destructfon .. but not on.going active efforts a:t conserv1:ttion, reforestation: and 
e11\riron.tneJJ.tal awareness!' 
The TtansAfrica ,Forum, a hodywhich aims to 1nf1uence U.S .. policy on Africa and the diaspora, surveyed two bf 
the most .esteemed new~,papersin the l]rtited .Stat~s~the New'ti:)rk 'rhn..e;s and The Washington :Post~'between 
March and Au:gust 2000, Its ;study sb<'Jv1¢.d that the va$troajoiity of news stories fell within onlythree 
categories-AIDS, development and conflict. The study found no repo1ts .cm:regional economi'c o:epolitiqfll 
coop~ration in Afi.Jca; nor one attid¢ on the private 1:1~ctor.. · ·. 
The study concluded that "one would frave expected the New York Times and the Washington Post to rna1te an., 
effort to inform An1eriaan citizens i:tn.d polic.y:m,aker1:1 iJl a hl.iich more baJ;;i:rtced, detailed, and fair rnanne_r. 
Failure to addte$:~ thi& :iss"Qe Wi;ll eun.t:dhtlte to an-increase ii:xAfro~pessi:mism fa America." 
The :wo5 study by Boston Universicy of.Africa news coverage alSo. re:veaJf!<l. nothing apouJ fewer civil wars, 
economic growtb or increased acce$$ to edU,ci:ttion on the, contineiit. Dfoa$tets: in Somalia, Rwanda and West 
.'lli'icaO,ominatedi while transitions to democracy in Nigeria, Ghana, Sonth Africa, Namibia, Mozainbiqne and. 
elsewl1ere were ignored. 
Also grievously ig!tored by the We.<;;ter:n m~dia is .the fa.cf that a good, number of African countries have made 
real progress over the last few-years,. In ·2005 alotre, Afti'ca: posted an unprecedented growth of 4.5 pe:rcent, 
which prompted Ha:iko Alfelcl; Aftl~a director at 1:he World Economic Forum, .to declare that the African. · 
continent has "emphatically and irrever..sib:ly turned theco.rner: ' . 
Intts reVievY of-2.005, a yeat; widely a.tcia5m.ed a,$ :"The Y~arof.Aftfoa/; the .. World Economic Formn reports "a 
ne"\~ tesqlye [by Afric~r1sJ to p;roroerl;.e, the. Afrfoan husiness and investment climate. Many African countries 
extended economicreforms and put in place S:truc:tures to fight corruption." Re:;illy? Will someone plegse tell 
the "Y:hole work!. fuat Africans are GctP.i:tble of helping theroselves1 and tb,at they .ate not helpless, hapless and 
4oPeless? · · · 
·The report goei;; on to say: ''Akey develop;1ne11t Q'n tge business fro:nt was the rapid increase in Chinese and -to 
so11.xe eX'tent Indian investment in African countries. In just a few years, trade and investment between China 
and Africa has tripled, with the pace ofsuch engagement becoming particularly vigorous during 2005. 
"The trehd has c0ntinued into 2()0'6s as h;:i:s tl1e phenomenon of South Africa.n bl!siness expansion into the 
continent." And what is more, the report says, "These positiN"e trends seem set to continue heyond 2006, given 
their long-tertn nature." Is' an.yon'~ listening? 
Africa indeed has tl.l-tned the corner. In the last five years, Mozambique has reduced its poverty level from 70 
pe:rcent to 55 percent and has doubled the numbet of its children in school. Kenya has introduced free primary 
education, which has brought l.~ ntillion chHd.ren back into school there. h:1 Tanzania, 1,000 new schools have 
been bnilt 4nd 181 ODO teachers r.ecr.uited to enable the nation lo .achieve the goal of primary education for all in . 
2006-niue yearsbef01·e the target date of 20J!J'. 
Uganda has .redl!c~d UN 'fr.om 2:0 l)erterttin '199lto '<ibout 6,5 percent in 2001, showing that v.vith political will, 
tlreticle of an epidemic.can be turned. In 1973, only 'thr.ee African heads of state were elected. Today, 40 
cbunti-ies have: had multip·~1i:y ¢1~ctiott$. Two y¢ars ,ago maj.or cdnijibts affectea 19 countries hi: Africa .. To(lay 
thi;y' aff¢ct Ql~ly thtee countries, 
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'Th'e 'Wtrdd Bank report~ that ctn:intri.es like Sene.g$.l1 Mozarribique, Jmrltlna. Faso •. Ca:nreroon, Uga.nda;and 
Ghana are on courne to meet the target of halving poverty by 2oro-five years ahead of schedule. Botswana., 
with so.aringliteri;tcy rates, has doubled~ some say tripl¢d, it<; scb.ooI ¢nrolhnent f'igu:r~s. South Africa, lloasts of 
SilS:tairted 11co1iomi~ gJ:oWth, Rwanda has the highest number of women Ill parliament in the whole world. Even 
war-tom Lllleria achieved .the distinction of putting the first elected.African femaJe head .of state into the global 
club 0ffen1a~e h~a,ds ofgqvernment. 
These giant strides are, however, lost in whathas been described as ''disaster pornography,'" a disturbing trend 
in Western .media tradition, which tallies with Ezekiel Makunike's &S:Sertibnlhat "fo:r America.rt re;:i:q~t$ or 
Vie~rs to be interested, news 6µt of Africa must .be tjegative, It mU:st aonfoJiJl to the traditional stereotypes irt 
its spotlight on ,grotesque and sensational events. It must show misery, corruption:, mismanagement, 
sta:tvat'fon, primitive surr9ttndings an$!, as in the c~se 'bf Somalia; qhaos arid outrig:b..t aMrchy:' 
R.akiyaCJmaa:r an.:d Alex de Waai in "Disaster Pornogn1phy From Somali.a" 'tell of '.!pictures of grotesque hu1tia,i1 
degradation, with .foreign angels of mercy ministerii::)g to stafyiµg cl}jldren; j,t1xtapo.sed with htu1,ge5 ·of · 
trig_ger~1rn:ppy teeri,-age looters." ·· · 
Putting an fod'.elibie qµestion mark on disasterjournalis1n, they say, "Reduced to nameless extras:in th:e, 
shadows behind We'stern ai'd '\-yorkers or disaster tourists! the grieving, hurting ,aP:d buniili~Jed hun1an. beings 
are j1ot asked.if they want to be portrayed in this degradingwayt Has anyone ever considered this-? 
They also reveal that ''-Somali .doctors and nurses have exp:ressedshqc);{. at the conduct of film crews in 
.hospitals,. they .rush through crowded co:i;ridors, leaping 6:ver $tretchers, dashing to nlm theag-0ny b.efor.e it 
passes. Theyho1d bedside vigils to recordlhe.inom.ent of-death. When t1re1falian.actress Sophia Lurenvis~ted 
.Somalia, the pa:pa,ra~Zittampled on ch.ildren as they ~ctani'bled to fjl1nher feeding a little gjtl-..:thr{l¢ times. This 
is O-isaster pornography." 
Riclliard N gamba, in "Reporting Africa in Western Media $tyl:e/' also relates a:n interesting experience that he 
l1ad w}lifo c·oUapora:ting W:ithsoine Western journalist'!? during tile :fifrn:itig_of the.documentary "Darwin 
Nightmare" in 'Mwanza City, on the southern shores ofLa1ce Victoria. He says; 1' ••• in the docum:enta:ry,.ltis 
ci1airned that the presence :of the fishing ii1duStty ha$- ca:used the ovtbrea:k of s1;teet child,ren in Mwam;a, w;ith 
iJ1b$t of th~m eatibgj;iacking inatetia1s used by fish proc~$sors to pa, ck theiJ:filletq, be~ause tliey cantcifford to 
buy fish. 
"Yes, in this docijtnentazy yc;,u cart. see street chl~dreh gatl1ered af~E!.manga forey area. in M'.wan:z;a,, tryirig to cook 
their food with their faces s1wwing sorrow and grief, but this is a fiction which was directed ai1d paid for py the· 
authors of this doc1.1menta,ty. 
"The footsjs that all street children seen in this film cooking food were pafd between Tshs 1000/- and Tshs 
f/JOO/- by the producers Df the film: and then directed to dCJ what they are: doing, paving, the way for my guests 
to film what they then terrrt~d 'striking images.' " ' . . 
Strange and disturbing revelations indeed! Are these "striking fmagesi> of disaster actually man-made· 
"pseudo~events,'1 planned, contrived, concocted and synthesized for believability? Daniel Boorstin des-ctibes 
pseudb:-events a,s "mote vivid, more attractive, more impressive, and more persuasive than reality 1tself.'' 
So wlrnt is the cost of these attractive, impressive, persuasive, enticing and highly believable "pseudo-events" to 
Africa? 
WilsonRutayisire, post-genocide director of Rwanda Information Services, says "the way Africa is covered in 
the. internatitn:ial tnedi& is not only charged \Yith a partisan view but also responsible,. to rid sinall 1neasµ:i:e, for , 
the p.erpetuatfon of prejudices that exacerbate Africa's problems. · 
"Although the media coverage Africa receives is not the prirrcipal cause of the problems.Africa faces, it provides 
the,superstn,icture with:in Which Afrjca is p 'erceived and foreign policies otiAfi:i~,a ate prescribed." 
.A.ccor:diugto Carol.Pineau, it~'comes ata high cost, eyen ··~the costoflives. Stories about hardship and.tragedy · 
aim tO'tU:g at our heartstrings, getting us t0 dig into oui; pockets ot µrge Congress to send niqr~ aid.. Blit'Q:o 
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countrycor region ever developed thanks to aid alone, Inve~ttnent .and t;hejob ·atid Wealth creation it generates 
is the only roCl.d to lasting_ dev.¢loptiient. ThCl.t is how China, India and the.Asian tigers did it. 
"Yetwhile Africa, according to the U.S. Government's Overseas Private Inves:tm.ent Corporation, offers the 
hig,hest re:ttirn :in the world .·on direct ·foteig:tl i:nvestm.ent1 itattr:acts the least. Unless investors see the Africa 
·that i.S: worthy of investm:ent; they won~tpl.lt their money into it. And 'that lack of investment translates. into job 
stagnation, continued poverty andlin1ited access fo educatioJ:l and'b:ealth c~te." 
Rwan.d;;i.p President Pa:Ul Kagam¢ say$: "The constant-negative reporting kills the .growth. of foreign dire-ct 
investn-:rent. There has even Been a suggestion that.it is rneant to keep Afi.'ica in the baclcyaTd ofthe global 
economy.'.' 
A!'.:cot&ng to Charles, Stith; former U.S. ambassador to Tanzania, ''One thing blocking a fuller p.ercepti{Jp. of 
Africa's prQgress may ·beJmplidt racism. 'Tb.ere is a: liistQric :fta:rnewoik that bydeffo:itl.an sees.A.friea ... and 
Afi.icMs. a'SihteJ'ior and negative and makes most stories about the· continent neg;:i:tive. By contrast, China has 
problems, but we see: and hear other things about China. Russia has p:rtiblellis,y~twe see~n:d fe:adotherthhi.gs 
about Russi~. Tb.at. Siinte iinfnqard sho:tild apply to ,Africa,.:" · · 
Related Articles: 
Gleneagles Background and HiStory: "Afri'Ga~Sarne Key Fa,cts" 
World Ecpnomic Forum on .A:fl:ioa; "the Year of Africa inReview'1 
G .V. I<roma:h: "'Africa in the Western.Media: Cycle of Contta:~PositiVes and Sele.otive :P¢toeptious" 
David Whjtehouse: "Geh.eticStudy Roots Humans.in Mica!' 
Tim. Stoddard: "African Statesmen: West.erri Media Sho·uld Lool~ at Cqntine.Iit'.s BriS,ht Sid~t 
Th.a11:o M)Jeki: 1<Who Will Define Africa?" 
Chris Thomson: "OnlyBadNews FromAftica" 
Mtigo Njeril: "Africa at Large; Media. Challengedto Correct Negative Image of Africa" 
Abtaharn McLaug,hlin: '' Afrfoa.ns Ask: 'Why t~n't Anyone Telli11g the Good .News?"; 
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Mo'gae to v .entu·re lhto writing 
RYDER G:ABATHUSE: 
Staff Writer 
11/°9/2006 3:.41 :31 PM (GMT +2) 
FRANCISTOWN: P'resident Festus Mogae is likely 
to venture l11t,o w:r-itjng bo.oks wlle'n he steps . 
down in lOOS, hi:s pr~ss $E!cretary, or Jeff 
Ramsay said yesterdp.y·. ''H¢ (Mogae) is telling 
everybody that he wot;Jld (>e, w_.iti119 books cm 
his perspet~iV¢s ~a~sed an the e)(perience that 
he has a:m~sse~, II said apl)1$ay, WhQ also feJt 
that it was t:oo earlyto·tatk'.aboµt "1h>gae's 
retiremE}nt. "I thJn.k: it is to'O early tQ start 
sp~cul.ating what M()g~e wilJ l:le doing When he 
retir1;1s." · 
retire on March 31, 2008. 
·j Ramsay did not say 
' whether Mogae will 
venture into farming 
like his predecessor; 
Sir Ketumile. Masire. 
'You will never know. 
But, I don't think he 
is much of a farmer~ 
Like I said, it is 
premature to rush to 
any conclusion as he 
never talks. about 
these things openly,'' 
Ramsay pointed out . 
. Mogae is ex pected to 
Ramsay sciid f\ormallY o.n retirement, former 
pr esid!3nts Continue pJ,qyin.g l;l' positive role in 
international affairs. H~ cited programmes like the 
Qhe at the Bpston University where former presidehts 
a re: giV:e;n i:l Jel towshtp fo:r ·ci ·c~rtt;i in period. He 
stressed thet there are oth~r bodfes internationally 
that bring .retired presid~.nts together . 
University of Botswana academic, Dr Zlbani 
Maund:enl, has no slightest idea whatMogae could 
Daisy L90 appeals GCt 
case 
· Opposition r'eactto new 
security prdposals 
Mogae to v enture into 
writing 
BEAC shifts traini·ng 
burden to MoE 
The weak link i'n 
Bot5W9hi3's AIDS armour 
Thugs strangle ex-bakery 
manager 
Upsurge Jn violent , 
intrusive cri.mes worry 
police 
Batsh u ernphas.iseis 
regional security 
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venture .into after retirement. •it .don't klldW what 
ous!'nes.ses he is currently eng·i:tged in if \:!Jiy. Whcrt I 
know ls th'a't l;r_e ht1s bee:n· a civil servant allh'is ciotive 
life," Maundeni asserteg. The poJit'fcal arii':llY?t ha$ 
never heartj of a fc;irm in the h:ame of the ·pr~l'sid~nt 
21tid f\.nds it difficult to think h~ c;o:uld ventore into 
farming of any sqrt. i'Tn this modern age1 having n,m 
a covntry With a good ec:onomy within the regfrm, 
Mog;;ie wow.Id defihitely be liste:d among the eminent 
persons of this worfd," said Ma~undenJ. He ind:lcate;d 
that th~ere a,re: cbanc:es the President Gould l?e us~d as 
a ntad:el tb' lect):Jre· to the Third Wor:-:td on issues of 
prud:ent economic management !:!nc:l good 
g.overnanq:e. 
Another UB. academic, Log Raditlhowa, -sai.d that the 
President is likely to be enm;iged bylntenrati,onal 
organisations after retirement. "Moga,e has done very 
well in his anti-HIV/AIDS c;ampatgns, H:e h13S' · 
demonstrated trernendou$ passJo.n for HIV /AIDS 
(war) and this makes him a favourite for the 
international organisations· to engage him," he 
stressed. He has· no 'fde;;i of wh.at business Mogae 
could engage in on retirement. 
RaditlhokWa ·asserted that the Preside,rit ls g·enerally 
r'egar:ded as a good leader With very good economic 
polities that have kept Botswana ahead. For thisJ he 
said, some international organisations are likely to 
keep him busy with lectures on economic polkles. 
i•Anot.her a'rea where he could keep hiTT\self busy are 
gender organisations iiS Mogae has shoWf) that he is 
one IE:fad~r that p;;i,ys special attention to women as 
he has given them a platform t:o prdye thernselve·s 
thro.ugh ll)flu:ential positions." ~a.ditlhok:wa stressed 
that Moga¢ maY prove very Important to ,some pf the 
gendefr organJscitiqns. The· Pre'sident 'is c:in C!ll!mnu$ of 
the u.:niver.sities of SJissex and Oxford~ whete he 
gr:adwiilted ~s ah etonornist. He has also s~rved at the 
lMF and the Bank of Botswana. He h9s spent most of 
h is time as a i:iVil servan,t. 
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~Tanzania is in the right path to ,promote growth' 
October 29, 2006 
By Silas Bwena 
. RECBNTL Y, busiµess c.Onntillhity in the ¢o®t1y gather.e.d in Dar es Salaam to witness the 
launching of the WorldJnvestment Report-20.09 where Exec;trf.iye Director of Tanzania 
Ihv¢sthJ.e1it Centre (UC), E111tnairuel :Ole Nai.k0 delivered his qpe.ech and.herein below is that 
speech: 
YoutBx¢¢llency UNDP' Reside11tRepr¢~('mtahve; 
Ex:ceJleJiQies Ambassadors a:itd High CorrtmissiOrters;Members of Diplomatic Corp; Members of 
Tanzania Bl1sj11ess C01nn1unity;]Yten1l::)e,rs of the Ptessj La:c;li~s :a11d Gerrtlemen 
I wish first of all to thank ve:r:y ltl.t\ch DrKweka for a job ~'ell done h1 highlighting the contents of 
the Wodd Investment Report 2006 '(WIR06). J'Us¢d to go this wofk ii1. the past years for the p:tess-
q.nd invited guests and I know how daunting the, task is, · 
T would like to focus my remarks this morning on Africa and Tanzania 's qbilities i~1 attn1pth1g 
FoteigiJ. Ditect Inves:tr)Jent FDI, But beforel do that~ let me.start with a quotation fromthe speech 
of Geofrey Lipman, SpeciaJ Advis·or to .the Dfrector Genetal of United Nation$., World 'fo11r:ism 
Organisation when he . was addressing the World Association of Investment promotion Agencies 
(WAIPA) in Geneva March9, 2005, 
He said quote: •ir make ho. apologies today for foc.usmg my remarks on Africa:-It is a region of 
greatest rel~tive p:ovetty in th.¢ wodd; If has the va:st 111:1jority oJL:OCs; It has the lowest ~n.~.ores in 
theMDGsratings; tt is. slipping.further behind in virtually all the :critical pove11)' 11oqrishme11t . 
and mo1tality a.teas; lts wor.kforce and intellectJial rt1oto:i: is crippled with ffiV and AIDS'' end of 
quote. 
ExceUenc~es, Ladies a;rtd Gentlemen; wheth~rwr;;. Jike it or Pot tha:t..is· how Africa is vi~wed 
outside and this propaganda is made worse by the Western media apd o.n many occasions by out 
Qwn Afri<ean of National medias as well. · 
The intensity of negative media goes a long way to deterForeign Direct Investment to the Africa 
and i11 that tegatd Tanzania .. The WlR-06 sJates although the. Global FD I-inflows reached 
USD916bn in 2005 only USD3 l bn came to Afiica . 
Tl1e subject of Africa's poor performance in a,ttractingFDI has been a matter of discussion in 
many faras involving Heads of States and Business executive. To date, no clear solution has been 
found to resolve this o..nfortllhakaffajr . 
. Butrecentlyres.earchers ofthe.AfriGa;i1 Presidential Archives of Boston University shed some 
light on what cotild be the s9urc~ of this µiargUJ.alis<i.tfon ofFDI inflows to Africa. 
' 
-
TM teport was p:l"esented to the past African Presidents/Head of States Round Tcihl~ me.eti11g in· 
Apiil -8, 2006 h.~lij at Joh.annesb\lfg South Africa . The report presented the findings of survey 
results c:onduoted between 1994-20:04 on American Media co:verage of Afij~an Det11ooracies. 
The strrvey coveted five Printing media .narnel)t;. The Nevi York 1'im:es; TM Wasl:tiligton Post, 
The Wall Street Jo1m1al, USA Today and USA News & World Report. 
Tb~ survey captured the fuilowing among other things for .a p¢riod. of 1 Q years .of which .q, total of 
2706, he.j:t-dlhl~ appear~d ln. those p.ape.rs. The detalls of those-headiine news items w ere as 
fbtlows-: 
Total He~dli.11~ 
Confflct/Corruption/Ctime 773 
Blectioii!:folitics 583 
'I'.ra.velLToutistn atid Sports 269 
Visual Arts/Music/Culture 223 
.Education 20 
Etc. 
Ai11011g the.se ht;adlin~sj Ta:iJzm,ia. a.ppeated in only 94 he.ao.lines. An:io11g s~mples ,of n\'!gative 
articiea hrghhghted by the report was an article: written by USA Toqay ofMay Jl, !994 wlµch 
said; quote; if South Africa : Open for business b).1t foreign investors remain-Wary! '1 
The s-urvey concludes its finds. by stating that; quote; ''The finds ofthis survey indicate that the 
covepage of Afti¢"a. by the leading sourGes of Ainexican Media is at best~ dismissive ofthe 
continents progress and potential and thus leading to conti11ued 11exotificatio:n11 .and a 
maw~ilJ;ihp:ation of African c.oritinent. At worse, it disregards progress being made in the continent 
like the unpublished growth~ ref1:mns and susta:ina.bility1' 1 ~frrd of quote. Excell~ndes,. LaO.ies and . 
Oei1iletnen . 
On that note1 I would now like to turn on Tanzania . It is because of such reason ap.d other~ that 
T;n:iza:rria has take111i.1,easures to develop strategies to remov·e ·some of the major investment 
ba~riet() .on one ha.nd and deve.lop strategies to deal with u,egative J?el'cept-ioi1s that will ert:abfo us: 
mark.et our country more effectively. 
Let .me start with; 1iwestment Barriers 
October 6~ 2tl06 President Jakaya Kikwete launched the book published the World Bfilik Titl~d 
"Doing Business 2007 How to Reform". 
It is gr:;i.tifying to note that Tanzania was ranked among top I 0 reformers in the world but the 
report weli:t on to disc1.iss the following remaining major areas of weakness patterning to 
Tanzania. 
We .are not among the top 30 countries of Doing Business. Only South Africa appeared on this 
I ii:itfrom th¢ AfiiC:~ co11tin:erit. We ate ranked no , 142 fat behind Botswana. no. 48, Kenya rtb . 8°3 
Ghana no- 941 tJganda no. 107. 
Dearing with Lfo.enees 
We. tanked no. 172 in. deafo.Jg with licences. Thi;s; is an area, whfohneed mgent reforn;is. The 
BU:$ine$s 1i¢e~tses ACT No. 25 of 1972 and that .of LO.cal Govertiii:ient B:1;isirtess l:icensing Act of 
1981 need to be urgently replaced. 
We ii;re happy tha1 this be,iqg taken care of by the BEST pr0.gtatbnie bnt th~ lWe:ed of doing so 
:i.1eecl some push so tfratby the end of the year we can; have a new Bµsin.e,ss Lict:nsurg Act in 
place, 
Employing '\Votkets 
We. ate viewed. as a difficult country to allawthe impo1tation of skilled laq·qur a,s ~llGh ·we w~re 
'.r'anked no. 143-, The .tep'prt tates Tatizania as on¢ of only four cotmtiies with highest possible 
value for difficulty of bh-ing index . 
This is qespite the Amet;ldtJ;tei1t ).11ad!:'l Oll the l1i'l11.iigtati0n Act of 1995 SeGtion 18 to allow 
impmtatlon of skilled 1abonr up to- five persons ai.it.()111atic'a:Uy ap.d i10 restrictiotts. are inl:Ptis¢d on 
tb.e foad s:~tto(s. We are striving to strike a balance between the needs of investors and our 
·objective to c1'eate. emp1oym,¢nt for Taman'.ians. 
111 qrd,er to strike this balan,c;~, we have already tnl:ide co;nsµltations with institutis:ms like VETA to 
dev.:efop curiicularthat will train their students to suite the 11eeds of tQQ.ay'$ 'indqs:trie$ ·so thaf'tJiey 
G<lrt be e1'.l1ployal)le. ·· 
We are in the meantime fac111g challenges 'in the Tourism, Finance,, ICI, Mit1.h1g1 P.etwkum :and 
Oas sectots, to g~t enough sl).itable Tanzanran that meet the needs ofinvestors, 
OtMr challenges are 1110 bility of people with skilled labour:. They move fr.om one company t9, 
anotheyr withoµ,t notice hence ca11si11g }J. lot oJ pi-o.bl~tn iri. .soutcing tepfac&nient. Gons:ultations wil1 
be foitiated between the Govenunent and Private Sector to see h<DW t11i.sn~g;:i.tiye situatim1 c~1 h\:l 
hapdled. 
Gettfog Credit 
Access to finance is an area where we have been working hatd to motiYF:te the-Banks to charge 
affOtdable interest rat~s anti off et better repayment peri:ods. We ar.e ranked no. 117. 
But \Ve believe now since our commercial Banks have established a Cr:edit Reference Btirea;u, t;he 
r'isk of cotnplii;ince will b& m:foimiscid and thus ttiotiv&te the Banks to offer better lending ten:ns. 
Positive response has. started are being realiseq as we see· i.t1terest rates .~lbwly g9tng clow.n. The 
co;nventiOJi Of Tanzania Investment Bank (TIB) into a full Development Bank will go a long way 
to improve credit availabillty. 
Paying taxes 
We are ta.n:ked ho . 113. The ongoing tax refornIB have improved this aspect fai'riy favourably. The 
rep()li ta,kes note of several improvements b),'a,qe blJ. ora;S,$ boatdef tt::i,de bUt shQw C.Qnc¢tn Oil 
in1port procedures that they are stili considered to be expensive despite the fact thq.t fl,n;ports 
perfod have bee11 cut dow11 from ,5-1 to 3-9 days, · 
J wish to take t;hi:; opporlu1rity to call upQn tanz·a:nian's Regolato1y Agencies to cooperate frilly 
with TIC and.the Private Sector to remove invesh119n.t ba:i;-riers I 'have jltst reforr:ed ro and others 
.,SO that (;)tli' C,9ilutry cat! get b,¢ttet rfil'!.kfu;g lnfuture stJ:tdies.. .. 
Bx..ci::llencies:; Ladies, and Gentlemen, letme:now turn to how we are dealing with negative 
perceptions a11d matketingsttategi~s. 
Tanz.ania Btan d 
.A presidential taskforce has been formed. to draft a br:oad strategy of creating, comm1micating and 
:tn.a,nag."ip:g Bi;11Jid Tanzania Project, 
, .. -· . 
The BEST Pt<Y.gratrnne 
This ls a joint programme between dovermnent, :nonors, and Private Sector. It has-five 
co1npqne)'.its ai.tnE,:d at tle.a'.litrg 'With :all liw¢stm~nt hm:tiers. The programme is coordinated by a 
.Better Regulation Unit(BRU) u11<ler fug MUl:iS:try of Pla:pning, Economy and En1powem1ent. Th& 
ptograintne wilLput ·in plate couducive policies, legal and regulatory environment for business to 
operate i11 ~T».nzania . 
Mill'keth1g 'Ftogra:nun~ 
A global i11arketing company has been engaged to assfst Tanzania jn the design and launc:h 
target~tl co1mtry ihv¢strrteuts in Tanzania ; The Constjlti;i1)t1s ·report will teCO:tniT1er;i;d key J?rioiity 
Areas for Ptomotlon on Targeted Sectors and lnvestm:ent Constraints that should b'e addressed 
a~1([ re1rtov~a.. 
Excellencies, Ladies and Clentlemen, what are our. AGIDEVEMENTS 
The strategies· I have just outlined coupli;id with. 'l'anzani.a 's ·attrc+ctiven:ess have yielded 
ini;pres.Sive acihieveiue:nts and thiS has .bee1i acknowledged by reports prepared by re..,knovmed 
worlc:l:vyide Ecptro1nk watcJ1dogs :such;as th¢. W'otld Ecqnotiiic Forum,. UNIDO and tJNCTAD. 
The World Eeonoiuk Fot:Uin tejtort of2:0b6 titled 1'The Global Competitiveness.Report 2005-
2001511 wl1ioh w;a:s Jaunched in. C:ape Towr(So11th. Africa ii1 June 2006 tanked Tah.Zania no. 71 in 
the Wori.d's Growth competitiveness. index. This was ;a jump of l 0 points form no. 81 recorded 1n 
2Q04. 
The Analysis of the growth .eompetithreuess in.dex in African context, shows that Tanzania 
p 'erfotmed very well. co'fnpai'¢d tp rt13}:1y Afrkari co:qntdes .. Iir this i:egard, Tanzania was no. 8 in 
Africa behind Tun]sia , S·outh Africa , Botswana, Mauritius , Egypt; Ghana and Namibia . 
UNIDO 
'Th~ 1.JNIPO t~pt5tt Df Sup Sal1.4ri:i:.Aftican For@igp.1 Itwesto·r's S1itvey 2005 pla.ces Tai1.zat1ia :a:s no. 
'3 in sub Saharan A:fdca on future Sales GrQwth behind Nigeria and Ghana . The same report 
p.Iac;ed tbe TIC as th¢ Nt1tnber on~ InvestmenfP:r9mo~ianAge~rey ip. Africa . 
TJNCT AtYs Woild Investmel)J Report 20Q6 
Thereport states that Tanzania :attracted lJSD473m in 2005. The analysis of the rep.ort show that 
T~.ti:Zarti<i: was among the top 11 A:frici:IU :cowl.tries recipient ofF:DI making ajirnip, of2 ranks 
from no. 13 .in the 2004. A further analysis of the report show that TapzflTI.ia,was, Stfrpassed enly 
by p.il p:todi1oing colihtries and tnare developed Africa economies like South African and Egypt. 
The taking was as follows; 
L Sovth Africa USD6379m 
2. EgyptUSD5376m 
.3. Nigeria USD1A03m 
4. Morocco USn2933m 
5. Sudan us:n ;2305n1 
6, Eqtu~toi1a1 Gui.Ma USD1860rtl 
7. DRCUSD1344m 
8. Algeria USD108ln1 
9,, TtihiSia USD78'2m 
10. Chad USD705m 
l L Tan.zftpia USD473m: 
ltt coJi~lusion, we note with satisfaction that Tanzania has done well in attracting investments in 
Africiltt. But we b¢lieve we can do mµ:qh better in tetms M the amount of FDl coming ihto otir 
country. 
Wi;; ar:e yery much encouraged by the ibv.es.tinent inflaws bei~g registered at TIC because 
between January - June 206 TIC registered 357 projects worth USD1,047m compatedto2.66 
ptojeots worth 857m registered under a sil'nilarj)eriod in 2005 .. 
The proje~ts registered between January - Jtll'i:e_,2006 alone will create 33;722 jobs. 
Further .an.alysis of om data between i990 - Ju.ne. 2006 showtliattheUK leading in tenns ofFDI 
i:nflows i11to Tanzania followii1g by Kenya, India, China, South Africa, The.Nethedands, Canada~ 
USA, Germany and Italy being tht; toµ 10 cotmtries that h~ve invested ii~ Tanz~fo. 
fyfay:thetefote conclud<:l n1y:re111arks by stating tha.t Ta:p:zaiiia iS iii the right pi:iw to promote 
. . . 
growth, development and social harmony. This is true and its good for o\1r tOU1itry •. 
Having said that it is now my sirtgiec hou<:ntr and pleasure to avMU,hc(} that the World fn\'e:Stmep.t 
Repott~2006 is now Officially Lal.inched. I thank yol! all. 
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Jlftl.[INEWS 
Prlz.e offered to Africa•s leaderis 
A :!jis"'n prize for Afrio~·s most E!ffect:ive head of sfate is. being lc:ium;:hed by one of th~ . 
c:ontirren.fs toil: bu$1n¢ssm~ti. 
Ui{-based .mobJle p:hone entrepreneur Mo Ibrahim - Who was bo.rn ih Egypt "' is, be.hind the plar;i to·· 
r~t~ g·overm:in<::~ in Sp Afrlqrn 'i::OVi'ltri~$ e'aqb year; ·' . 
'Th.e c.ontest, launched Jn Lomjon, wrn award winni.ng leaders $5m (£2. 'lm) ·over lO years when 
t:h.ey le:ay.e oifJ'Ce, ptus $2;00,b'bO. (irni;OOO) a year for life. 
''We ne.ed to.remove corruptlon and improve .governance/ Mr Ibrahim said.. 
'N.6 Hfe after o#i¢e' 
Then the cbntineht Wq!JJd not .ne.ed C;Jhy a:id, saf\:j Mr'Ibtahirrt , who sold CeJ Tel, his pah-AfriC:ari 
rn.o!;Jjle phd:ne cpmpaf)y, ~ti MTC In K.iJWalt for $3Abh (£1.8bn) last y.ear, 
HAVE YOUR SAY 
Toe intention ~$ g~o;g, bu~ I ~o not thinlt it Will 
pro.m·ote 99oc;I ,gpvEfrhc:1n<::e 
Wanjiku K:agfra-Kargbo 
"The day we do. not n·eed any aid will be the· most wond:e:rful .day in rny life." 
The Mo Ibrahim PrizEJ: 'for.Ac;hf-eveornent ln Afl'tc.ah LeadeF$.hif:J is belng launthe.d o'h' Thursday. 
Th.e award will g~. to Afri:can h~ads of state who deliver s.ecuri.ty, health, education an.d econorntc · 
oeveiop,,ment to.their gpQ:stJtl.J.firits. . . . 
·' -~ 
In an interview with the Financial Times newsp.aper, Mr Ibrahim, 60, said leaders had no life after · · 
offj¢e. 
"Suddenly all the.mansions, cars, 'food, Wiffe is withdrawn. Some find it difficult to rent a house ·· 
in the c<1pitaL That incites c.orrwp~ion.; it incites peopl.e to ding to power. · 
"The prize wi.11 offer essentially .go9d people, who may be wavering, the chance to opt for the' 
go·o:d life after office," said Mr lbrahirn. · 
Support 
B.BC Africa aricllYst Martlr'.r PlaWts.aic;J it would ,be thE: world's richest p.rize ~ exceeding the $1.3m 
(£ 700·1000) qwarded by the Ntiber Peace P'r-ize. 
Tt:ie l).eople who are' doing badly and ar,e killing their 
o:wn p:eople· ,or ste:aHng state resources are going to 
carry C!J'I qolng that ··· ,, 
Patri ck Snilth · · 
Africa Confidenti.~1 
10/:26/20.06 4:02 PM 
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It will be available orrly to a president who clemocre'ltically transfers power to his successor. 
Harvard University wtll assess: how well the presiden:t has served his or her people While in office, 
Nelson Mandela, for111er us Pre?ideot'. em Clint·t?n and UN Sectetarv Generii!I kbfi Annah are 
among those who have welcomed the initiative. 
rvtr Mandela des(:ribed It 'aS? an example to the wodd . Mr C:iioton si:lld he wished Mribrahin'l and 
his foundation "much success in its lmP\'l'rtant work:' . 
Differing .opihion 
And Mr Annan thanked the businessman for "establishing such ·a generous prize as an incentive.f'. 
B1,1t .not everyon~ agr:ees. 
PatriC:k Sm lth;: of speciGills't publication Africa ~on:fidentia h saith: ''The people who know what to· 
do ahd have dqne well a,re~ ·al ready qoing it. · 
"And the· people who .are doing badly and are killing th.eir own people or st ealing state resou.rces 
are going tti carry on doing that ;, · · 
Africa has one. of the world's richest concentrations of minerals precious metals, yet 300 million 
Of ]ts reside'.nts live Oh ieSS 'thari Cl dqllar CJ £(ay, 
Story from BBC NEWS : 
http :// .news·. bbc. co . u k/ go/pr/ fr( ~/2/h i/u k_news/60'86()'88.stm 
Published : 2006/10/2q 0.8:34~34 GMT 
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-·virtue Ras Its Own Rewards 
10t26/D6 
Cellphone eiiti\eptene:nr M€:ihainea Ibrahim is furtdiiig a $$1i:iillion prize to reward Afiican foaders 
who.ruie wisely, govern honestly and 1eavepeacefglly. 
The Mo lbrahin1 Foundati<m will awardthe Prize for Acbieveniel'lt in Afriean Leadetsliip based 
on.an objectiv.e index.thatmeasures how well a former head of state orgo:vemmentpromofed, 
among ot}1er thi11gs;c suat~jn;a.ble; eco1iomip devel:opnient, .democracy; human rights, the rule of law 
;;ind .clean government. Ibrahim said:he expects to nam:e the first winner of tb:e prize- billed as the 
wqdd' s most tucratiye ~ in ·.11 yea:t. 
''We want to· give the message to our 1eaders in .A:frica that there is life after office," said, tl'le 
Suqf!fl-bOrti lhrahlm, who founded Ce1t~Untetiiationa:I B.V., which has spread mobile phones 
across African countries where telephon:e li11es :never tqok solid root Kuwait's MTC .Gto\lp 
bought Cftl tel in April 2Ct05 for $3. 3'6 bi1lion, but Ibrahim remains its chainnan. 
'Each year1swinner will receive for personal use $500,000 annually for lO years, dropping off to 
.$200.,0'QO .a year for life{. The ·winning fotrher leetderwill also get .$200,000 a year to spend on 
good works. . 
Jwan interview; Ibrahih1 lartgheQ, at the,;11oti9J1 that the prize might constitute delayed gratification: 
for lead.em who restrain themselves in a continent J?1agµ:eQ. by plundering kleptocrats. °'1 hope it is 
not only that/' he. said . ·~1 ho:pe it is also for the guys who took their people out or pove1ty, who 
deliveted in. terti1S of livings standatds? clean Water, health and education." 
lbraJ:i:im cited th~ lnflU.elice of his .business expetfo}ice in Africa. If companies reward executives. 
based .. -on perfomrnnce, he asked,. why shotilchft his foundation dcJ the same fot foadets? "I'm 
trying to hdng. the issue, of governa:Me to center stage,'' he said. 
Ibrahim wouldn't llst possible candidates, saying he wants to let the index~ which ·will be 
developed over th~ c4ming 111onths - spelik: for its.elf. "There ifre a few people who did well," he 
said of the curr.entcrop of former African leaders. 
Among those on the foutida:troI,l'S board ate formet President of Ireland Mary Robinson and 
Mamphela Rampl1ele, a longtime anti-apartheid activist and former World Bank managi11g 
dir:e¢tot 
The idea rniITors Hoston University's Balfour African Presidents in. Residence Program, which 
provides up to two ye$r~ Qf ;:tca,qen1ic: r¢Spite for thbse who leave power voh1ntarily and 
democr<itically ~ ,still a.relatively rare event south of ttle Sahara. - Michael M Phillips 
©Copyright 2006 Dow Jones & Company 
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form.er p.resldfilnt Bi3kill Mbi.ll.izi J.eaVes the country Tue.sctay for Sputb Africa fi;>r mecjical ·cnecK; t;Jp 
fd!i.dWihg a major opetatil!in 'he had in UK aft€r his spinal di~cs, slipp,ed; 
His ne,wly appointed spokesp.erson E.ri.och Timpunza Mvula torifirrtfed Monday that Muluzi leaves 
at 6 q.m t_q /rieet i3 11e.4r9[ogist on recommendcition from tjoctors in' the UK Who treated htm. 
'<Ttie specialist wf:io will review the health ·progress of Dr. M.uluzl. ln south Africa is th:e same .one 
who h.ad scanned, examined and. diagnosed his spinal problem in· 2003," Timp,uilza Mvula saiq. 
TiJ'ilplJ.nza Mvula said the UQ.F nation9I chi:lirman returns home: on Thursdciy after i:l three-day 
medical re\Yiew. · 
¢0,lncio~nt<'! IJy, MuluzlJ who returned ho.me ·from the UK on July 9 where he spent six rnpnth~ 
receiving rn_edical atti=ntfon, was suppo·sed to !~ave f6r USA Where he was invited at Boston 
UnJversfty to do a residence programme cciHed Balfour African Pr'eside.nt-ih"Residence. 
The B-affour Afrii.;ah P_resii;le.tit-ih-Residence of Boston University m9ke$ it possib!i= for former 
Aftican heads .of state and their spouses to go and liye at the university itself in order to interact 
dj'rectJy With both the faculty and the students, 
Bui; TimplJnza MvuJ9 d.e.Clined to 'com.ment on the USA trip, saying he just read about it in the 
papers- b:efore he was appoif:lted. 
He ·sai:d It was an issue that was communicated to media l:iy a UDF party official. 
!3iJt .an iilsicjer dtsclosed that Boston University gi:lve the former president a c.hance to shift th'.e 
(fates when the qcfys of liis Visit. to the USA coincided with his medical review dates. 
"H~ ~hould be goihg there sometime later," he saic:l. 
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Casey Affleck, .Summ.er Phoentx tie the krtot 
Sy ~arol Baggy & IVJGfrk Shana ban,· Globe Staff I JU.rte. 6, 2o06 · 
Now we know why B.en Afflec.k gave his brother Cas~ythe wee,kend off from. filming "Gone; 8aby1 Gone.'; 
Casey Affleck and his girlfriend of six years,, Summer Phoenix, got m~rr.ied ov9r tf.:ie weekem:l; People 
magazine reported yesterday. Affleck, 30, ls Ben's younger brother; P~oenix, 2$,is ~h.eypungersJ&tE?rpf 
·actors .Joaquin and the· late River Pho:enix. The c;:ouph;i, m:eti:hrough .Joaquin PhQ.enix, wh:orn Afflec'k worked 
with on ' 'To Die For ,''and became etigaged in NewYork City qyer the: 2003 Qhrls{mas noilq~y , The. ¢P.iJpfE3'$ 
son, lndi:etna A~gus:t; W,as b,orn In ArnsterdClrn in 20,04, . , . Actre$ses,Amy Madig~n E(rld A.rnY Ryan are. 
expected·to join the ''Gone, B~by; Gt:lne'' cqst tQ,d.<;'lY W.hel1 the filin's ,st.~rs "~ Cas~y Attlerik, Mrchelle· 
.Mqn:;igha:o, a'rtd 5d H~rr,is ,,.; rcatwm f:rQ'm th'eir, long weekend. Fflrtririg te.sftrned in Dorchester yesterday~ w'ith 
s;en Afffeck, extras, and cri;:iwt$.king advantage of the ni.ee-weathet. Madigan was notnlnated for an Oscar for 
her tal'e iri ''Twice in a Lifetirti~, '! an:d R'yan was re:centlY fh. ;;War ofthe Worlds'' and "Capote." 
Casting about for fans to cheer on Ttre Ro.ck 
They're .looking· for "h_µn,dr:e.Qs qf..exlr.j;i~" tG. pi<=1y spor.t9 ·f~:rrs in the tre.w Disney film ';The G"<mle Plan/' starring 
Dwayne ''The Ro¢k'" JQ't)nson. lfoslo.n Gf1:sting will .hold -i;Ii'J qpeti call oh Jone: 17 for'th09e older 1h$n 18 who 
i;(re avc,iilable for eigM <;lays of shooting ht July, s.om~ 'Of rt at 8Ds.t.on Cplleg@'s Alurnni Stadium, The tnm ts 
-about a pro quarterb·at;f( {The Roc.k) fiVing tO:e ba·chelor 'life wlien .he di~cnver$ tie ,ha$ a t~ye.ar-<'!lld daughter. 
ne mo.vie was. previoU'sly caJJe'd "Pad,dy'.s Little <Sttl; it Uhtil it was chr;:ihg§.d t0 '•{The: Ga.me Plani• las( Y.Vlaek. 
Another film, by wtlter-pmdLJcer".dite:c:tor Tyl~r P.erry, ls ·u:sfng, the name ''Daddyfa Little Glri'1 {as have eight 
previous fflms). Perry's film stars Ga~ite.He Urtion and Louis Gossett Jr~ 
Winkler gives Eni~rson q hc:u1d 
Actbr cind .tHre-ctor Henry Winlder returned to Sostbh to help his alma mate.r E'merson Co.lle:ge th:e other day. 
Winkler s.~rved as auctioneer at an eve'rJt that drew some 300 people to raJse money for -scholarships .. The MO 
Was E,ddi.e. BtiU, who serves as OaVid Letterman's war:m-up comic., and there were 'a s.lew of other notabfes 
.on band including "America1s Funniest Homes Videos'' producerVin Di B.ona, Comedy Geritralprez D.oug 
Herzog, Oxygen exec Linda Corradina, and screenwriter Kate B.ouUlier .... New England Patriot:s p,l9yer 
Randa U Gay was .spotted picking out a new Cadillac Esc<alci.de ~t Ray ClccoJo:'~ Caqiltac/H.wrpmerVHl~g~ .df 
Norwood.. · · · 
!Jeutenant Governor K~rry Hee;\ley p~rti¢ipated in -a ceremony with Soston rest~orateur Joe MJi.qno-, who 
serves as chief military ai«{e:to'the governot; and Colonel Elmar Maed~r. comm;ahder oHhe Pontific~l swl~s 
Gvard, tb mark the Swiss G'uard!s 5bOth EJhniv.etsacy. 
The sports radio and TV guys turned out yesterday for the, John Hancock Fantasy Day at Fenway to benefit 
the Jimmy Fund. The event .had been postponed a day because ofrain. Among those on hand were NESN's 
Paul Devlin, CBS4's Dan Roche,, WCVB's Mike Dowling, WLVl's Jim Smith, anq WHDH sp:o.:rts. prqdwcer: 
John Zannis. They air took tqrns a~ bat trying to hif the Gre~n Monster~ Dqring Fantasy PaY; J.o.hn Han®<:* 
gives $1,000 to the Jimmy Fund each time.a bcitter hits the wall. This is the 1t$th year ofthe event, and with 
the money raised this year, it will have. rajsed more than $5 million for cancer research and care a.t 
Dana-Farber Cancer lnsJ;itute, 
Romney meets with GLuliani 
Go'l(ern-or M.itt Romney Eind his wife, Ahn, ha.~ a power dinne:r ~t DaVib's Sunday night with farmer New York 
rnayot and fellow Republican Rudy Giµlf;:iriL ihe gov's office made: the res.ervatlon fot a ptivate .room, and th~ 
polit!cos were join~d by a few aides. The crew had dinner and met "- :wlthoutiriterruptloil of any DaVio's st~.'f 
present -- for i;ibout qn hour and a half fn the Wine room. And before you cah say, ''Wine. room, eh?" the. · 
dinner tab showed only one drink ordered by the party for the night -- an ~:a .glass pf wine. 
Dads honored at diabetes benefit 
Jill'l Carmody, vi.ce president and GM of Seaport Boston,wasjo!ned by Fenway Park announc.er Carl .Be,an~ 
12/15/2006 9:44 AM 
ey Affl;c.k; S:qtnn;Ier Pho~nix tie the knot - The Boston Glob~ http://www. boston.comiaeke1ebrity /articles/2006/06/06/ casey _ affie .. , 
and former Sox pltche-r Luis Tia:nt, Wh.o has di.abetes, c;it th13 Father .of the Yea:r -awa:tds dinner the other night 
to benefit the American Oiabe:les A1:?sQClafioJi. C~tmeoy Wa$ named as a Father of lhe Year along wifh 
Wht:;iaton: Qolle.ge prez R:onaid Crutcher; tM Rev. Char:ies. Stith, director of the Afrioah Presidential Archives 
9tld R~Seiilfbh Center at Boston University; and erl.ail Moynihan, president of '.Global We.alth & Investment 
Management for Bank ofAmerioa. Th~ four we're honored for their commitment to fatherhood and community. 
Namesoa.n be reached at rrames@globe.com.or at617-929-:S253. m 
® Gopyrighf 20()6, The New York TJtnes Company 
12/15/2006 9:44 :A~-
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Na.tJor1.al Ne\AJS 
: Mulu:Zi invit.ed to Morooco 
,_ s-Y Ft.ank Na'mangate · 
.· 0·6.~:20 :08 ·- -'10 Ma.y 2·aoi3 
Former pr:e~i~erit B'aki.IJ f".1.µluzi, Wl:ib WilS electe.d vl.ce~pr-esiqent qf qberal 
Interna~ronal, h.as been .invited to MO:rrfcco to address the S4th COrigress of the· 
:world body. 
UD:P spo,[<esperson Sam Mpqsu said in an irJterview Monqsiy .Muluzi W1lS defini~ely going to 
attend t~e Congress ~chequled to tc;i!<e place from November 6. to 9 thi.s year. · 
Muiuzi, currently retoperatiri-g fn the UK after his spinai 5.Llrgery; wouid address th-e. C(lhgress to 
be hosted bY the Moroccan Polit[eal Party Unton Constitutionell.i; under the then:ie; "Democracy 
an.d Developmeo.t." · 
UDF pa'rty, where Muluzi is a haticlnal chalytnan, disclost;d in a press, statement issued e?rlier· 
Monday that the former president iNas invited to the Motoccan City of Marrakesh tn a lett~r 
dated March 15 this year from the, Liberal Intemational!s headquarters In Londo.n. 
''The electron .of Dr Ba.kili Mul.uzi to the high offfte ofv.ke-pres1pent pf Li.J;a;ra) tnt~rnatiorial at 
the S~rd Congress was pone tn his citsence and the co.n']muhitatibn to hJm thro,ugh. tf.Je official 
diahne(s never reached hirii , . 
"However, the 1=h~ction was a great !Jpnour not only to Qr MuluzJ pers.onally biit <ilso t9 the 
pc,*ttc<:il party he leads1 the WPF, the Republic of Malawi itself a_nd ln~eed to the v-1noJ:e contlri.ent 
of Africa/' reads the stateme11t 1fi part, Si§Jned by the party~s ~pokesp~r:sori Sqni MP&5.u". 
Liberal International is a worl.dW1de '.asso<:;iatron -of li.beral and democratic pu!itlcal parties .a.rt ct 
institµtions. The UDFJoined LiPet!31 lntematiQnaJ in. tfl1;i mid g·os.· 
Lorci Qpvid: Steel ofS.cotl.andi ap:;ording. to the ·sta~ernent, was once vfe;e_,presici:ent and tt)en 
presi<;lent of Libera.I rnternatiori:al .. 
rn a separate press statement, i:fie UDF' disclosed that Muluii h.as be.en· ·invited to Bo~ston 
University rn us to do a residency pm9ranrme c:a.iJed Elalfour African Pre!ildent-ln.c~s{clence;. 
Th.e ~t13teriient r¢ads that ih a Jetter to Mulu,Zi -ct.ated MciY <?, ,zoo&; direc.t;or of APARC 
Ambassador Charles Stith regretted that Mti'iuzi was tmab.ie to participate iR the· APARC 
Roundtable Conf~tence for for.mer African h~ads .of state, .held in :South Africa retenHy . . 
"The Balfour African R:esident-in-Residt;!_nce of Boston University· makes it possible for former 
African heacis of s.t<ite and their spo.u.ses to .go af]c:l actU:a!W Jive .qt tfie univerS.)ty itr:;e!f iri order 
to interact directly with both the fatuity and the students/ reads the statement in p·art. 
But M.pasu said Muluzi was yet to decide whether to go to Boston .University or n()t, depenc;ling 
on h)s health. 
· Websf1$ Redesigned and 
Hosfeq by 
Copyrig_ht@ 2005 BNL Umited, Malawi 
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us university invites Muluz'i to te$idence program 
by; Olivia Kumwehda, 5/30/2006~ ·a,:13:01 AM · 
Bo·$tcm Un.iversity rn Mass.a:chuseti:s in. the US has invlfed former President Bakili Muluzi for~ 
resfdelicy programme known as Balfour Afripari Preside:nt-in~RE}sideoce. 
The programme, coordinated.by th:e Un:iversl ty's Afr.fcan:Presidt:rntia.I Re.$eatch GE!ntre, enablesJorr:ne.r 
Afr:[can He~ds oJ State and their spaus~s to g-e and live at the institution to interact with the.facurty and 
th.e sfUdehts. 
The objective ts to share t~~it knowledge and exp~ri:ence,s abQ.Uf thair coQiittJs.s as weH a.$. Africa. 
UDF pub:llcity ;secretary $am Mpa:su said Monday in a press ·statetnerit the letter or invitation, dated 
May 10,, 2006, was selit by the c.entre's director Ambassaoor Charles Stith, . 
Asked in an interview whether MµJuzi, wbo is Gurre,ntly unt;lergoityg tre,atment ln the United Kingdom, 
w.ill !:>~ ~bl!? to ·go to US; Mpasu s.'a'id the fohlier head of state is. yet ta accep.t the invitation, 
"He will decide on when to go after accepting the. i)lvitation and a.s soon as hi$ doctor sees tha~ h.e has. 
comptete-d his physiotherapy and tne dbctor'ls satisfiedi he will be rnleased;'' said Mpasu. 
He addeGi that at the: moment Muh..1zi Is fine,. :able .to drive around and anxious to come home.. 
Fbrmer Ptesldeht of Zambia Kenneth Kaunda and Botswana's former Pres·ident Ketu.rnlre Masrre -are 
some of the African leaders that have atte1.1d~dthe Bq:lfour AfrL$ar1. PresrdenlAn-R~siden.og 
Programme at Boston University. 
In a·nofher develbprn.ent, Mur.uzi has also been Invited to attend the .54th Congres;; of Liberal 
lnterrtatfonal to be held in :the Moroc.can City of f\tlarr."!kech l'n November this y~$r, 
. AGcording to a press statE31T'1eht from Mp·asu, Muluzl Is the Vice .President of Liberal ihterriationai, 
whic:h is .a worldwide assoctat1on of liberal ·and democratic poljfical parties and instltutiorrs. 
This year's session wiH .be' hosted ·by the Moroccan Political Party U.hior:i Constituti6nei1!3 uhderthe 
theme; D'emocracy:.ahd Development. 
This story was prlntedfrom The M;:ll9wi NafiQn w~bsJt~, http://WWW.na.tionmalawl.corn 
1,2/15./2006 9::59 AM 
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Stith t.au'.(f e~c;t by O .. N .. S~c;:retary :G:en~ra:t !(pti 
Annan 
a.v. ~nu:.m CqJien 
Charle$ Stith, ro.Urtt:!er i311d 
dfrector·Pfthe Mrfc:a[1 
PrE?sldent).&I Ar.chl,\les •a.nd 
ReseillrC.ti -tenter f;APA~}, 
receiVed higlii praise recently 
ftontU..N. Secretaty Gen.etai 
J<ofiArrn~t') . AJit1;:ir1 wr.o~ tO 
S~ith tP: expre!>s hf!;; Gidm.iratlon 
(9r APi\P,Cfs anm~9I ;A.Jricafl· 
Presrcfential Rb.undtab.le: held this 
Yei;lr"lo '.ldhannesbUl';g~ .south 
. Ait.11'.:Q ri:i Ap;rll, . 
''APARC's .coisslon l:q ~l;lro11ic;I~ 
~orl-~~pqrar'I. trefiQ~ an¢. 
dev.eiopments :.th Afrr~ .by 
en9a$ing Jormer·Arrlca.rt heads 
of'~tpted~ -a .unfgu~ ~n.d 
irpp,q,l't;int ci;i.ritrt\:w¥Jon to . . . . . 
enc9uraglng ,efemp.crµ~izat(on. qn: _ c:;her,!~s· 5tft'D1 fO.ui:id.er an~· ~i~cto~ onhe. 
the contineii:t/' An'r'lah Wl'o.ta. "1 Afr:fcan· Pr.eside~tiar.Arcnlves. and Research 
rommeod !30sto11 Llni.v:er sity ancl Center 
Wt! far tofa exempfa.ry · 
inf!jatlve/' · 
Stith foundeil the «:enter-In 2002 as. a unique .approach to studying 
. c.urr~t\ttrendshi democratfaation-ahd;free rnar.:kei:r:eforrn in Africa. 
Jrr aciJJlti'Oh to en~o.wr.ag)n9. .;:1_· mulfi>ll:stfBlin;;iry c;ipprqi'!C:h i:'o teai#ng 
<llJoo.tAfri~t AP/\f?<C e~Ea~li$hed ~ rei;ii:lenc.y program o:o q1mp1;1s ·for 
· forrn,er dJ=m.ocratically el!'!c.teq .lea:de19 w~p reJJJl.qi.iJsh t.hei,r offjces 
vbluntarily. Throi;igh this j:lro'g:ram, APARC helps the •sharihg of. 
knowledge between thesE! .former heads ,of state.and other pi.Jbllt 
and prlv.i'lte. sec:J'o.r r.eade.r:s r.egardin_g Africa's global relationships. 
~~f9're ;f91mdin;g APAR,<:, St{th seryi=d .i;ls •a 1.J.:S. <Jm!:><'!ssador to 
Tanza'f.lia, where, amol'i,g many' ;;H:hlevem'ehts, he persuaded the 
AfJ'icarr :state to siun tl:le"first·operi Skie!'i Agreement With the United 
· Sti;i:tes, He graol,Jated from. :Saker lin'iver,s;ity Clr\cf ~he 
.rnt~r:der:iQrninatioriql Th~ologleiil C~nter1s Garn.mi:m Theological 
Semini'Jry Jn Atlant-a, qQq ,r.ec;eiveq ii! Masti;,r's iri Theology from 
HarvarO: University Dfvlr\lty :sthool. 
i211s12006 mm A.M 
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What wise words graduates desire 
5113/06 
By ANDREA J'ONE.iS 
Most of Georgia's college graduates will be turping their taq$eis in ceremoni¢s all over the state 
over. :the ne~:t Several days .. BtlJ "what pearl.S of wisdom do stt.1dents really-want to: hear from that 
all important o.ommer\Ce.tnent sp:~aket? f{~ry~ a sampling frcliti seniors ~t loxtal c.olleges: 
•Nich(llas An.still" 2~, gta.Q.qating S'lmclay froit1.Mor¢house College, where th¢ sp~ci,ker is R11th J. 
Simmons~ president :of'Brown University: 
"I'd. like some tips ot} sµ_ccess. I want to lai0w 11ot onlY what I qt.fl_ do as a black male to he 
successful, but ho.w I can help other African~Ame1ica,n rn,41.es as well." 
•Sanal Cb,addha; 21, gtadua::tb;rg toq~yJtom Agnes Scot£ Col1¢'ge~ where thespeake,t is U$ .. Labor 
Secretmy Elaine Cha.o: · · 
"I would love for her to address her triumphs and het failures. I would 1U\e her tp. pll1IlP i1s. up aµq 
ru:ake iJ.S feel good, gi:ve us eneomagerhent." 
•Courtney Roberts,. 22.,. graduating today fr.om Oglethorpe University, where the speakers are Pat 
Mitchell , 11tesjdent an<l CEO of th.e N.ln$:e.um o!Television and Radio; Michelle Nunn, oo-fom1der 
. . . ' 
and CEO of Hands On Network; a,nd fot111er U.S:. S¢n. Smn Nunn (D:-:G:a.J, 
Roberts, senior class president, will be giving her own speech as wel1. 
''I plan on tallcing about the Oglethorpe motto:, to 1nake a; lifo; make aliving Md 111ake :a 
d·r·:o . . ,. .. n ' . i 1eren1o~. 
·Christian.a Johr);SOI), 211 als.o. graduating from Oglethorpe: 
1fI am lookin;g to have my faith restored in dreams; to be reinvig9r:ated. We a+e roundh1g .a I).ic:e 
conwr, and it would be go.ad to be told to go on to biggerthingsY 
·Michelle M.axwell, 2:4, graduating Monday from Clark Atlanta University, where. the speaker is 
Chad es R. Stith; .director of the African Pr6sidential Archives. and Research Cen:ter at Bost.on 
University: 
"I'm looking to hear something inspfring, It's kind of nerve-racking, going frotn ¢allege, student to 
the real world. We need someone to motivate and prepare us." 
•Reid Erwin, 25, graduating today from: the University o;f Georgia; where the; spea).<:er is Jolm 
Huey, editor~in-chief of Time Inc:. 
"Git 1er done!" Erwin joked. "That's what I want to hear." 
© Copyright 2006 Atla11ta Jounrcil-Con§titttt fo'ft 
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.An Extreme example of lucre's allure 
By C'ar;QI Beggy & Mar~ Sh~mahan, Globe. Staff I May 4, 2Q06 
Jf ~g.E3:nts llave been after .Ex~rerne to reunite for years -- and they have -- what'.s lured Paul Geary, Pat 
a~dger, 'Ni:fno BettetiCPUrt, and Gary Ch:erone back now? Lucre_ The .Boston-based band I which bmke up 
(n '~6:, vi'P..s o~:red a buhqle of dough to play a few dates this summer, and they accepted. (They're at thE;i 80A 
P~\iiJiO'rt Jqn:e 30 .. j ('Wt} alt remain ~good frtends,. so why not?'' says Geary, who formed. a manag~ement 
aornp.at'1y ~ft~r Extr-emeLadjourned. Clients indude Smashing Pumpkins and Bostori"s own Gods mack, w:hase 
new ,C)Ji'lV'; debuted this we.ek at No~ 1 on the Billb.oard 200, .• •. Speakiqg ofGpdsm~ck:. SuUy Ertta 'swears 
h~'.5 tto.t the ch.eating_ kind anymor,e. In a revealing intervl:ew w.ith Penthous?, th.e rnk~stc;iined singer s~:iy$ he 
was ''de~ro.6k-'star-ilrnd'' after two weeks in the desert with Natfo:e Americ~n me.dicine nW.f1, · · 
Thir1gs qon'tact tt.P fat Yanks at Fenw'ly 
P.enW!:;lY. P:ark 1$ plastered with. ads -- e.ven the visitor's clubhouse. The New York Times reported yesterday 
that th$ YaoKe.e'~: were; amused. to discover that Mat quis Jet spons.ors th:e tiny space, There are 15' signs 
P.f.illrnciting_ toe piiV-a™ jet company, every player's cha:ir and nameplate has the company logo, and the towt?ls 
are em!Jtqld'er~o With tH.e·contP!:lny ncfme . . . . Spotted enteri'rtg Fenway!s EMC Club last evenjng: .former BSO 
rtiusic dire¢tor s-ai]i QzjlWa . 
FUmrnaker .Plfche'!i .i12. and HoldingJ 
PJre·etor/proa_ucer Mh:::nael Cu¢s.t-~ Was ln town yesterdE\y .to promot~ his new film "12 aad i-+oLding," which 
opens in B'ostQO- 'cm May 2EL Cues.ta., ·who p:~eviously olrecte.d ''L.l.E.'' and several episodes of '!Six Feet 
Urtde't," work~tl on th~ movie with wdter Anthony .s. Cip.dano, a Providenc,e native .... It was'fhe kind words 
"" .hut the :$ 100;000 cash -- that meant the most to Richard Wilbur, this year's winner of the Ruth l,Jliy Poetry 
Prize .. .(In .anno.uncing the prestigious award_; Christian Wiman, ed_itor of PO$.try magf]zine; sakt. "If yqq h13d td 
put all your money on one livir:rg poet whose work will be read fo ::r hunc;lred years, Rlqh c;irc;! Wilbur would be. a 
good bet. ''). Wilbur, who's lived in Cummington for 40 years;, said It's "every poet's .amblt}on to write three. or 
four poems ·that are. hard for p.eople ta get rid of:" Now mi, the former US 'p.oet laure~te qrid {V..!o-t\m~. Pu\i~~r 
Prize winner S)aid he still writes obsessively. "B.ut'it's not as_ easy wherr you're. an Qld man;' 
A double celebrati.on .at WGVB 
$otnr:: ::2b0 pe.opll:\ it?kk.~d clUttO' WCVPFTV's NeetJha.tn studibs Tuesday tiightfOrthe annual Rosie~.sPlae.e 
$p#rig gala #lat ;;:ilsd m~rked :the 80th .birthday of Kip Tiernan, the founder of the privately funded women's 
'shelter. Jazz vocallst Reb.etca Parris provided the entertainment ·and Ghanne.l 5~s Sm;;an Worni.ck wor)<:ed. 
t he crowd as MC ofthe, live auction . . . . Frank Black's be.come a fE!.ther ·again. The Plxj13s fronfm:an and wife 
VioJethave a b:aby girl, Lµ·cy Berlin, Thompson. fp go Cll0n'g with .$Or1; Jack Er'tplThc>mps()n, The. 
Boston,.bred .sfnger~ who lives in Oregon these dqys, tbld th~ folk$ at FrankBlack.net that h is '<:leiughtw if3 · 
gorgeous. 
Alpr'jgh.t VVilJ b:e hl1SY in 13:oston · 
Madel~h'Je. Alp[ight, .si;;aretary of .state during the Clinton adm.inistration, will l;>e at the Commonwealth 
ln.stitut~'s luncheon. todayto s-ign qopies of her lat$st book ''The Mighty and the Alr\'lighty: Reflediohs on 
Ar:nerlc.a., God, and Worlq Affairs." While in town, she:'s slated to stop by VV~6H's studibs to film a segment for 
'''Greater .8.osfon'' With host Emily Rooney. Speaking of Rooney, she's the keynote speaker for the New 
Englan.d Institute of Ares commencement on May 14 .. . . David Gergen, US News & World Report's 
,editot~at-large Elhd former White House adviser, will speak afSuffolk University1s commencement on May 21 
at the Bank of.America Pavilion. Former New York City mayor Rudy Giuliani will :addre.ss gn~duaJes of 
") Suffolk's law school the same day. On May 22, Giuliani. wfll keynote the Boston Busines$ H~ll of F;ame .gala at 
the Weslin Copley Plaza hotel. Conveniently, the Junior Achievement event takes place during the Drsf of 
three home games the Sox will play against Giulian i's beloved Yarike.es .. ... It will be a busy commencement 
s.eason for'former US Ambassadorto Tanzania Charles Stith, direcfor of the. AfricE!n P residentii'JI Archives 
and Res.earch C,enterat Boston University, Stith will rec.eive an honorary doctor~te ~ornormw from t he 
f 2 12/15/.2<)06: lQ.:0~ AM 
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University of South Carolirta at-ceremonies in Golumbia, S,G.And on May 15, he'll deliver the:gra(fu.ation 
.~ddress <ahd receive -an honorary doctorate at Clark Atlanta Universlty; 
Names ·can b-e reached at names@globe;com brat 617-~:29-82~3. 111 
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University Head.lines 
M~Y 4 .. :2006 
A.PA~C dlte:e;tqr .wilf r¢c·eJve .t:w~ hon~mny 
d~raes . 
Q&t4: Am'!1a$sador ChiJ,r/e$· Stith .s9ys Africa needs help 
from African-Americans 
f.'qrm:Elr .u.s. Ambassaq:or to 
l<.Jnzanl<!. Ch<irl.es :sfitth fE?l!nc;ler · 
arid· -qi rector qf the)\f:t1§.9.!'.! 
. .Er~sTde..fi.J;J~LAr!=ll!Y§.~Um.Q. 
Researd1 tenter (APARC) at 
Bosten· .UnN.ersity; returned 
·frqm Afrjea Last month po learn 
th:cit; h~ tta.9 been .Cjvyarded 
finnorarY degrees fr'onH:wo 
prominent Southe·rn universities. 
in r~o:i;initfon of a career as a 
· rnfnl~l:!J;; . a i:;h!il fl!:jhJ;s aqlvist1 
.gp.Q a cjyiJ se~v?nt. Stith w.ill 
recejve ~fl f:innorC!ry c:1octorate 
ft0m tl'\e unl\iersH:y o.f South 
Caroth\a .oh NM 5 <ind one fro·m 
tlark.Atfatrta UnlversJty on M,eiy 
15, 
Stith had been in Joh<;mhesburg, Cha.r1es Stith, foonde; a~idlr,ecto~ .of 
.south Afrlta, attending. the AMR:t. 
'fourth .annu;;i1 .. Afri:can · 
Pre:s.ii;lentiaJ Roundta,J'.)le,. ~hfc.h wa!> prga,nized by.Af?'ARG af'!t:I. hollt~i;j 
by the Volvei:slty of wrtwatersr<mt:J . The two-day ditiferetice, oh 
April '20 ahcl 21, broughttogether- for.mer. Africah: p'i'esiaents. rrorn 
BotswanCl1 Burundi, KefiY<l, Ghana, 'T.attza:nia, -anci several .oth·er ,cbun~rles to qiscuss the· prcYgress: and the ne~ds, :or ~ti.b-.$aha~CJn 
A°frlC:qQ :stil~~' With p,ar\:fcQl~r fO:ClJ? on :tw.o'lssu.es; tbe•.con.,~)n~nt1$ 
i);nage in. t,h,eAr:nerica.n. i;n,edi;a <JIJd ·ttie .- erigagement.o'f'Afrlc~'S 
Diaspora. th the develop:ment' of.Africa •. Stith .spoke witn .BU Today 
•atl.o'LltAP.ARC'.s mrsston ano Afri.r;ia's neede;. · · 
.Bt! Tppa-y: Wh;;i.t exactly i,s the prpb!en:i witf') Africa~$ i_rtta,ge in 
the Arneri'ccirt media? 
Stith: The p'reponderance of media t overage. ts ·ove'rwheJming_Jy 
riegatlve. Jt's ~~out disaster a[ld disease and J:ll.'lstructlon from vyqr. 
Tha'.t's 9 problem for .the .continent beca.use it's tnroug.h t;h·o;;e lenses 
th,CJf;- tjl,e .average Am_erica,n sees the c:ontinent. So th.ere is reluctance 
· ti:J ihV~St an~ reiUCt\:JliCe i.n terrn.s Of tou'risiTI. 
:is the'fe a disconnect oetween the reai!tv of Afrka an:d the 
li'IJ.<J9e p·resented by the· Ariierica,n rnecti<i? 
Wei'!, you 'don't see stories a_bout South Africa, Which .since, elections 
iri 1994 'has .experienced the longest period of s:ustained g~oWth iii 
I.ts hlstor{. There are no .stdriefs ab·o:tit the 'i(lcrea:sed inve.stinent ih 
edu:e;ation in Gh?na or Botswana or the devefopment rn da,-.yi:itown 
Par-:es ~f!la:am in Tan_zania ,or the·flve-sta.r resorts in M9Uritius. And 
!here,c,?re other op.portunities fo.r tourism peapJe .arM't aware of'. 
Wha't :are tfre .. r.easons for this .l'Jlsconne,d:? 
Pcirt pf It. i:s the pre;ss':; rwle that"tf: it bleegs, it leads,'' Th<!t: kind of 
tnerftalify in· the pqpular riied'ia is one reason, and the other is ju:St 
razlnes.s on the p;l'rt of re potters ciweting !:tie continent. Jt's ~asfer to 
cov~r 'qiS'aster, .disease, and de-strvetion th.an tQ ba)'tle v,iith '(;)i;fltots 
12/.15/2006 lO:t. I 
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who haVe ,precon,c;elyeq noti.oJlS ab.out the cbiitineiit. 
What ca·n be don.e ~holl,t it? 
I th.fnkit's import;cirit f9r rep9f1:er:sto 'develop strqtegi,es~o cqi,inter 
·the deluge pf oegi;f.tive c-overage, bv~? rnai.ri <iJoal .bf our coliference 
Wi3s to iook atWays 'fO r&-brand-the coN.erage .a.lid, market Aft!pa 
petter: it's lmpor~a:rit tor Instltutiohs iike B.ostoh Uh'iV.erslty·an'.d the 
C91lege p,fC:ommJ:Jhtc;.a,ti~f1, Wh.ito Cpl) look (ittraJr11)1'g rui::ure 
jourrialists, to coyer deve)oplng. c0.u.n~r1es .so th~y h~ve a p~~ter 
under.standing •bf i:ontextaQC:J: tfae .content .of w,hcit!s-going ori 'iii some 
ohmese places. · · 
The.re W1"!$-a pf~l='e thii? .w,eek on ~he frcm.t page of ~he Ne..w 
York Ti0,1~- r~portin9 on the 9:0() pertJent ipfi~t.i9n rate, i!J' 
Zimbabwe. Hat~re is, . d~crifje~ as a pla¢e"that's.uff~r$'from 
eiectrl~ai blac;kout:s and a place wnere cholera and dysentery 
swee:P tlfroi:tgh tire stre¢ts. ls titere :somethihti Wri'iojtwitii 
tl);:(tt:(il'l(ef9!Je? 
It'§ tb~ s;cirrre s~or¥· ·Sub$tll:u.te :tbe .l)e,a.i:~line, ,yvl}rte;..out the nami: :o,f 
·the country. But ¥ou 'don't read about 'lnfratioh rates. that had -double 
d)9ift fhTam:a:r:r1a in the 1~sos but are In :the _tow slng'1-e, ditjlts today, 
Tt;ere are posi!'.iv~- ec;ortorn!c ln{llcators Jn So:u'th Africa, ~uch ·cis the 
rriillfon.s .of 1,a1lt.?: of bol;!slng ~hat were. built for peopte who were . 
displaced qurlng .9Pa.Tth~id, and yet we t;ie.ar tfie same story over 
and over,. 
lt vvow!fJ .1naJSe ·a 9ifferepi:;e in a waY 'as sjrnp.le as gJvlrig Arrrericafl.s .a 
wilHngiiess to :touf'the ,cbiJtlrient. Folks dori'·Uip,pretiafe its wonders. 
Tanzania 's OlduVaJ .Gdf£fe is. home to some ·at the oitlest huroah 
remaihs ever r.ownd. 'M.aurttKliamart)cirofs th'e rooftop :ofAfr'i<;a. That 
dri\le from Victoria. :Fans ta Cape Town 1'.IYals a ride ,on :the. or!errt 
Expr~s . · 
The ri:nindtable 'a!s-0 dis.cussed engagihg .Afri-ca's Diaspora iii 
th'e .ccmtiO~ntiS'd~v-eloprn,ent; What :cii:1Eis that rn~;;i.li ~ 
emprging Afri_~;;i'? olaspqr,:~1 
It meanS. ieadershIP oil ·tM ccilitoneht having very specific Strategies. 
It's not.ehtiugh to. say, ''Here;s .the wek<01ffle, mat; come on io." .tt· 
mecira.$ gel;ting Pedpfe fo appreciate th~t Africa 'is more' that1 tlie s!Jm 
9f lt,s prpl:iieJb~:- TQUrism {ii El. :sourc;;e for hatc:l currern:y~ rt oa.n 
sJgnific;C!nt1y -ao.d !':J<:PoP:ehtr.ally grow .t;h.af :S~.ctor, cre~tlCT9· 'ln.centive.s 
fq'r inye,strnent. T.be Africcin-;Arnecicciri <;OJTUTil!Dity /J.cis 'an c;ir1.r1u<"l! 
a"ggre(;iate 1ncome of $75.0 billion a year, If one percelit .of' that were 
harilessed rn tehtis .of Africa 's .deVJ5loprnent, it w.o.uld be :huge. That 
represents m1:1re .than w-e se.nci tn. foreign aid to. the ehti.re .conllnent. 
or.ie thirtg that is critical is that as African le<1dership I;cimes to this 
count•Y1 fhey rncik~ ·1'!• specific .effort h;r reac;h out 'to African~Arnedc<in 
cQ(Tltnuni_ties. When tN~Y are. J.n the 0k. they mak,e a spe_cific effort to 
recich out to Africans in Lpndqo,, beGause thpse folks have 
tremendous skills ;and tremendous resource's; 
understanding that. is, BJl lf11Portant point o,f 9u r .rpµndfabl_e, We: 
be_gpn to w~lk leadership ttJrpJJgh ttie '.beriefi\,S, the upside of 
engaglng the Afritar.i 01as:p0ra in oevelopmeHt, and bra!ostotmlng 
ahoui: ways tJ;> do ~hat. l'he prii'ti.ary impediment is. folks' appt:ecici't'Ing 
the need, to• do it . 
What ;:; !:he plan'? 
ou_r missitin at A.PARC Is p.edag(rgi.cat We w.arit tq .c;tea'te .q fot;l!O'J to 
heiP' th.erT\ engage P.n.e cinoth~r, Qur hqpe is tf:1at .rn:o,ce l'.orrJ1_er h.ep!=fs 
ots~afe Cl!lQ retireiiJ Se(llor o{fil;:·i~(S in mqltiJptern_i, orgcihii!'ltion§ 
engage and pick tip 'tne' mantle .i:in t hese rssues. nut mis!lion., In 
terms 'Of providing, a forum .anti data ,to diSCUS!'\ these SOfts Ofthfng$, 
h~s be~n F~_ifo:l~d-:\ 
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